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Preface 

The Pannonian Conference on Advances in Information Technology (PCIT 

2019) was organized by the Faculty of Information Technology, University 
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Technology in Healthcare Work Committee and the Operation Research 

Work Committee of the Regional Centre of the Hungarian Academy of 

Sciences, Veszprém, Hungary on May 31 – June 1, 2019. The scientific 

program of the conference consisted of classical and interdisciplinary 
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intelligent systems, image processing, data analysis, process modeling and 

optimization, medical and industrial applications. After a two-round peer 

review process, 36 papers of 82 co-authors from 16 academic institutes in 

6 countries were accepted for oral presentation at the conference, out of 

which 29 are included in this proceedings as full papers. 

I thank the members of the Scientific Committee for all their efforts in 

putting together the scientific program, and I thank all authors and 

participants for their contributions. 
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Application of the maximal bipartite matching 

algorithm to schedule medical appointments with 
quotas 

András Éles
1
, István Heckl

1

1
Department of Computer Science and Systems Technology, 

University of Pannonia, Veszprém, Hungary, eles@dcs.uni-pannon.hu 

Abstract: A scheduling problem involving the determination of medical 
examination and treatment times, where quotas can be given as a 
requirement, is solved by a reformulation as the maximal biparti te 
matching problem. Finding appointment times for a patient can be 
nontrivial. S pecific limitations may arise, including time windows for 
the examination, as well as reserved times. The problem becomes 
di fficult if many examinations must be scheduled at once. Also, 
performance volume quota can be included for s pecific types of 
examinations. An algorithm is developed which addresses the 
scheduling problem and the aforementioned constraints, provided that 
specific assumptions are made about both the problem and its solution 
itself. Computational results show that large scale problems can be 
solved in acceptable time with this method.  

Introduction 

Nowadays, management of healthcare institutions is a problem, where 

complex decisions must be made fast. Therefore it is mostly supported by 

computer systems. It is usual that a patient must visit an institution 

regularly, where he must go through various examination and treatment 

procedures. Throughout this paper, we call these examinations and 

treatments as appointments. 

Finding a time for a single appointment for a patient is a common 

scenario. This task can usually be done easily and fast. The doctor or other 

personnel must specify the requirements of the appointment. That may 

include a preferred time window in which the appoin tment may take place. 

Too early or too late appointments can be prohibited. Usually the 

appointment is scheduled on the first free time slot, that is easily found by a 

first-fit algorithm. 

However, the problem can become complex in certain situations. The 

appointment may be subject to a particular doctor or facility in the institute, 

meaning that resource requirements must be carefully taken into account. 
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Finding appointment times can be difficult, if there are more than one 

appointments to be scheduled at a single time. This may happen if the 

treatment consists of a sequence of visits. Not only the constraints for each 

individual v isit must be taken into account, but the visits may depend on 

each other. For example, exact order can be specified and minimal waiting 

time can be expected for consecutive visits. Scheduling them one-by-one 

usually leads to a suboptimal solution. A new method supporting multip le 

appointments is introduced here. 

Of the possible practical limitat ions, performance volume quota [1] is 

used in Hungary and state financed healthcare institutions  rely on it 

strongly. The performance volume quota gives the number of specific 

treatments and examinations the state finances. Being away from this 

limitat ion in either direction is disadvantageous for a hospital. Our goal is to 

find a schedule with all constraints satisfied. 

There is a wide range of solution methods for scheduling; the appropriate 

choice depends on the problem itself. One popular approach is the 

utilizat ion of Mixed-Integer Linear Programming models. Scheduling can 

be modeled with time intervals [2], dedicated slots [3], or p recedence 

relationships [4]. Developing a MILP model may be d ifficult  and the 

computational needs can be prohibitive. The literature of scheduling 

specific to healthcare, namely the Patient Admission Scheduling problem is 

itself a vast research topic. MILP modeling is a common option [5]. Due to 

the size of the problem often heuristics and decomposition methods are used 

[6], even and especially when the scheduling problem is dynamic [7]. 

In the present work, a simplified, specific case of patient scheduling 

problems was identified, and reformulated as the maximal bipart ite 

matching problem [8]. Th is is a well-known problem for which algorithms 

exist that run in polynomial t ime of the input size, and hence are capable of 

solving scheduling problems with a large number of appointments, and 

large time span of the institute. 

Other constraints or considerations can be implemented, provided that the 

problem can still be reformulated as a polynomial algorithm. For example, 

it is possible to differentiate appointment times, and express these as 

weights, the sum of which are to be min imized instead. This more general 

problem is still solvable in polynomial time with the Hungarian algorithm 

[9]. 

In our paper, we specify the problem we intended to solve, and 

assumptions made about the solution of the problem. Then, the 

reformulation is briefly shown. Computational tests show the method 
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working on large problems; nevertheless, the theoretical capabilit ies are also 

discussed. 

Problem s pecification 

Scheduling problems can be NP-hard even for simple restrict ions. We 

intended to have a simple, basic problem formulation that can be solved 

fast, and the algorithm of which can be extended if other practical 

considerations are added in the future. This means that the following 

specification is stricter and much simpler than actual practice. However, a 

fast algorithmic solution of this specification can still be useful in the 

implementation of more complex algorithmic frameworks, for finding 

initial, approximate solutions or strict bounds. 

In the problem specification, our assumptions about the timings of the 

appointments are the following. 

 The resources of the healthcare institute are not monitored; the only

constraint in terms of the institute is time capacity, some of which can

be already reserved.

 Appointment times and time constraints rely on a daily precision. That

means, scheduling inside a day is neglected. We assume it would be

possible to specify exact schedules based on the solution of this

specification, because appointments cannot exceed the capacity of the 

institute for that particular day.

 Appointments all have the same length, which is also the unit of 

measuring time capacity.

 The only constraint for scheduling a single appointment is that it must 

be on a specific set of days. This especially causes that appointments

are independent of each other.

Note that the specification allows any set of days for each appointment 

individually. Th is can be an interval (say at least 6 weeks and at most 8 

weeks from present time), or a particular subset (say Tuesdays and 

Thursdays). 

The performance volume quota is defined as several disjoint intervals, in  

all of which there is a given number for a specific type of appointments. 

Each appointment may belong to at most one quota, but it can be held in 

any of that quota’s intervals. For each quota interval, the number of 

involved appointments must be fixed. For example, a quota may state that 

there should be exact ly 20 CT scans every month. 

One important assumption is made about the quotas, in order to make this 

approach working, which is the following: fo r all appointments of a quota, 
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the selection of the quota interval can be made a priori. This is done, for 

example, with consecutively assigning appointments to quota intervals, in 

the order of the appointments’ deadlines. Note that this is a preprocessing 

step in this approach. 

Reformulation 

The aforementioned specification and assumption on the quotas mean 

that, for each individual appointment, a single interval constraint is added. 

This does not alter the original specification, which allows any subset of 

days for each appointment (see Figure 1). 

This gives rise to a bipart ite graph model, where appointments are the 

first partition of the nodes, and units of possible appointment times are the 

other partition. Possible assignment of an appointment to a specific time is 

represented by an edge. Missing edges mean that the particular appointment 

cannot be on a particular day. Note that for each day, the number of 

identical nodes in the graph is the capacity of the healthcare institute for that 

day. The schedule is done if a matching involving all nodes for 

appointments is found (see Figure 2). 

Figure 1. This is the single unique solution of an example appointment 

scheduling problem. There are 12 free slots for appointments  on a weekly 

schedule, with two quotas, and 2-4 day time windows for each appointment. 

appointments
to schedule

Quota A (6)

appointment
slots

3 apps
Quota A

Quota B

3 apps

2 apps 2 apps

Quota B (4)

No quota (2)
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The quotas require 3 and 2 appointments in each of their two quota 

intervals, respectively, which can be perfectly satisfied.  

 

 
Figure 2. This is the solution of the same problem, represented by a perfect 

matching of the bipart ite graph model.  Note that colors represent quotas, 

and nodes on the left side represent the fixed appointment times, the color 

of which are determined by the scheduling. It can be seen that all four quota 

intervals have the exact number of required appointments scheduled. 

Implementation and testing 

A program which iteratively improves the matching found by looking for 

augmenting paths is implemented. It is one implementation for the maximal 

matching algorithm. In addition to finding a solution for the problem, the 

program finds the one with the most appointments scheduled. 

The algorithm was implemented as a pure C++ program, with its own 

data file format. Problem data consist of daily capacity data, quota data 

(intervals and limit values), and appointment data (times restricted). Note 

Appointment
slots

B

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Sun

(2)

(2)(3)

(3)

A

Quotas Appointments

Quota interval
requirements
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that the most recent implementation only allows intervals to be given as  a 

day set for an appointment, but this could be easily relaxed if needed.  

The program was capable of solving a large problem with a 180 days 

long time span, 3 quotas, and 2432 appointments for 3496 possible 

appointment times. 

The algorithm, not counting the data parsing and presentation part s, 

worked for 356.62 seconds and scheduled 2334 appointments. Further 

optimization of the code is possible and could yield results faster. 

We must note if the algorithm does not succeed in scheduling all 

appointments, then it may be because of the a priori assignment of 

appointments under a quota, to a quota interval. A different assignment may 

result in scheduling more or even all appointments instead, although this is 

unlikely. 

Conclusions 

The scheduling of examinations and treatments in healthcare institutes is 

addressed in a particular, simplified problem class, by reformulat ing the 

problem as finding the maximal matching in a bipartite graph. Time 

windows as well as arbitrary timing constraints for single appointments can 

be formulated, as well as performance volume quotas. The algorithm was 

shown to be working fast for large problems. If problem sizes allow 

solution of a large number of problems, then this method can be used in 

more sophisticated algorithmic frameworks, fo r in itial solutions, 

approximation, or finding bounds for more difficult and practically realistic 

problem classes. 
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Abstract:  We propose a matrix-based foundation and algorithmic treatment for 
agile and hybrid time-quality-cost trade-off project management problems. Our me-
thod handles scores for alternative project plans, flexible task dependencies and un-
decided, supplementary task completion while also covers traditional time-quality-
cost trade-off problems, detailed in [1].  

We also provide a mathematical foundation of the problem. 

Acknowledgment: We acknowledge the financial support of Széchenyi 2020 
programme under the project No EFOP-3.6.1-16-2016-00015. 

1 Introduction 

Reducing time and cost while keeping or even increasing the quality of 

the project is one of the most important, but most challenging task of the 

project management. Every parameter can only be improved against the ex-

pense of each other. This problem is a so called time-quality-cost trade-off 

problem. The discrete time-cost trade-off problem(DTCTP) is a well-known 

problem in the project management literature. DTCTP and discrete time-

quality-cost trade-off problems (DTQCTP) are NP-hard, and are therefore 

usually solved using heuristic or meta-heuristic methods, while continuous 

versions of these problems can usually be solved within a polynomial com-

putational time. The present paper extends the traditional trade-off problem 

to address flexible project plans, models manage flexible project plans and 

allow us to restructure or reorganize these project plans to satisfy customer 

and management demands. To handle flexible project plans, matrix-based 

techniques will be used instead of traditional network-based project plan-

ning techniques. Therefore, two group of methods, such as trade-off me-

thods and project scoring and screening methods are combined into one, 

called hybrid trade-off method. However, in contrast to the traditional pro-

ject scoring and screening methods, there is no need to specify all project 

alternatives to select the most desirable project scenario or the one with the 

shortest duration or lowest cost. 

In the model of the present paper first we are given a set of possible tasks 

(A) containing mandatory (compulsory) and supplementary (optional) 
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ones, score functions (P,Q) give scores to our choices of supplementary 

tasks. We also are given relations (≺,∼,⋈) among the tasks: which must be 

finished before / after, may be handled simultaneously. These relations also 

may be mandatory or supplementary, another score functions (P,Q) give 

scores to our choices. Third, for each task (aA) we are given a set (Wa) of 

protocols, i.e. a list of possible treating methods for the task a. These proto-

cols include cost, time, quality and resource data for each treating.  

In PHASE ONE we have to decide which supplementary tasks to be cho-

sen, maximizing a certain value (M'), calculated from the score functions 

P,Q , fulfilling also some requirements (Cc,Ct,Cdiag). 

In PHASE TWOO we have to decide the supplementary relations to fix 

the completion order of the tasks, maximizing the value of nd(M"), calcu-

lated from P,Q, and meeting some requirements (Ct,Cnd). 

In PHASE THREE we state and solve several optimization problems  (se-

parately) for deciding a protocol for each task handling, as: time(t(w


)) is 

minimized, cost (c(w


)) is minimized, or quality (q(w


)) is maximized. In 

this phase we also have prescribed requirements (Cc ,Ct ,Cr). 

The basis of the proposed methods is the project domain matrix PDM [2]. 

Our algorithm and simulations are described in Sections 3 and 4. 

Currently, hybrid (i.e. combinations of traditional and agile) approaches 

are becoming increasingly popular, however, these approaches lack a prin-

cipled mathematical foundation and algorithmic treatment. Our first goal is 

to fill this gap in this paper, so, for describing exactly the problem and our 

results we need unfortunately many definitions and notations at first.  

2 Mathematical definitions  

We are given a finite set  A={a1,…,an}  of possible tasks,  A¯A contains 

of the mandatory and A˜=A\A¯ the supplementary tasks.  Any  P:A→[0,1] 

is a score function of task inclusion if P(ai)=1 for aiA¯ and P(aj)[0,1) 

for ajA˜.  Q:A→[0,1] is score of task exclusion if  Q(ai)=0 for aiA¯ and 

Q(aj)(0,1] for ajA˜ (e.g. probability, importance, relative priority).  

(A) := {SA:A¯S}   is the set of realizable (project) scenarios.   

 : (A)→R  is an aggregate function if   (S) = aSP(a) aA\SP(a)  

for any monotone operation  on R  (e.g. , , etc.).  

Among the tasks in A we are given three relations:  ai≺aj  strict or requi-

red: aj may not be started unless ai has been completed; ai∼aj means no de-
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pendency and ai⋈aj flexible dependencies must be resolved (decided) by 

the algorithm. Scores P and Q are also given for these dependencies: for i≠j: 

ai≺aj  "P(ai,aj)=1 and Q(ai,aj)=0",   ai∼aj  "P(ai,aj)=0 and Q(ai,aj)=1", 

ai⋈aj  "0<P(ai,aj),Q(ai,aj)<1".  

We use the matrix representation M=[m]ij∈{X,∅,?}
n×n

 of the above in-

put as mi,i=X for ai∈A¯, mi,i=? for ai∈A˜ and for i≠j we have mi,j=Xai≺aj, 

mi,j=∅ai∼aj and mi,j=?ai⋈aj . P and Q are represented in the matrices P 

and Q similarly.  

The algorithm will change all ? to either X or ∅ in M in the diagonal in 

PHASE ONE and in the off-diagonal in PHASE TWO, the resulted matrices 

are the in- and out- (-diagonal) closures of M.  

Clearly, if M contains no "?" in the diagonal then for the represented sce-

nario S⊆A we have  (S)=diag(M)  where 

 diag(M)     :=  {P(i):mi,i=X}    {Q(i):mi,j=} ,  

 diag
min

(M) :=  diag(M)     {min(P(i),Q(i)) : mi,i=?} ,  

 diag
max

(M) :=  diag(M)     {max(P(i),Q(i)) : mi,i=?} .  

In PHASE THREE we must decide how to treat the elements of A by gi-

ven protocols (modes or methods): paying cost c with qualityq and resour-

ce (vector) r to handle the element a∈A in time t.  

W = {(ti,qi,ci,ri):i=1,…,k},  ri={ri,1,...,ri,r}  is a discrete time-quality-cost 

trade-off protocol (DTQCTp) with resource demands if t1<...<tk, q1<...<qk, 

c1≥...≥ck, r1≥...≥rk.  We write  tmin ,tmax , qmin, qmax, cmin, cmax, rmin and rmax 

instead of t1, tk, q1, qk, rk, r1, ck and c1 respectively.  For each a∈A we are 

given a protocol Wa , the set {Wa:a∈A} is a discrete time-quality-cost trade-

off problem (DTQCTP). 

Any positive, continuous, strictly decreasing function 

 w: [tmin,tmax]→[qmin,qmax]×[cmin,cmax]×[rmin,rmax]  

is a continuous time-quality-cost trade-off protocol (CTCQTp) with re-

source demands if 0<tmintmax 0<qminqmax, 0<cmincmax, 0<rminrmax. The set  

{wa:a∈A}  is a continuous time-quality-cost trade-off problem (CTQCTP). 

Any finite set of four dimensional continuous random variables  = {μi: 

i=1,…,k} is a stochastic time-quality-cost trade-off protocol (STQCTp) if 

E(μi)=(ti,qi,ci,ri) and {(ti,qi,ci,ri):i=1,…,k} form a DTQCTp.  {a:a∈A} is a 

stochastic time-quality-cost trade-off problem (STQCTP).  
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We interpret the protocol (t,q,c,r)∈Wa or wa(t)=(q,c,r) as paying cost c 

with quality q and resource (vector) r to handle the element a∈A in time t. 

Both in discrete and continuous problems we write (t,q,c,r)∈wa . The ele-

ments t
a

min, t
a

max, q
a

min, q
a

max, c
a

min, c
a

max, r
a

min, r
a

max may be different in dif-

ferent protocols wa for each a∈A;  t
a

min=t
a

max, q
a
min=q

a
max, c

a
min=c

a
max or 

r
a

min=r
a

max are also allowed.  

For any M and DTQCTP or CTQCTP W  

 the minimal cost-bound is   Cmin(M,W) := {c
a
min : maa="X"},  

 the maximal (relative) quality bound is   Qmax(M,W):=1.  

Our final goal is to find an optimal project schedule w


={(t
a
,q

a
,c

a
,r

a
):a∈S} 

where (t
a
,q

a
,c

a
,r

a
)∈wa for a∈S.  For any w


 the total project cost is  

 c(w


) := {c
a
:(t

a
,q

a
,c

a
,r

a
)∈wa , a∈S} ,   

the total project quality is  

  q(w


) := 

 

For time bounds, we must not forget the ≺ dependencies. For any real 

path P


=ai1≺ai2≺...≺aik the minimal time bound of the path is Tmin(P


,w) 

:={t
a
min : a∈P


}, and P


 is a longest min-path of M if Tmin(P


,w) is ma-

ximal, assuming that P


 contains mandatory tasks only, this maximum is 

denoted by Tmin(M,W), i.e.  Tmin(M,W)=maxPTmin(P


,w). This P


is called 

critical path and {ai1,ai2,…,aik} is the set of critical activities. 

The total project time is  t(w


) :={t
a
:(t

a
,q

a
,c

a
,r

a
)∈wa,a∈P


}  where P

 

is any longest min-path.  

The length and definition of the longest min-path do not depend on w


 

since t
a

min are summed in t(w


). In fact, critical paths are longest min-paths. 

Clearly  t(w


)Tmin(M,w


)  for any W and w


 .  

The maximal resource demand for resource k is rk(w


):=maxtRkt where 

Rkt={rik:ai∈A(w


,t)},  A(w


,t)A  is the set of running activities in time t 

for the schedule w


 and k=1,…,r. 

Clearly  Cmin(M,W)Cmin(N,W),  Qmax(M,W)Qmax(N,W) and  Tmin(M,W) 

Tmin(N,W)  for any in- or out-closure N of M.   Further,  Cmin(N,W)c(w


), 

Qmax(N,W)q(w


)  and  Tmin(N,W)t(w


)  for any w


 determined by N.  

For M∈{X, ∅}
n×n

 and w


 we also define the total project quality-, cost-, 

time- and resource-demands as  TPC(M,w):=c(w


),  TPQ(M,w):=q(w


), 

TPT(M,w


):=t(w


)  and  TPR(M,w


):=[r1(w


),...,rr(w


)]
T
 . 
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The aggregation function for project structures and its extreme values 

are  (nd means ”no diagonal”):  

 nd(M)      :=  {P(i,j):mi,j=X,ij}    {Q(i,j):mi,j=,ij},  

 nd
min

(M)  :=  nd(M)    {min(P(i,j),Q(i,j)) : mi,j=?,ij} ,  

 nd
max

(M)  :=  nd(M)    {max(P(i,j),Q(i,j)) : mi,j=?,ij} .  

⊗nd(M) is the score value of the project structure, represented by M.  

We now can define the resource-constrained hybrid time-quality-cost 

trade-off problems that we will solve in PHASES ONE, TWO and THREE 

(the constants Cc,Ct,Cq,Cr,Cdiag and Cnd might be varied upon request).  

Problem 1 PHASE ONE. Let Cc,Ct,Cdiag be given such that  Cmin(M,W) 

Cc,  Tmin(M,W)Ct and  Cdiagnd
max

(M).  Now, find a scenario S⊆A  (an in-

closure M′ of M) such that  (M')max  assuming Cmin(M',W)Cc, 

Tmin(M',W)Ct,  Qmax(M',W)Cq  and  diag(M')Cdiag . 

Problem 2 PHASE TWO.  Let M′ be a solution to PHASE ONE, Ct, Cnd 

be given such that  Tmin(M',W)Ct , Cndnd
max

(M').  Now, find a structure 

(off-closure M"of M′) such that  nd(M")max  assuming Tmin(M",W)Ct 

and  nd(M")Cnd .  

After PHASE TWO we have a traditional time-cost trade-off problem, 

therefore in PHASE THREE we can specify different types ofobjective 

functions:  

Problem 3 Let M" be a solution to PHASE TWO, Cc,Ct,Cr be given such 

that Cmin(M",W)Cc and Tmin(M",W)Ct . 

PHASE THREE /1.  Find a project schedule w


such that  t(w


)min 

assuming  c(w


)Cc,  q(w


)Cq  and  r(w


)Cr . 

PHASE THREE /2.  Find a project schedule w


 such that  c(w


)min 

assuming  t(w


)Ct,  q(w


)Cq  and  r(w


)Cr .  

PHASE THREE /3.  Find a project schedule w


 such that  q(w


)max 

assuming  c(w


)Cc,  q(w


)Cq  and  r(w


)Cr .  

3 Computer solution  

In [1] and [2] a quasilinear algorithm for the above problems and larger 

computer results are discussed in detail which do not fit here.  

In the traditional approach every score are rounded, therefore, every flexi-

ble dependency and every uncertain task occurrence converted to a fix reali-

zations. Therefore only a traditional time-quality-cost trade-off problem had 

to be solved. In agile approach all uncertain parameters are saved, therefore 
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the project can be restructured like agile projects, however only one com-

pletion mode tmax, cmin,qmax are allowed. This problem can already be solved 

by Exact Project Ranking algorithm [2],therefore the results of the proposed 

hybrid method and the EPR can be compared directly.  

4 Simulation 

At the simulation the proposed method was to model the project manage-

ment approaches. Methods simulate the decision makers, and the project 

scheduling approaches. The proposed method contain three phases, while 

the first two phases select the tasks and dependencies. Without using phase 

three, we get Kosztyán’s [2] Exact Project Ranking algorithm, which mo-

dels the agile project manager’s decisions, who can re-organize the project 

structure, if it is necessary for keeping deadlines and the budget, however, 

without using phase three trade-off methods are not involved. Furthermore, 

we consider Kosztyán’s [2] algorithm, as an Agile Project Management 

agent (APMa).  If only the phase three is implemented, we get a classical 

time-quality-cost trade-off problem, and we call this method as a Traditio-

nal Project Management agent (TPMa). The full algorithm can re-organize 

and can reduce the time-demands of tasks by using trade-off algorithms. 

Therefore, we call this agent as a Hybrid Project Management agent 

(HPMa).  

The main goal of the simulation phase was to compare the project mana-

gement agents, while in this case we also compare the Kosztyán’s [2] and 

Kosztyán-Szalkai’s [1] algorithms with traditional trade-off approaches [3]. 

We get 10 project networks form the standard PSPLIB database [3], using 

30 sets. Since this database contained only mandatory tasks, we specified ff 

= {0,0.05,0.1,0.15,0.20} of tasks and dependencies as flexible, where ff was 

the flexibility factor. We specified the ratio of constraints, such as C%, T%, 

nd% and diag% as 0.1, 0.2,..,1.  Therefore, we get  10510101010 = 

500,000 project networks. Figure 1 shows, that most feasible project produ-

ced by the proposed algorithm.  

However, if we consider only the feasible project schedules, Figure 2 

shows that there are on superior approaches. TPMa keeps all tasks, there-

fore, only in this case the score is maximal. If it is important to keep all 

tasks only TPMa can be used. However, APMa can save the most cost and 

HPMa can save the most time. Figure 2 shows the results in a so called 

project triangle.  
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Figure 1  Comparing project management agents   

 

Figure 2  Results of feasible project schedules   
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Notations: 

C% = (Cmax-C)/(Cmax-Cmin),      n =|A|  = total size of the problem, 

diag%  = (diag(M)-
min

diag(M)) / (
max

diag(M)-
min

diag(M)) ,

nd  %  = (nd(M)-
min

nd(M)) / (
max

nd(M)-
min

nd(M)) ,

T%  =  1 - (T - Tmin(M,W))/(Tmax(M,W)-Tmin(M,W)) . 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper we propose a new algorithm, which can be used for all the 

traditional, agile and the hybrid project management approach. We showed, 

that the proposed algorithm can produce the most feasible project schedule. 

While we also showed, that agile project management agent can save the 

most cost, while the proposed hybrid project management agent can save 

the most time demands. 
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Abstract: We treat a variation of domination which involves
a vertex partition and domination of each partition class over
a given distance where all vertices and edges may be used in
the domination process. Strict upper bounds and extremal
graphs are presented. Further, we compare a high number of
partition classes and the number of dominators needed. Due
to space limitation, the proofs will be published elsewhere.

Introduction

We deal with finite simple graphs G = (V,E) where V = V (G) is the
vertex set and E = E(G) is the edge set. The order of G is |V (G)| = n,
and the size of G is |E(G)|. A subset S ⊆ V is called a dominating
set of G if every vertex of V \ S is adjacent to at least one vertex of S.
The minimum cardinality of a dominating set is denoted by γ(G) and
is termed the domination number of G. As a further notation, we write
δ(G) for the minimum vertex degree in G. (The degree of a vertex is
the number of edges incident with it.)
More than half a century ago Ore [1] defined domination and proved

that a connected graph G of order n has γ(G) ≤ n/2. Payan and Xuong
[2] and Fink, Jacobson, Kinch and Roberts [3] proved that equality,
γ(G) = n/2, holds precisely for the cycle C4 of length four, and for
corona graphs. (A corona graph G, denoted by G = H ◦K1, has order
2n and is obtained from a graph H of order n and n new vertices, one
corresponding to each vertex of H, by joining each vertex of H to its
corresponding new vertex.)
Many variants of domination in graphs have been surveyed in two

books by Haynes, Hedeniemi and Slater [4, 5]. We shall here be con-
cerned with distance domination in partitioned graphs. Turau and
Köhler [6] describe various applications of distance domination, with
a major motivation in the area of ad hoc and wireless sensor net-
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works. Applications include significant reduction of flooding overhead
in broadcast, efficient network initialization, server allocation in com-
puter networks, message routing with sparse tables, and more. For de-
tails see [6, Section 1.1] and the references therein. On the other hand,
the problem of domination in vertex-partitioned graphs is a model
to minimize the number of servers in a computer network where file
(in)compatibilities are taken into account, as described in [7] and also
recalled at the beginning of the paper [8].
More formally, let d be a positive integer and let Y be a subset of V .

We say that a set S ⊆ V distance d dominates Y if every vertex in Y
has distance at most d to some vertex of S. The minimum cardinality
of such an S will be denoted by γd(G;Y ). If Y = V , this value is the
distance d domination number γd(G). In case of d = 1 we omit the
subscript and simply write γ(G;Y ) instead of γd(G;Y ); and certainly
for Y = V and d = 1 we have the ordinary domination, γ1(G) = γ(G).
A partition (V1, V2, . . . , Vk) of V = V (G) into k disjoint sets, k ≥ 2,

has V =
∪k

i=1 Vi with Vi ∩ Vj = ∅ for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k. For partitions
(V1, V2, . . . , Vk) of V , we define for distance d = 1 the following:

f(G;V1, V2, . . . , Vk) = γ(G) + γ(G;V1) + γ(G;V2) + . . .+ γ(G;Vk)
g(G;V1, V2, . . . , Vk) = γ(G;V1) + γ(G;V2) + . . .+ γ(G;Vk)

f(k,G) = max
V1,V2,...,Vk

f(G;V1, V2, . . . , Vk)

g(k,G) = max
V1,V2,...,Vk

g(G;V1, V2, . . . , Vk)

where the maximum is taken over all partitions (V1, V2, . . . , Vk) of V .
We observe that f(k,G) = γ(G) + g(k,G). For distance at most d,
d ≥ 1, definitions of fd(G;V1, V2, . . . , Vk) etc. are analogous. Since
γd(G;Vi) ≤ γd(G) and hence gd(k,G) ≤ kγ(G) always holds, we have

gd(k,G) ≤ k

k + 1
fd(k,G)

for every graph G and all integers k ≥ 2 and d ≥ 1. Moreover for
k = 1 the upper bound γ ≤ n/2 mentioned above can be extended for
any d, as follows. For the precise description we need to introduce the
Pd-corona graph, G = H ◦Pd, of order n(d+1) obtained as the disjoint
union of a graph H of order n and n disjoint paths Pd, each of length
d−1, by joining each vertex of H to an end vertex of its corresponding
path Pd.
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Table 1: Bounds on 2-partitioned graphs, δ = δ(G); asterisk * indicates
that the extremal graphs are known.

T denotes a tree of order n and G a connected graph of order n

upper bound conditions reference
f(2, T ) ≤ 5

4 · n d = 1, n ≥ 3 [7] *
g(2, T ) ≤ 4

5 · n d = 1, n ≥ 3 [9] *
f(2, G) ≤ n d = 1, δ ≥ 2 [10]
g(2, G) ≤ 2

3 · n d = 1, δ ≥ 2 [9] *

g(2, G) ≤ δ+1
2δ · n d = 1, δ ≥ 1 [9]

fd(2, T ) ≤ 6
2d+3 · n d ≥ 2, n ≥ d+ 2 [11] *

gd(2, T ) ≤ 4
2d+3 · n d ≥ 2, n ≥ d+ 2 Theorem 5, k = 2

Theorem 1 Let d ≥ 1 be an integer and let G be a connected graph
with diameter at least d (hence n > d). Then γd(G) ≤ n

d+1 where
equality holds if and only if n = d+ 1, or G ∼= C2d+2, or G ∼= H ◦ Pd

for a connected graph H.

Noting that gd can never exceed the order of the graph in question,
from Theorem 1 we immediately obtain the following universal bounds
on fd and gd.

Corollary 1 If G is a graph and k, d ≥ 1 are integers then gd(k,G)
≤ |V (G)| and if G is a connected graph such that |V (G)| ≥ d+ 1 then
fd(k,G) ≤ d+2

d+1 |V (G)|.

Note further that a connected graph G has its various domination
numbers bounded above by the corresponding domination number for
any one of its spanning trees T , e.g. f(2, G) ≤ f(2, T ), and if we search
for an upper bound holding for all connected graphs of order n it suffices
to search among all trees of order n, e.g. f(2, G) ≤ f(2, T ) ≤ 5n

4 . As
exhibited in Table 1, several tight results are known for 2-partitioned
graphs, and in most of them the extremal graphs are characterized,
too.

Bounds for fd(3, T ) and gd(3, T )

Our main concern in this paper is to provide tight estimates on
3-partitioned graphs. As we noted above, the worst-case behavior of
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fd(k,G) and gd(k,G) over connected graphs occurs when G is a tree.
Moreover, the case |V (G)| ≤ d + 1 is trivial. For this reason we con-
centrate on bounds for fd(3, T ) and gd(3, T ) when T is a tree with at
least d+ 2 vertices. First some families of graphs will be defined.
For each integer d ≥ 2 let Qd be the family of trees consisting of P2d+4

and all trees with d + 2 vertices. Let G10 denote P9 with a pendent
vertex attached to its center, i.e., the graph with 10 vertices illustrated
in the next figure.

c

A neighbor c to the center of the path v1, v2, v3, c, v5, . . . , v9 in G10 is
called a connection-vertex in G10. Let further Q

′
2 = Q2∪{P6, P7, G10},

Q′
3 = Q3 ∪ {P9}, and let Q′

d = Qd for d ≥ 4.
We summarize parameters for the specific graphs mentioned above

in the following small table. Double separation indicates the examples
for d = 2 and the last one for d = 3, respectively.

graph |V (T )| = d+ 2 P2d+4 G10 P6 P7 P9

gd(3, T ) 3 6 7 4 5 5
γd(T ) 1 2 3 2 2 2

For d ≥ 2 let Td be the tree with the smallest diameter, 2d+ 6, that
can be obtained from 3P2d+4 ∪ K1 by adding three edges all incident
with the isolated vertex which will be called the central vertex in Td.
For d ≥ 2 we define Fd as the family of trees that can be obtained from
graphs isomorphic to Td by adding edges between their central vertices.
Let T ′

2 be the tree obtained from 3G10 ∪K1 by adding three edges all
incident with the isolated vertex (this vertex will be called central in
T ′
2) and a connection-vertex from each of the three G10-components.

Define F ′
d = Fd for d ≥ 3 and F ′

2 as the family of trees that can be
obtained from isomorphic copies of T ′

2 by adding edges between central
vertices. With these notations we have the following result. It also
involves the particular graphs mentioned above; if we disregard them,
a summary of the situation for k = 3 can be given as exhibited in
Table 2.
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Table 2: Bounds on 3-partitioned graphs; all extremal graphs are
known.

upper bound conditions reference
f(3, T ) ≤ 7

5 · n d = 1, n ≥ 3 [7]
f2(3, T ) ≤ n d = 2, n ≥ 4 [11]
f2(3, T ) ≤ 30

31 · n d = 2, n ≥ 5 Theorem 2
T /∈ {P6, P7, P8, G10}

g2(3, T ) ≤ 18
25 · n d = 2, n ≥ 5 Theorem 2

T ̸= T8

f3(3, T ) ≤ 24
31 · n d = 3, n ≥ 6, Theorem 2

T /∈ {P9, P10}
fd(3, T ) ≤ 24

6d+13 · n d ≥ 4, n ≥ d+ 3, Theorem 2

T ̸= P2d+4

gd(3, T ) ≤ 18
6d+13 · n d ≥ 3, n ≥ d+ 3 Theorem 2

T ̸= P2d+4

Theorem 2 Let d ≥ 2 be an integer and let T be a tree with n ≥ d+2
vertices. Then the behavior of fd(3, T ) and gd(3, T ) is as follows.

• If d = 2 then fd(3, T ) = n if T ∈ Q′
d, and if T ̸∈ Q′

d then
fd(3, T ) ≤ 30

31n where equality holds if and only if T ∈ F ′
d.

• If d ≥ 3 then fd(3, T ) =
4

d+2n if T ∈ Qd, and if T ̸∈ Q′
d then

fd(3, T ) ≤ 24
6d+13n where equality holds if and only if T ∈ F ′

d.

• If d ≥ 2 then gd(3, T ) =
3

d+2n if T ∈ Qd, and if T ̸∈ Qd then

gd(3, T ) ≤ 18
6d+13n where equality holds if and only if T ∈ Fd.

Many partition classes

Besides the case of few partition classes, we also investigate the other
extreme, where the number of classes is very large. Our results in this
direction show that the best possible universal upper bound on gd(k,G)
is the trivial one, namely n, for all n and d, whenever k ≥ (d + 1)2;
and for such large k, the best bound on fd(k,G) is d+2

d+1n. On the other
hand, if k is any smaller, then the upper bounds can be improved.
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Theorem 3 Let d ≥ 1 be a integer and let T be a tree with n vertices.
Then the following relations are valid.

• fd(d
2 + 2d+ 1, P n

d+1
◦ Pd) =

d+2
d+1n if (d+ 1) | n.

• gd(2d+ 1, Pn) = n for each n ≥ 1.

• gd(d
2 + 2d, T ) < n if T is a Pd-corona graph and |V (T )| >

2d(d+ 1).

• fd(d
2 + 2d, T ) < d+2

d+1n if |V (T )| > 2d(d+ 1).

• fd(d
2 + 2d, P2d ◦ Pd) =

d+2
d+1n.

• gd(2d, T ) < n if |V (T )| ≥ 2d+ 1.

Concerning the fourth case, a stronger estimate can also be proved,
as shown in the next result.

Theorem 4 Let d ≥ 1 be a integer and let T be a tree with n > 2d2+2d
vertices. Then

fd(d
2 + 2d, T ) <

d+ 2

d+ 1
n− n

2(d+ 1)5
.

The following result generalizes Theorem 1.

Theorem 5 Let G be a tree with n ≥ d+ k+1
2 vertices. Then

gd(k,G) ≤ 2k

2d+ k + 1
n.

Finally, from Theorem 5 we obtain

Corollary 2 A graph G with n ≥ 2d + 1 vertices satisfies gd(2d,G)
≤ n− n

4d+1 .

In [9] it has been proven that this bound is optimal when d = 1. In
estimates above with strict inequalities, however, it should be a subject
of future research to determine tight results.
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Abstract: A new concept of keys strongly possible keys in rela-
tional databases with null values is introduced. It lies between
possible keys and certain keys introduced by Köhler et. al.
earlier. The definition uses only information extractable from
the database table.

Introduction

A basic approach to treatment of null values in keys of relational
databases is imputing a value from the attribute domain for each oc-
currence of a null as explained by [3]. We investigate the situation
when the attributes’ domains are not known a priori. That is, we only
consider what is given in the relational table and extract the values to
be imputed from the data itself so that the resulting complete dataset
after the imputation would not contain two tuples having the same
value in any key set. Köhler et al.[3] created possible worlds by re-
placing each occurrence of a null with a value from the corresponding
attribute’s (possibly infinite) domain. They defined a possible key as
a key that is satisfied by some possible world of a non total database
table and a certain key as a key that is satisfied by every possible world
of the table. In many cases we have no proper reason to assume exis-
tence of any other attribute value than the ones already existing in the
table. Such examples could be types of cars, diagnoses of patients, ap-
plied medications, dates of exams, course descriptions, etc. We define
a strongly possible key as a key that is satisfied by some possible world
that is obtained by replacing each occurrence of null value from the
corresponding attribute existing values. We call this kind of a possible
world a strongly possible world. This is a data mining type approach,
our idea is that we are given a raw table with nulls and we would like
to identify possible key sets based on the data only.
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Definitions

Let R = {A1, A2, . . . An} be a relation schema. The set of all
possible values for each attribute Ai ∈ R is called the domain of Ai

and denoted by Di = dom(Ai) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. For X ⊆ R let
DX =

∏
∀Ai∈X

Di. An instance T = (t1, t2, . . . ts) over R is a set of

tuples that each tuple is a function t : R →
⋃

Ai∈R dom(Ai) and
t[Ai] ∈ dom(Ai) for all Ai ∈ R. For a tuple tr ∈ T , let tr[Ai] be
the restriction of tr to Ai.

In practice, data sets may not contain information about the value
of tj [Ai] for j = 0, 1, . . . s, which is denoted by tj [Ai] = ⊥. t1 and t2
are weakly similar on X ⊆ R denoted by t1[X] ∼w t2[X] [3] if

∀A ∈ X (t1[A] = t2[A] or t1[A] = ⊥ or t2[A] = ⊥) (1)

Furthermore, t1 and t2 are strongly similar on X ⊆ R denoted by
t1[X] ∼s t2[X] if

∀A ∈ X (t1[A] = t2[A] 6= ⊥) (2)

For the sake of convenience we write t1 ∼w t2 if t1 and t2 are weakly
similar on R and the same for strong similarity. For a null-free table,
a set of attributes K ⊂ R is a key if there are no two distinct tuples in
the table that agree in all attributes of K.

ta[K] 6= tb[K] ∀ 0 ≤ a, b ≤ s such that a 6= b (3)

The concepts of possible and certain keys were defined by Köhler et al
[3]. Let T ′ = (t′1, t′2, . . . t

′
s) be a table that represents a total version

of T which obtained by replacing the occurrences of ⊥ in all attributes
t[Ai] with a value from the domain Di different from ⊥ for each i. T ′ is
called a possible world of T. For a possible world T ′, t′i is weakly similar
to ti and T ′ is completely null-free table. A possible key K denoted by
p 〈K〉, is a key for some possible world T ′ of T

t′i[K] 6= t′j [K], ∀ t′i, t′j ∈ T ′, i 6= j. (4)

Similarly, a certain key K denoted by c 〈K〉, is a key for every possible
world T ′ of T . The visible domain of an attribute A (V DA) is the set
of all distinct values except ⊥ that are already used by tuples in T :

V Di = {t[Ai] : t ∈ T} \ {⊥} for Ai ∈ R (5)
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The term visible domain refers to data that already exist in a given
dataset. If we have a dataset with no information about the attributes’
domains definitions, then we use the data itself to define the domains.
This may provide more realistic results when extracting the relationship
between data so it is more reliable considering only what information
we have in a given dataset.

A possible world T ′ is called strongly possible world if T ′ ⊆ V D1 ×
V D2 × . . .× V Dn.

A subset K ⊆ R is a strongly possible key (in notation sp 〈K〉) in
T if ∃ a strongly possible world T ′ ⊆ V D1 × V D2 × . . . × V Dn such
that K is a key in T ′.

Results

Let Σ be a set of strongly possible keys and θ a single strongly
possible key over a relation schema R. Σ logically implies θ, denoted by
Σ |= θ if for every instance T over R satisfying every strongly possible
key in Σ we have that T satisfies θ.

Theorem 1 Σ |= sp 〈K〉 ⇐⇒ ∃Y ⊆ K s.t. sp 〈Y 〉 ∈ Σ.

Let us given schema R = {A1, A2, . . . , An} and let K =
{K1,K2, . . .Kp} be a collection of attribute sets and T = {t1, t2, . . . , ts}
be an instance with possible null occurrences. Our main question
here is whether Σ = {sp 〈K1〉 , sp 〈K2〉 , . . . , sp 〈Kp〉} holds in T? Let
Ei = {t′ ∈ V D1×V D2× . . .×V Dn : t′ ∼w ti}. Let S ⊆ V D1×V D2×
. . . × V Dn be the union S = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ . . . ∪ Es and define bipartite
graph G = (T, S;E) by {t, t′} ∈ E ⇐⇒ t ∼w t′ for t ∈ T and t′ ∈ S.
Let (S,M0) be the transversal matroid (see [5]) defined by G on S,
that is a subset X ⊆ S satisfies X ∈ M0 if X can be matched into T .
Furthermore consider the partitions

S = Sj
1 ∪ S

j
2 ∪ . . . ∪ Sj

pj
(6)

induced by Kj for j = 1, 2, . . . , p such that Sj
i ’s are maximal sets of

tuples from S that agree on Kj . Let (S,Mj) be the partition matroid
given by (6). We can formulate the following theorem.

Theorem 2 Let T be an instance over schema R = {A1, A2, . . . , An}
and let K = {K1,K2, . . .Kp} be a collection of attribute sets. Σ =
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{sp 〈K1〉 , sp 〈K2〉 , . . . , sp 〈Kp〉} holds in T if and only if the matroids
(S,Mj) have a common independent set of size |T | for j = 0, 1, . . . p

Unfortunately, Theorem 2 does not give good algorithm to decide the
satisfaction of a system Σ of strongly possible keys, because as soon as
Σ contains at least two constraints, then we would have to calculate
the size of largest common independent set of at least three matroids,
known to be a NP-complete problem [1].

In case of a single strongly possible key sp 〈K〉 constraint Theorem 2
requires to compute the largest common independent set of two ma-
troids, which can be solved in polynomial time [4]. However, we can
reduce the problem to the somewhat simpler problem of matchings in
bipartite graphs.

If we want to decide whether sp 〈K〉 holds or not, we can for-
get about the attributes that are not in K since we need distinct
values on K as a matching from V DA1

× V DA2
× . . . × V DAb

to
T = {t1, t2 . . . tr}|K where K = {A1, A2 . . . Ab}. Thus, we may con-
struct a table T ′ that formed by finding all the possible combinations
of the visible domains of T |K that are weakly similar to some tuple in
T |K .

T ′ = {t′ : ∃t ∈ T : t′[K] ∼w t[K]} ⊆ V D1 × V D2 × . . .× V Db (7)

Finding the matching between T and T ′ that covers all the tuples in
T (if exist) will result in the set of tuples in T ′ that can be used to
replace incomplete tuples in T so that K is a strongly possible key.

Let cv(A) denote the number of tuples that have value v in attribute
A, that is cv(A) = |{t ∈ T : t[A] = v}|. Some necessary conditions for
a strongly possible key sp 〈K〉 are listed next.

Proposition 3 Let K ⊆ R be a set of attributes. If sp 〈K〉 holds, then

1. No two tuples ti, tj are strongly similar in K.

2. |T | ≤
∏

∀A∈K

|V DA|.

3. ∀B ∈ K, number of nulls in B ≤∑
∀v∈V DB

(∏
∀A∈K |V DA|

|V DB | − cv(B)
)
.

4. For all v ∈ V DB we have cv(B) ≤
∏

∀A∈K |V DA|
|V DB |
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Note that sp 〈K〉 holds if a matching covering T exists in the bipartite
graph G = (T, T ′;E) defined as above, {t, t′} ∈ E ⇐⇒ t[K] ∼w t[K]′.
We can apply Hall’s Theorem to obtain

∀X ⊆ T, we have |N(X)| ≥ |X| for N(X) = {t′ : ∃t ∈ X such that t′ ∼w t[K]}
(8)

Approximation

To measure in what degree a set of attributes is a strongly possible
key in a given dataset we use measure g3 introduced in [2]. g3 based on
the idea that the degree to which a key is approximate is determined
by the minimum number of tuples that need be removed from T so
that K becomes a key. To find the tuples that we need to remove, we
suggest to construct the maximum matching in graph G = (T, T ′;E).

g3(K) =
|T | − ν(G)

|T |
(9)

where ν(G) denotes the maximum size of a matching in graph G.
Let M be the collection of connected components in the graph that

satisfy the strongly possible key condition, i.e. there is a matching
covering all T tuples in that set (∀M∈M @X ⊆M ∩ T such that |X| >
N(X)). Let C ⊆ G be defined as C = G \

⋃
∀M∈MM and let M′ be

the set of connected components of C. Furthermore, let VM denote the
set of vertices of T in a component M . So, the maximum matching
can be written as

∑
M∈M(|VM |) +

∑
∀M ′∈M′ ν(M ′). Therefore we can

reformulate the measure g3 as:

g3(K) =
|T | − (

∑
M∈M(|VM |) +

∑
M ′∈M′ ν(M ′))

|T |
(10)

Measuring the strongly possible keys approximation can be more ap-
propriate by taking into consideration the effect of each connected com-
ponent in the graph on the matching. More specifically, M represents
the sets of tuples that do not require any tuple to be removed to get
a strongly possible key, while the components of M′ represent the sets
of tuples that contain some tuples needed to be removed to have a
strongly possible key. We consider the components of M to get their
effect doubled in the approximation measure because they represent a
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part of the data that is not effected by any tuples removal. So we pro-
pose a derived version of g3 measure named gc3 that consider the effects
of these components.

gc3(K) =
|T | − (

∑
M∈M(|VM |) +

∑
M ′∈M′ ν(M ′))

|T |+
∑

M∈M |VM |
(11)

Theorem 4 For any table T and set of attributes K we have either
g3(K) = gc3(K) or 1 < g3(K)/gc3(K) < 2. Furthermore, for any ratio-
nal number 1 ≤ p

q < 2 there exists tables of arbitrarily large number of

tuples with g3(K)/gc3(K) = p
q .

Summary

The key selection problem is an important task in relational
databases. Though mostly it is a human activity at design time, there
are emerging needs for its automation. The strongly matching key con-
cept is a new addition to this field, and makes a step forward to the
applicability since it is based only on the currently available informa-
tion contained in relational tables. The other advantage of this paper
is that not only concepts and algorithms are defined but a new quality
measure is introduced.
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Abstract: Data matching is a special data integration task where same
or  similar  entities  are  identified  and  linked  together  in  disparate
databases.  Since  references  to identifiers  from external  data  sources
may be ambiguous, there is a strong need for efficient techniques of
semi  automated  data  linking,  especially  in  case  of  schema-less  data
models. Because of its high complexity scalability is important in Big
Data  environments.  In this  paper we demonstrate  a text  based data
matching  application  case  using  the  general  framework  of  data
mapping.

Introduction

Real world objects usually have different data representations in various
databases.  In order to properly connect these occurrences together first a
schema matching is required to find possible (group of) attributes suitable to
decide the similarity between the candidate records. In simple cases entity
details like names, dates, addresses are available as natural identifiers for
matching.  Lack  of  unique  identifiers  requires  more  elaborated  processes
able to match entities with highly dissimilar identifiers using their profile
description  or  activities.  Entity  deduplication  is  a  special  case  of  data
matching, where only one data source is used instead different ones. 

In order to develop efficient data matching methods at least the attributes
used  for  linking  must  have  a  structured  format.  These  structural  pre-
processing steps, such as OCR (Optical Character Recognition) of printed
documents and handwriting, or NER (Named Entity Extraction) recognition
in texts [6], are not considered as a core part of data matching. Its most
important  application area  can be found in crime prevention,  publication
databases,  e-commerce,  social  networks and health sector  [8].  In general
some kind of data linking step is included in almost all data mining projects
to maintain referential  integrity. Especially CRM (Customer Relationship
Management) deals with data from different sources to enrich and facilitate
analytic methods. Record matching and unification are standard phases of
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data  cleaning  steps  of  ETL  (Extraction,  Transformation  and  Loading)
processes in data warehouses. 

Time  complexity  of  data  matching  is  quadratical  since  potentially  all
records of a data set should be compared to all records of the other's ones.
When  at  least  one  of  the  data  sets  is  duplication  free,  the  number  of
comparisons of possible true matches can be limited by efficient indexing
[2].

Methodology

There are two major different data matching problem types according to
the desirable outcome of the process: one-to-one or one-to-many mappings
of records. The latest problem group is known as statistical data matching as
well, because records are linked to a group of records based on similarity,
which is very close to clustering techniques [5]. In this paper only the one-
to-one type of matching is studied.

Every  record  pairing  project  demands  special  domain  knowledge  and
deep understanding of data and there are no „one for all” solutions. In spite
of  this  non-uniform  property  a  data  matching  process  consists  of  the
following six phases [4]:

1. data  pre-processing –  to  assure  data  from all  sources  have  the
same format

2. indexing –  to  reduce  the quadratic  complexity by effective  pair
candidate generation

3. pairwise comparisons – to determine the similarity level of record
pairs

4. classification – of pair similarities into match, non-match, potential
match categories

5. manual review – of classification enrollment of record pairs
6. evaluation –  to  determine  the  quality  and  completeness  of  the

results
Though each phase is equally important, some phases may be ignored.

Indexing  is  useful  mainly  in  case  of  large  data  sets.  The  result  of
classification phase is worth to be formalized by models or sets of rules for
later reusability. In the evaluation phase matching quality defines how many
of the matched records correspond to true real-world cases. On the contrary
a completeness measure is ratio of correctly matched real-world cases of the
data sets [4].

In our following examples we shall  focus on the pairwise comparison
phase, and demonstrate how string matching is used to facilitate this step.
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Named entities

There are numerous distance metrics and similarity measures defined on
character strings suitable to determine the matching level of texts. Popular
ones,  like  Hamming,  Jaccard, Levenshtein and  LCS  (Longest  Common
Subsequence) edit  distances  evaluate  the  written  form  of  words  by
determining  the  transformation  from one  into  the  other  having  minimal
steps or costs [5]. If spoken form of words must be compared according to
their  pronunciation,  phonetic  encodings  functions,  like  Soundex or  NIIS
(New  York  State  Identification  and  Intelligence  System) are  used  first.
Similarity  functions  may  be  applied  for  standalone  letters  or  n-grams
(contiguous sequence of n characters) of words [3]. 

Names of entities (persons, organizations, geographic locations etc.) are
usually  written  with  upper  case  initial  letter  in  many languages.  Named
entities have other known properties as well, which make the problem a bit
more complex, but allow us to develop more specific similarity measures.
The following company name examples are cited from the uncleaned data
set of the Corruption Research Center Budapest (www.crcb.eu) [2]:

 Spaces  and non alphanumeric  characters: Generali-Providencia,
T-INVEST '91, Johnson & Johnson

 Missing components: Sodexo (Pass) (Hungary)
 Spelling differences: PC-Boksz vs PC-Box
 Abbreviations: Mafilm, MEDTECH, Filo Ker.
 Titles and forms: Limited, Kft., Kht., Rt. Zrt.
 Out of order component: Hotel Veszprém Margaréta vs. Margaréta

Hotel Veszprém
 Nicknames: OTP, Közgép, Fürge Diák, J&J
 Multiple languages: Phoenix Contact vs. Főnix Kontakt
 Truncated components and initials: IDOM (2000), M. és T. Kft.
 Similar names: Agro-Data Kft., Agro Alba Zrt., Agro Alfa Kft.

Company and person names both consist of more than one word, and less
error  can be found at the beginning and at the end of words than in the
middle. It means that sequence similarity measures are more appropriate in
this case than set-based ones. One of the best similarity measure capturing
this  property  is  the  Jaro-Winkler formula  which  put  more  weights  on
matching of either end of words [9].

simjw('Agro Alba Zrt.', 'Agro Alfa Kft.') = 0.9142857193946838
simjw('Agro Alfa Kft.', 'Agro-Data Kft.') = 0.845714271068573
simjw('Agro Alba Zrt.', 'Agro-Data Kft.') = 0.8035714030265808
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Application

Companies  are  registered  by  regulatory  authorities  in  Hungary  and
country wide unique numerical  identifiers  are provided for  them. But  in
surveys, web crawling and other data collections this information is rarely
available. Not like company names, which may have different forms, and
even might contain typos as well. In our company competitiveness research
a cleaned data set of financial indicators from enterprise information data
source of OPTEN (www.opten.hu) had to be enriched by their previously
mentioned data set  of public procurement  activities published by CRCB.
OPTEN data selection contains both official short and long names of 1 028
companies,  while CRCB consists of 239 483 tender announcement  result
records, mentioning one or more winners in various unofficial formats. 

Table 1: Short and full company name examples from the OPTEN data set
AGRO-DATA Bt. AGRO-DATA  Mezőgazdasági  Szaktanácsadási  Fejlesztési  és

Informatikai Betéti Társaság (cancelled)
AGRO-DATA Kft. AGRO-DATA Mezőgazdasági Szaktanácsadási Fejlesztési és 

Informatikai Korlátolt Felelősségű Társaság

Table 2: Company name reference examples from the CRCB data set
AGRO - DATA Mezogazdasagi
AGRO-DATA Mezogazdasagi Szaktanacsado Fejlesztesi es Informatikai Kft.
AGRO-DATA Kft.
AGRO DATA Korlatolt Felelossegu tarsasag

Because tender data has plain ASCII encoding, even Hungarian words are
stored without any accents, therefore fuzzy matching of text identifiers were
required. Before pairwise comparison some text mining pre-processing was
necessary in order to replace ineffectual  long words with little additional
information. After converting strings to all lowercase,  association mining
was applied to find the most frequent word n-grams in CRCB corpus to
build a replacement dictionary to support better comparison.

Table 3: Extract from the domain specific n-gram stopword replacement dictionary
kereskedelmi es szolgaltato korlatolt felelossegu tarsasag kskft
zartkoruen mukodo reszvenytarsasag zmrt
epitoipari kereskedelmi es szolgaltato kft ekskft
magyarorszag mo

After splitting the winners attribute, which contain multiple winners, we
got  63 378  different  potential  name  references,  which  was  reduced  to
42 770 candidates by using the replacement dictionary. This number was
further decreased to 36 522 after a deduplication process, where all names
having  higher  Jaro-Winkler  similarity  than  a  threshold  value  0.95  were
merged into their most frequently used name form. 
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Figure 1 shows the quality
improvement  of  the  CRCB
data set in terms of resolved
company name links.  In  the
manual  review  phase  the
number  of  false  matching
was negligible, and the whole
process  was  much less  time
consuming  and  expensive.
This kind of threshold based
similarity  linking  performed
worst on short (hapax) names
that occur only once.

Though the  top  two  most
frequent  winners  remained
the  same,  the  data  cleaning
significantly  changed  even
the rest of the top rankings. See winning counts before and after in Table 4.

Table 4: Top list of tender winner companies in Hungary between years 2015 and 2017
Rank Company name Count before Count after
1. Magyar Aszfalt Kft. 818 1040
2. Johnson & Johnson Kft. 597  828
3. Swietelsky Magyarország Kft. 285  743
4. Immofix Kft. 444  675
5. Euromedic-Pharma Zrt. 298  639

The same name pre-processing conversions were applied for the short and
long company names in the OPTEN database as well to facilitate joining
records. Because of company names (in short and long form) in OPTEN are
officially validated, no further manual corrections were needed to apply for
the deduplicated CRCB data set at this moment. Manual revision could be
delayed after the record matching step, when more CRCB candidates were
assigned to the same entity in OPTEN. 

In the pairwise comparison phase first exact matches were identified and
removed  to  speed  up  further  processing.  Next  five  different  similarity
functions  were  used  to  find  potentially  linkable  candidates,  which  were
proved to be most useful for name-matching purposes in other cases [1].
which was used in the deduplication phase earlier.  Pair  candidates  were
classified according to the normalized results of Jaccard, Levenshtein, Jaro,
Monge-Elkan, Smith-Waterman and Jaro-Winkler string similarities. 

Figure 1: Quality improvement with fuzzy data linking
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A record pair was defined as a match, if its all similarities were 1. If not
all,  but  least  one  of  the  similarities  was  equal  to  1,  then  the  pair  was
categorized  as  a  possible  match,  otherwise  it  was  taken  as  an  unmatch.
These  category  enrollments  were  supervised  and  resolved  manually  in
questionable  cases  to  create  a  benchmark  data  set  for  performance
measurements.  Optimal  threshold  splitting  values  of  similarities  were
determined by using this manually corrected benchmark data set. 

Table 5: Threshold based similarity classification results for optimal cutting points
Similarity
function

optimal
threshold

true
match

false
match

true
unmatch

false
unmatch

accuracy F1 

for match
Smith-Waterman 0.23 145 346 460 47 60.62% 0.4245
Jaccard 0.96 124 181 625 68 75.05% 0.4989
Monge-Elkan 0.98 132 26 780 60 91.38% 0.7542
Levenshtein 0.87 131 22 784 61 91.68% 0.7594
Jaro 0.95 126 9 797 66 92.48% 0.7706
Jaro-Winkler 0.96 135 12 794 57 93.08% 0.7964

If the number of 104 exact matchings of the pre-processed data sets is
compared to the number of true match cases in Table 5, the improvements
are not remarkable. Jaro-Winkler similarity gave the best results in terms of
accuracy and F-measure as well. Since our aim was to enrich the OPTEN
data  set,  that  is  why  correct  matches  are  more  important  than  correct
unmatches. As the intersection of the two data set contains relatively small
number  of  records  compared  to  the  one  of  their  set  difference,  the  F1

measure of positive class of matches is a better indicator in case of such an
unbalanced classification data set. 

Among  the  elements  of  false  unmatch  cases  the  lowest  Jaro-Winkler
similarity  was  0.894.  The  optimal  threshold  value  of  0.96  as  an  inter-
database fuzzy match acceptance level is very close to the 0.95 threshold
value which was applied as a criteria in the deduplication phase.  Due to
high recall (70.31%) and precision (91.84%) of matches the model has an
acceptable good F1 = 0.7964 efficiency indicator value.

Conclusion

In this project,  we demonstrated how data linking method can help to
improve data quality. Approximate string matching tools were used to find
company  entities  referred  by  their  several  name  variations.  After  data
cleaning we could get more appropriate ranking and standardized identifiers
suitable  for  enrichment  of  other  company data  set.  In  case  of  company
names Jaro and Jaro-Winkler string similarities were found to be a good
solution for  both data linking and deduplication at  about  0.95 similarity
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threshold  level.  Though  a  careful  selection  of  the  best  name  similarity
function is important, a simple nominal distance might give very reasonable
results, if the data sets are properly pre-processed. Preprocessing was the
crucial  step in our presented method as well, which can be improved by
enhancing the domain specific n-gram stopword replacement dictionary. A
possible  further  development  of  our  method is  using different  similarity
measures  depending  on  the  length  of  names,  because  Jaro-Winkler
similarity  was  found  to  be  less  efficient  for  short  texts.  Finally  it  is
recommended  to  use  additional  attributes  to  just  names  (like  addresses,
fields of economic activities, owners etc.) for a more efficient manual and
automatic disambiguation of companies.
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Abstract: Visible Light Communication techniques allow the utilization 
of LED lighting infrastructure for data transmission. Such systems use 
modulated light sources, the flicker of which is not visible for the human 
eye. When ordinary cameras are used as receivers, the low framerate of 
the cameras, with respect to the blinking frequency of the LEDs, results 
in sub-Nyquist sampling. This paper reviews and compares recent 
undersampled on-off keying camera communication methods. 

Introduction 

Modern LED light sources provide new possibilities for the utilization of 

the lighting infrastructure for communication purposes as well. In such 

Visible Light Communication (VLC) systems the LEDs are blinking to 

transmit the message in such a way that the receiver is able to decode the 

message content, but the blinking is not visible for human observers. In order 

the flicker to be not visible for the human eye the modulation frequency must 

be significantly higher than 100 Hz. Perception related issues are important 

in real applications, but it is not in the scope of this paper. 

On the receiver side various sensors can be used: for high bandwidth 

communication photodiodes can be used as sensors, which can be operated 

even in the MHz range. Since inexpensive cameras are present in our 

everyday life the utilization of such cameras for sensing is an appealing 

solution. These devices, however, usually operate with low sampling 

frequencies, providing 30-120 frames per second. Thus the utilization of 

cameras as receivers results in undersampling, which necessitates the design 

of compatible undersampled communication protocols. Such protocols are 
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able to provide a few bits per second bandwidth, which is ideal for the 

transmission of the beacon identifiers, used e.g. in localization applications. 

In this paper we focus on on-off keying protocols used with global shutter 

cameras, which can provide robust operation for long distances even when 

the beacon is barely visible. We also investigate the appropriateness of these 

methods for cases with moving cameras. 

Undersampled Camera Communication 

The studied methods include Undersampled Frequency Shift On-Off 

Keying (UFSOOK) [1], Undersampled Phase Shift On-Off Keying 

(UPSOOK) [2], and our proposed Trackable Undersampled Phase Shift On-

Off Keying (TUPSOOK) [3]. 

Let us use 𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑚 to denote the sampling frequency of the camera. The

operation of the methods is illustrated in Fig. 1.  

UFSOOK 

The Undersampled Frequency Shift On-Off Keying protocol utilizes three 

blinking frequencies: the header frequency is chosen to be high enough so 

that even with the smallest exposure time the blinking is undetectable by the 

camera, thus headers are sensed as half intensity signals. In practice 𝑓ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟 =
 15 − 20 𝑘𝐻𝑧 is used. For data coding two lower frequencies are utilized, the 

frequencies of which are determined according to the following rules:  

 𝑓1 =  𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑚 ∗  𝑛
 𝑓2 =  𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑚 ∗  (𝑛 –  0.5)
For example, in case of  𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑚 =  30 𝐻𝑧 and 𝑛 = 4 the following

frequencies are given:  𝑓1 =  120 𝐻𝑧, and 𝑓2 =  105 𝐻𝑧.

With such frequency selection the camera, operating with constant 𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑚,

samples the signal with 𝑓1 frequency always at the same phase, and thus

observes the light source as a constant magnitude signal, i.e. the LED is 

always shown on the camera image as a full intensity signal or a dark signal. 

The other signal with frequency 𝑓2, however, is sampled at alternate phase

values, that is the LED is shown as a full intensity signal in the first frame 

and as a dark signal on the next frame. 

The coding of the data is performed using the above properties: 

 Logical 0 is coded as a signal with frequency 𝑓1 with length of two

frames, thus the camera observes two consecutive dark or two

consecutive full intensity values.

 Logical 1 is coded as a signal with frequency 𝑓2 with length of two

frames, thus the camera observes two opposite value levels in a row.
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Figure 1: The operation of the studied undersampled communication protocols. a) UFSOOK, 
b) UPSOOK, c) TUPSOOK. Camera sampling instances are shown by dashed arrows;

observed beacon images are illustrated above the sampling instances. 
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 The protocol applies a framing header with frequency 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 before 

the data bits. The decoder algorithm observes a half intensity signal 

marking the beginning of the data packet. 

The operation of the protocol is illustrated in Figure 1.a. The packet is 

preceded by the header, which is sampled as two half intensity values. The 

first bit is a dark-light pair, which is decoded as a logical 1. The second bit is 

a dark-dark sequence, which is decoded as a logical 0. 

Notice, that the UFSOOK protocol can transmit half bits per frame, apart 

from the overhead caused by the header. 

UPSOOK 

The Undersampled Phase Shift On-Off Keying protocol utilizes two 

blinking frequencies: the header frequency is the same as of the UFSOOK 

protocol. For data coding one lower frequency is utilized, the frequency of 

which is determined as  𝑓1 =  𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑚 ∗  𝑛. 

Here the data encoding is performed using phase modulation, as follows: 

logical 1 is encoded by a signal with phase 0 and length of one frame. Logical 

0 is encoded by a signal with phase 180 and length of one frame. Since the 

camera sampling is usually not synchronized with the transmitter, the receiver 

starts sampling at a random phase, producing a phase uncertainty problem. 

Thus, the protocol contains a mark symbol after the header, which is used to 

determine the actual sampling phase. The operation is illustrated in Figure 

1.b, showing two possible outcomes, due to the phase uncertainty: 

 In case 1, the header is sampled as a half intensity value, followed by a 

full intensity mark symbol. The data bits are detected as light and dark 

values, which are, using the mark symbol, decoded as logical 1 and 0. 

 In case 2, the header is sampled as a half intensity value, followed by a 

dark mark symbol. The data bits are detected as dark and light values, 

which are, using the mark symbol, decoded again as logical 1 and 0. 

Notice, that the UPSOOK protocol can transmit one bit per frame, apart 

from the overhead caused by the header and the mark symbol. 

TUPSOOK 

The Trackable Undersampled Phase Shift On-Off Keying protocol utilizes 

one blinking frequency only, since there is no dedicated header symbol. For 

data coding one frequency is utilized with 𝑓1 =  𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑚 ∗  𝑛. 

The TUPSOOK protocol utilizes a special beacon design as shown in 

Figure 2. The beacon contains a small central LED and a large outer ring 

LED. At any time instant one and only one of the LEDs is on. 
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Figure 2: The beacon design and the observed symbols of the TUPSOOK protocol. 

 

Let us define two symbols: 

 Symbol X: the two LEDs are blinking alternately with frequency  𝑓1 

and phase 0, with length of one frame. 

 Symbol Y: the two LEDs are blinking alternately with frequency  𝑓1 

and phase 180, with length of one frame. 

The physical header is replaced by a logical header, containing 5 

consecutive symbols as follows: Y-X-X-X-Y. 

The encoding of the data bits is the following: 

 Logical 0 is encoded by a Y-X symbol pair (2 frames). 

 Logical 1 is encoded by an X-Y symbol pair (2 frames). 

The operation of TUPSOOK is illustrated in Figure 1.c. Here, because of 

the phase uncertainty, two cases can happen: 

 Case 1: The logical header is sensed as Y-X-X-X-Y, the following bit 

is Y-X. Since the header is not inverted, Y-X means a logical 0. 

 Case 2: The logical header is sensed as X-Y-Y-Y-X, the following bit 

is X-Y. Since the header is inverted, X-Y is a logical 0. 

Notices:  

 The logical header is defined for a symbol pattern, which cannot occur 

among the data bits. Thus the detection of the header is 

straightforward: either the sequence Y-X-X-X-Y or the sequence X-

Y-Y-Y-X means a valid header. 

 The TUPSOOK protocol can transmit half bits per frame, apart from 

the overhead caused by the software header. 

 This protocol uses the beacon size instead of its brightness level for 

coding/decoding. 

LED Y

LED X

Symbol Y

Symbol X
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 The redundant bit coding allows error detection: if the symbol pair, 

representing a bit, consists of similar values then it is certainly an 

erroneous detection. 

Summary 

The performance properties of the discussed protocols are summarized in 

Table 1. UFSOOK and UPSOOK use physical framing, thus the detection 

involves the determination of half light intensity. This feature is reported to 

cause detection errors from long distances. TUPSOOK avoids the utilization 

of physical framing at a price of a somewhat longer logical frame. The fastest 

protocol is UPSOOK with 1 bit per frame, UFSOOK and TUPSOOK produce 

½ bits per frame. The overhead is the smallest of UFSOOK (1 frame), while 

UPSOOK requires 2 frames and TUPSOOK 5 frames, per data packet. Only 

TUPSOOK provides good trackability, since the image of the beacon is 

visible in every frame. UFSOOK and UPSOOK, however, depending on the 

actual data, may have long sequences of frames with dark beacon images. 

TUPSOOK also contains some error detection features. 

Table 1: Properties of the communication protocols. 

 UFSOOK UPSOOK TUPSOOK 

Physical framing 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 - 

Logical framing no no yes 

Frequencies used 3 2 1 

Bit rate per frame 1/2 1 1/2 

Minimum frame length (frames) 1 1+1 5 

Trackability - - good 

Error detection no no yes 
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Abstract: The aim of human centric lighting (HCL) is to improve the 
overall comfort of the users and to support the proper function of their 
circadian system while having the benefits expected from modern light 
sources. The absence of natural light can lead to serious health risks due 
to the disruption of the circadian rhythm. With the introduction of HCL 
to workplaces, these risks could be reduced. At the Light and Colour 
Science Research Laboratory of the University of Pannonia in Veszprém 
a lighting solution had been developed for this aim. The concept had been 
validated via a case study at a manufacturing site with the participation 
of the employees. Participants were wearing heartrate and activity 
monitoring smartwatches during work. The experiments had two 
phases: one before and one after the introduction of HCL. The 
measurement results had been analyzed using statistical methods to 
prove the effects of the lighting on the participants. 

Introduction 

During millions of years, life on Earth adapted to the repeating cycle of day 

and night. In the beginning this daily cycle defined the daily routine. The 

continuous development of artificial lighting – beginning with the discovery 

of fire – led to efficient artificial light sources which made working in night 

shifts feasible in the last century. Many recent studies aimed to uncover the 

risks of circadian disruption. As possible short-term consequences sleep 

disorders and insomnia were reported in these papers [1, 2, 3, 4]. Long-term 

consequences could be far more serious: depression or even cancerous 

diseases [1]. Human centric lighting (HCL) had been proposed as a possible 

way to reduce these health risks. It offers a possible solution providing 

optimized lighting for the human body by taking interdisciplinary researches 

into account. Modern LED light sources have optimal properties to be used 

in the realization of such optimized light: spectrally tunable light sources 

usually have phosphor white LEDs combined with narrow band color LEDs 

which usually can be controlled in groups called LED channels. This 

technique – depending on the characteristics of the LED channels – makes 

possible to optimize light for different objectives. In the implementation of 
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human centric lighting an intelligent controller is required for automatic, real-

time control of the lighting without the need of user interaction. 

The circadian system 

An important aspect in the design of an HCL solution is to implement the 

support of proper function of the human circadian system – which controls 

the sleep cycle in humans. The “central clock” of the circadian system is 

found in the brain – in the hypothalamus – and is called the suprachiasmatic 

nucleus (SCN). It regulates the circadian rhythm through hormonal 

mechanisms. It has an intrinsic period of approximately 24 hours, and is 

synchronized to the light-dark periods of the day. Abrupt desynchronization 

of the “real” light-dark period and the light-dark period expected by the 

circadian system – for example a long flight through multiple time zones – 

causes short-term negative effects like fatigue and disorientation. 

The light or dark periods of the day are detected by the intrinsically 

photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGC) which contain melanopsin 

photopigment [5]. The neural signal of these cells transfers directly into the 

SCN which is in neural connection with the pineal gland. Through the pineal 

gland the SCN controls the level of melatonin and cortisol hormones in the 

bloodstream based on the signal of ipRGCs. Melatonin lengthens reaction 

time, and prepares the body for sleep while cortisol has the exact opposite 

effects: induces a high alertness state and shortens reaction time. 

The absorption maximum of melanopsin is between 460 nm and 480 nm 

causing ipRGCs to have a sensitivity maximum in this wavelength domain 

[6, 7, 8]. To mix optimized light to achieve specific effects on the circadian 

system a spectrally tunable light source is needed which contains LEDs 

radiating in this wavelength interval. During the design of a “casual” 

spectrally tunable light source this should have to be taken into account to 

avoid possible negative impacts on the users [1]. 

Calculating the circadian effect of light 

To evaluate the effect of light on the circadian system a well-defined unit 

is needed. Circadian light (CL) can be used for this purpose [9]. It represents 

the circadian system’s response to a retinal illumination of certain intensity 

and spectral composition with one number. It is a spectrally weighted variant 

of irradiation (W/m2). To ease the comparison between different spectra, a 

special variant is also defined – denoted as CLA [9] – which proportions the 

circadian effect of a specific spectral power distribution to the circadian effect 
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of an illuminance of 1000 lx generated by an incandescent lamp (CIE A 

illuminant). 

Common artificial light sources maintain their spectral composition during 

their operation causing the circadian effects to be constant as well. 

Comparing the CLA values in case of 1000 lx of retinal illuminance the 

incandescent lamp has a CLA value of exactly 1000, fluorescent tubes have 

around 600-800 and LEDs have CLA values varying depending on the 

spectral distribution. 

The sunlight reaching the Earth’s surface however continuously changes 

due to Earth’s rotation and different atmospheric conditions. For this reason, 

calculating the CLA values of sunlight measured in different conditions or in 

different parts of the day results in different values [10]. 

An important design aspect in human centric lighting is to reproduce the 

phenomenon of continuous change of the spectral composition, intensity and 

circadian effect similarly to the natural daylight. 

Experimental setup: Industrial HCL luminaires 

Preceding the case study, a custom industrial human centric lighting 

solution had been developed. The result was a spectrally tunable luminaire 

and an intelligent control unit which can provide continuous transitions 

between specific “lighting cornerstones” over a long period of time. Due to 

this technique users cannot notice the continuous, minimal changes in the 

lighting. The blue LEDs had been chosen to have their peak wavelength in 

the maximum sensitivity range of the circadian system. The luminaire has 

other channels composed of red, green and warm white phosphor LEDs in 

order to provide dynamically mixed white light with good color quality. 

A series of the prototype luminaire had been manufactured and installed in 

a windowless manufacturing site to be validated by a series of measurements. 

The final settings on the controller had been set on site to be perfectly adapted 

to the environment: the pre-set “lighting cornerstones” had been fine-tuned 

in the final experimental environment. 

Table 1: Photometric parameters of the light settings on the intelligent luminaire compared to 
daylight and the old system. 

Name of the light setting 

or light source 

CCT 

[K] 
duv 

CRI Ra 

[11] 

IES TM-30-15 

[12] CLA 

Rf Rg 

Daylight (CIE D65) 6504  0.0032 100  100  100 2036 

“Stimulating light” setting 6510  0.001 90  85  98.6 1841 

“Neutral light” setting 4200  -0.0016 94  89.6  99.5 1030 

“Relaxing light” setting 4000  0.0001 93  88.7  96.4 826 

The old LED tubes 4442  -0.005 86  82  96.1 1055 
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Two of the specified “lighting cornerstones” had been optimized to have 

minimal (“relaxing light”) and maximal (“stimulating light”) circadian 

effects and the third one as an intermediate point. Compared to the original 

static LED lighting the CLA of the new system varies between 20% lower and 

75% higher values. In case of the “stimulating light” setting the CLA of the 

provided light is only 9% less than the midday daylight (CIE D65).  

During the four months of the experiments, a total of 16 workers 

participated (11 female, 5 male), ranging from 23 to 55 years of age (avg. 

39). The participants had been working both in a morning and the afternoon 

shift. During the morning shift the light setting changed from the 

“stimulating” setting to the “neutral” setting and during the afternoon shift it 

changed from the “stimulating” to the “relaxing” setting. The time and 

duration of the transitions had been chosen in a way to be able to provide 

enough stimulation for the circadian system to make it possible to do work 

with high performance as well as to simulate the natural change of the 

circadian effect of daylight to avert the negative health impacts of the absence 

of natural light. 

Heartrate monitoring and evaluation 

To evaluate the effects of lighting on the workers recording of their 

heartrate had been chosen since it can be easily recorded and is affected by 

the circadian system [2]. The experiments were carried out in two phases; the 

first under the old industrial LED tube lighting and the second under the new 

intelligent HCL. For this purpose, intelligent sport watches had been used 

with accurate chest band type heartrate sensors. These instruments could be 

used during both shifts to record participants’ heartrate with a resolution of 1 

second. 

The first stage of the experiment had two purposes. It served to determine 

if different conditions, habits or traits of the participants have significant 

effect on the results and to serve as a base for the later comparison to the 

second stage measurement results. The age, weight and height had been 

initially recorded for all participants. At the end of every measurement 

session their coffee intake was also recorded. At the end of this stage 

approximately 600 hours of heartrate data had been recorded. Initially it could 

be concluded that during the afternoon shift mean pulse was higher (91.8 

while during the morning shift it was 84.7) and the standard deviation was 

higher in the afternoon (10.6 during the afternoon shift and 6.4 during 

morning) too. To analyze connections between the heartrate and the 

participants’ other traits statistical methods had been used. Since the recorded 
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parameters are objective measurement data which are considered high 

measurement level variables in the statistical analysis, Pearson correlation 

[13] had to be used. The results of the correlation analysis did not confirm 

correlation between the heartrate data of the two shifts and any of the other 

variables. 

The purpose of the experiments’ second phase was to compare the effects 

of the new intelligent luminaires to the previously recorded data. Since the 

CLA of the light was known during the working hours the correlation between 

this parameter and the heartrate data could be analyzed. During the evaluation 

the approximately 2-hour delay in the circadian effect [3, 4] had been taken 

into account. 

The delay caused the effects of the morning shift’s lighting transition to 

fall outside the time interval of the heartrate monitoring thus preventing its 

evaluation using correlation analysis. Contrary to this in case of the afternoon 

shift data could be evaluated and a significant moderate positive correlation 

had been found (Pearson correlation coefficient: 0.4). The explanation for the 

moderate strength of the correlation is that heartrate is affected by many other 

factors besides the circadian effect. For example, other activities during the 

break at the middle of the afternoon shift increased the following heartrate. 

Changes in the effect of lighting could be tested by calculating correlations 

between the heartrate data recorded under the old and new luminaires. Since 

during the morning shift’s heartrate recording in both cases the measured 

effects were belonging to a constant circadian effect it was expected for the 

correlation between those to be stronger than in case of the afternoon shift. In 

this case the Pearson correlation coefficient was 0.75 (strong positive 

correlation) and in case of the afternoon shift data it was 0.41 (moderate 

positive correlation) with both correlations being significant. 

To confirm if the results of the new measurement are statistically different 

from the previous experiment under the old lighting, paired-samples t-test 

[13] had been used. In case of both the morning and the afternoon data this 

test confirmed that the differences between the data recorded in the two 

phases of the experiments were statistically significant (p < 0.01 in both 

cases). 

The results confirm that replacing the static LED lighting with the HCL 

luminaires indeed had an effect on the heartrate of the workers. The statistical 

significance levels of the results of the analyses indicate that the changes in 

the data are not caused outliers but a significant change. The moderate 

positive correlation between the heartrate measurements and the changing 

CLA of the lighting suggests that the originally intended effects on the 
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circadian function through lighting had been achieved. However, this 

moderate correlation also implies that the other environmental parameters 

also have a significant effect on the heartrate of the workers. In further 

research these environmental parameters should be recorded for better 

approximation of the whole model of the environment affecting the heartrate. 

Conclusions 

Human centric lighting aims to improve the life quality of the users and to 

provide a healthy environment. At first human centric lighting had been 

adopted by hospitals and schools but it is expected to be used at homes in the 

future as well. Preceding the case study presented in this paper a custom 

human centric industrial luminaire had been developed to improve the quality 

of lighting in a windowless manufacture building and to affect the circadian 

system of the workers in a similar way to natural sunlight. Prototype 

luminaires had been installed on site and a two-stage experiment had been 

conducted to investigate the effects of light on the workers. In the first half 

of the study the heartrates of the workers had been recorded by smartwatches 

with chest-band heartrate sensors under the old lighting system. After the 

installation of the new intelligent luminaires the measurements had been 

repeated. The changes in the effect of lighting on the participants had been 

evaluated through changes in the measured heartrate data. Correlation 

analysis on the old-new heartrate pairs and on heartrate paired with its 

circadian effect measure confirmed a significant moderate connection – with 

a correlation coefficient of 0.4 – implying that the replacement of the LED 

tube lighting with the experimental luminaires indeed has the previously 

expected effect. 
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Abstract: Nowadays, more and more enzymopathies are ob-
served, as most of them cause changes in phenotype or lead
to metabolic disease. For example in degradation pathways
of tyrosine and phenylalanine contains more enzymes, which
play role in the development of several diseases. In this pa-
per we summarize a mathematical model of metabolic path-
ways. With this model we analyze the effect of enzyme ac-
tivity change on the actual metabolic state. We demonstrate
that the model is able to predict the new metabolic status.

Introduction

Recently, the study of cell metabolism has been in the focus of
biological research, since most of the changes in cell function cause
metabolic changes. Observation of these changes is usually difficult,
but there are promising possibilities in metabolic pathway modeling.
There is a clear need for cellular models which can predict the metabolic
states and the modified enzyme activity in modified states. In the lit-
erature there are some dynamic models, but with limited metabolic
pathways [1, 2, 3]. In our previous works we examined the interme-
diers of the citric acid cycle [4, 5]. These metabolites can transform
to each other according to the actual metabolic state in mitochondria.
The key elements in the regulation of citric acid cycle are the concen-
trations of intermediers and the changes in redox potential. Later the
initial model was extended by adding mitochondrial transporters which
connect cellular and mitochondrial metabolic networks [6]. After that
we built cellular metabolic pathways to this model, for example urea
cycle, amino acid degradation pathways and glycolysis. In this work we
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present tyrosine and phenylalanine metabolism, which is one of these
new moduls.

Biological background

Process description

In this work we present the model of the tyrosine and phenylalanine
degradation pathways. These two amino acids are ketoplastic and glu-
coplastic (precursor for acetyl-CoA synthesis or gluconeogenesis, figure
1). They can transform into each other in an enzyme reaction cat-
alyzed by phenylalanine hydroxylase, in physiological conditions this
enzyme mainly catalyzes from phenylalanine to tyrosine, and after
that they have similar metabolism. Tyrosine is precursor for cate-
cholamines (dopamine, DOPA, noradrenalin, adrenalin) and several
hormones (thyroxine and melatonin). The most popular enzyme defect
causes phenylketonurie (PKU) which has two different types. Defect
of phenylalanine hydroxylase leads to classic PKU, which has severe
symptoms (e.g. mental retardation). Rarely, the lack of the tetrahy-
drobiopterin or defect of dihydrobiopterin reductase generate cofactor
defect PKU. If the phenylalanine cannot transform to tyrosine, it has
to metabolize via other pathways. In the first step transaminases form
phenylpyruvate. After that it can go to two different degradation path-
ways to phenyllactate or phenylacetate (figure 2). Transformation to
phenyllactate is a reversible process, but the transformation to pheny-
lacetate and from phenylacetat is an irreversible decarboxylation step.
Phenylacetate is a neurotoxic metabolite, which causes mental degra-
dation and myelin lesion. Phenylalanine cannot transform to tyrosine,
which results in less precursor for neurotransmitter synthesis.
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Figure 1: Phenylalanine and tyrosine metabolism [7]

Figure 2: Phenylalanine metabolism in PKU [8]
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Kinetic model of degradation processes

Modeling goals are the following:

1. To analyze the qualitative dynamic of substrates which partici-
pate in these reactions.

2. To observe the degradation methods of phenylalanine in PKU.

Parameters

We tested our model qualitatively (each Km and Vmax value is 1).
This approximation is similar to that used in articles [2, 3]. In the
next phase in our research we would like to determine more realistic
healthy and mutant parameters to this model and test physiological
and pathological metabolite conditions.

The applied kinetics

Differential equations were applied by using the extended Michaelis-
Menten kinetic model [2]. Rates of reversible reactions are described
by two opposite reactions. The general form of the reaction rates is

S1 + S2 + ... + Sn 
 P1 + P2 + ... + Pk

VS1,...Sn
= Vmax(E) · ( [S1]

[S1]+Km(S1,E) ) · ... · ( [Sn]
[Sn]+Km(Sn,E) )

VP1,...Pk
= Vmax(E) · ( [P1]

[P1]+Km(P1,E) ) · ... · ( [Pk]
[Pk]+Km(Pk,E) )

VS
P = VS1,S2,...Sn − VP1,P2,...Pk
=

= Vmax(E) · (( [S1]
[S1]+Km(S1,E) ) · ... · ( [Sn]

[Sn]+Km(Sn,E) )−

−( [P1]
[P1]+Km(P1,E) ) · ... · ( [Pk]

[Pk]+Km(Pk,E) ))

Using the constructed model, we analyze the temporal changes of
the metabolite concentrations with a quantitative mathematical de-
scription. In this work we modeled the degradation of phenylalanine in
PKU.
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Differential equations of the model

Enzyme Abbreviation EC Vmax

Phenylalanine hydroxilase PheOH 1.14.16.1 0.4
Pteridine reductase PterR 1.5.1.33 1

Phenylalanine transaminase PheT 2.6.1.58 1
Lactate dehydrogenase LDH 1.1.1.27 1

Phenylpyruvate decarboxylase PPDC 4.1.1.43 1

Table 1: Enzymes abbreviations, EC numbers and Vmax values

Substrate Abbreviation [S]

Phenylalanine Phe 0.5
Phenylpyruvate PhePyr 0
Phenyllactate PheLac 0
Phenylacetate PheAc 0

Tyrosine Tyr 0
Pyruvate Pyr 3
Alanine Ala 0

Tetrahydrobiopterin THB 0.3
Dihydrobiopterin DHB 0

NADP+ NADP 0
NADPH NADPH 10
NAD+ NAD 0
NADH NADH 10

Table 2: Initial values

During the modeling we construct the differential equations with
parameters of enzymes and transporters, and Michaelis Menten kinet-
ics. Then we solve the equations, we get the concentration changes in
time. Differential equations are as follows:
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d

dt
[Phe] = −VPheOH · ( [Phe]

[Phe] +KM(Phe,PheOH)

·

· [THB]

[THB] +KM(THB,PheOH)

)

−VPheT · (( [Phe]

[Phe] +KM(Phe,PheT )

· [Pyr]

[Pyr] +KM(Pyr,PheT )

)

−(
[PhePyr]

[PhePyr] +KM(PhePyr,PheT )

· [Ala]

[Ala] +KM(Ala,PheT )

))

d

dt
[PhePyr] = VPheT · (( [Phe]

[Phe] +KM(Phe,PheT )

· [Pyr]

[Pyr] +KM(Pyr,PheT )

)

−(
[PhePyr]

[PhePyr] +KM(PhePyr,PheT )

· [Ala]

[Ala] +KM(Ala,PheT )

))

−VLDH · (( [PhePyr]

[PhePyr] +KM(PhePyr,LDH)

·

· [NADH]

[NADH] +KM(NADH,LDH)

)

−(
[PheLac]

[PheLac] +KM(PheLac,LDH)

· [NAD]

[NAD] +KM(NAD,LDH)

))

−VPPDC · ( [PhePyr]

[PhePyr] +KM(PhePyr,PPDC)

)

d

dt
[PheLac] = VLDH · (( [PhePyr]

[PhePyr] +KM(PhePyr,LDH)

·

· [NADH]

[NADH] +KM(NADH,LDH)

)

−(
[PheLac]

[PheLac] +KM(PheLac,LDH)

· [NAD]

[NAD] +KM(NAD,LDH)

))

d

dt
[PheAc] = VPPDC · ( [PhePyr]

[PhePyr] +KM(PhePyr,PPDC)

)

d

dt
[Tyr] = VPheOH · ( [Phe]

[Phe] +KM(Phe,PheOH)

·

· [THB]

[THB] +KM(THB,PheOH)

)
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d

dt
[Pyr] = −VPheT · (( [Phe]

[Phe] +KM(Phe,PheT )

· [Pyr]

[Pyr] +KM(Pyr,PheT )

)

−(
[PhePyr]

[PhePyr] +KM(PhePyr,PheT )

· [Ala]

[Ala] +KM(Ala,PheT )

))

d

dt
[Ala] = VPheT · (( [Phe]

[Phe] +KM(Phe,PheT )

· [Pyr]

[Pyr] +KM(Pyr,PheT )

)

−(
[PhePyr]

[PhePyr] +KM(PhePyr,PheT )

· [Ala]

[Ala] +KM(Ala,PheT )

))

d

dt
[THB] = −VPheOH · ( [Phe]

[Phe] +KM(Phe,PheOH)

·

· [THB]

[THB] +KM(THB,PheOH)

) + VPterR ·

·(( [DHB]

[DHB] +KM(DHB,PterR)

· [NADPH]

[NADPH] +KM(NADPH,PterR)

)

−(
[THB]

[THB] +KM(THB,PterR)

· [NADP ]

[NADP ] +KM(NADP,PterR)

))

d

dt
[DHB] = VPheOH · ( [Phe]

[Phe] +KM(Phe,PheOH)

·

· [THB]

[THB] +KM(THB,PheOH)

)− VPterR ·

·(( [DHB]

[DHB] +KM(DHB,PterR)

· [NADPH]

[NADPH] +KM(NADPH,PterR)

)

−(
[THB]

[THB] +KM(THB,PterR)

· [NADP ]

[NADP ] +KM(NADP,PterR)

))

d

dt
[NAD] = VLDH · (( [PhePyr]

[PhePyr] +KM(PhePyr,LDH)

·

· [NADH]

[NADH] +KM(NADH,LDH)

)

−(
[PheLac]

[PheLac] +KM(PheLac,LDH)

· [NAD]

[NAD] +KM(NAD,LDH)

))
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d

dt
[NADH] = −VLDH · (( [PhePyr]

[PhePyr] +KM(PhePyr,LDH)

·

· [NADH]

[NADH] +KM(NADH,LDH)

)

−(
[PheLac]

[PheLac] +KM(PheLac,LDH)

· [NAD]

[NAD] +KM(NAD,LDH)

))

d

dt
[NADP ] = VPterR · (( [DHB]

[DHB] +KM(DHB,PterR)

·

· [NADPH]

[NADPH] +KM(NADPH,PterR)

)

−(
[THB]

[THB] +KM(THB,PterR)

· [NADP ]

[NADP ] +KM(NADP,PterR)

))

d

dt
[NADPH] = −VPterR · (( [DHB]

[DHB] +KM(DHB,PterR)

·

· [NADPH]

[NADPH] +KM(NADPH,PterR)

)

−(
[THB]

[THB] +KM(THB,PterR)

· [NADP ]

[NADP ] +KM(NADP,PterR)

))
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Simulation results

The simulation results are shown in Fig 3. We used decreased (40%)
phenylalanine hydroxilase activity (tyrosine formation from phenylala-
nine is slow), and we add phenylalanine into the system as external
input. The results show, that the toxic metabolite (phenylacetate) in-
creases, and the other intermediers reach steady-state. Phenyllactate
is a buffer intermedier in this system, because it can form phenylpyru-
vate instead of phenylacetate. However, its buffer capacity becomes
saturated easily if we use constant input of phenylalanine.

Figure 3: Concentrations of phe metabolism in PKU
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Abstract: Modern days’ problems significantly increase the stress 
perceived by individuals, increasing the risks of developing serious 
health conditions. By detecting stressful moments, it is thought to be 
possible to help people escape such states, thus decreasing such risks. In 
this paper a method for stress detection is presented. 

Introduction 

Studies have shown that increased stress levels have a notable effect on 

developing multiple civilization diseases such as diabetes [1] and numerous 

cardiovascular conditions [2]. However, by properly detecting when an 

individual’s stress level has increased considerably, it could be possible, as 

an intervention, to warn the user of this unhealthy state. Taking a short break 

for trying to calm down a bit, until a more relaxed state of mind is reached, 

apart from helping in coping with the current problems more easily, could 

also have the positive effect of decreasing the risks of developing such 

unwanted health conditions. 

In general, three different types of stress can be perceived: emotional, 

social and mental stress. The source of emotional stress is usually a strong 

negative emotions such as fear or anger, but it can also be as a result of strong 

anticipation or impatience. Social stress is generally considered to be a result 

of the need to comply with the expectation of others (in the work, school), to 

fulfil social obligations (e.g. friends, family), etc. Mental stress is commonly 

caused by though, hard to solve mental problems, or tasks that should be 

completed in a narrow time interval. While all 3 categories are equally 
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important components of the “global stress” perceived, in practice, mostly 

social and mental stress are investigated, as inciting emotional stress in 

participants is both hard to execute (e.g. people fear different things) and 

ethically questionable. (But even in the case of those two, finding the proper 

method can be challenging.) 

How stress could be measured is a demanding task. It has already been 

investigated, how stress affects human physiology [3], and it was found that 

it has a high impact on the heart rate variability of individuals [4]–[6]. The 

complex indicator heart rate variability (HRV) was found to be useful for 

describing the complicated heart-brain interactions and autonomic nervous 

system functions that both have an effect on the amount of stress perceived 

[7], [8], meaning that is also capable for investigating the amount of stress 

[5], [6], [9], [10]. The basic concept of using HRV is that for healthy 

individuals, the lengths of the time intervals between successive heart beats 

are not constant, as they change accordingly to the environmental effects, 

allowing the body to cope with different in life situations. This means, that 

by analysing how these intervals change, it is possible to estimate the 

physiological state of an individual, i.e. to estimate how stressful the 

individual is. 

There are various features used to describe these differences, but in general, 

those are grouped into two categories: time-domain features and frequency-

domain features. While frequency-domain features are usually considered to 

be more closely related to describing the behaviour of the heart, time-domain 

features were found to be just as good as them in case of characterising HRV. 

Moreover, time-domain features, in general, require less computational 

power which makes them the favourable candidate for mobile computer 

device based solutions. 

Methods 

Measuring Heart Rate Variability 

In general healthcare conditions, HRV is usually measured and calculated 

with advanced electrocardiogram (ECG) devices that usually take up a lot of 

space and/or are quite expensive. However, research has shown, that the 

quality and accuracy of both low cost and wearable heart rate sensors have 

already reached the point where they could be successfully used for stress 

detection [11]–[13]. Using simple “smartwatches” or chest belts connected 

to smartphones are solutions that require only a low effort from the users (i.e. 

putting them on and starting them), and are without considerable limitations 

on how they should or should not behave (e.g., no need to avoid quick 
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movements, that would cause trouble for holter devices). This allows them to 

be used easily in everyday life, and with processing their data it could be 

possible to provide “on the spot” assessment for reducing stress levels. 

 a) b) 

Figure 1: Examples for wearable heart rate sensors 

a) Polar M600 sport smartwatch  b) CardioSport TP3 Heart Rate Transmitter chest belt 

As mentioned already, because of their notably lower computational needs, 

for mobile HRV monitoring/measuring solutions, time-domain features are 

used. Part of such frequently used features use the RR intervals, i.e. the 

distances of the R components of successive ECG cycles. 

Proposed Stress Detection Method 

As HRV can differ greatly even amongst healthy individuals, meaning only 

loosely constrained intervals can be given on what is considered as a stressful 

state in general, it is better to investigate HRV on the individual level. That 

is, changes in HRV should be used to indicate how the stress level of an 

individual has changed compared to a reference point (e.g., to an initial 

interval, when the measurement started). 

With this in mind, based on the algorithm presented in [11], a new stress 

detection method is being developed, using the mean HR, pNN50 and 

RMSSD features of HRV to measure stress. (The NN50 feature is the number 

of pairs of successive RR intervals that differ by more than 50ms, and pNN50 

is the proportion of NN50 divided by the number of RR intervals. RMSSD is 

the root mean square of the successive differences.) During a measurement 

session, a sliding window of 5 minutes is used. The first 5 minute interval of 

the session is used to calculate the reference values for comparison. After this 

initial interval, the time window is updated with inserting the new data (and 

removing the oldest readings). In every 60 seconds, the 3 features are re-

evaluated for the sliding window, and then are compared to the initial interval 
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in order to investigate how the user’s stress level has changed. For each 

feature, based on the difference compared to its counterpart value for the 

reference interval, a score from -3 to +3 is given. Then the average of these 

values are computed, and this average is used to signal the level of stress 

change (where -3 is equivalent to high increase, 0 is no change, and +3 is high 

decrease). 

Clinical Study 

Data from the clinical study presented in [11] was used during the 

development process of  the stress detection method. In the study, volunteers 

took part in two consecutive phases each 10 minute long, while being seated. 

In the first, they were asked to try and relax while a relaxation music was 

played. In the second phase, the so called Stroop colour game was used to 

incite stress (the game is about matching colours to labels, at an increasing 

pace). During the experiment, participants were wearing the CardioSport TP3 

Heart Rate Transmitter to gather hear rate and RR data. 

Results and Discussion 

To test the method described above, it was first implemented in C++ 

programming language on a personal computer, in order to make sure that is 

provides to correct results first (by using C++, it will be possible to test the 

method on different mobile platforms in the future, with only simple 

modifications, when the algorithm has been validated.) Based on the data 

from study [11], the method seems to work as intended, as the situations that 

have been marked as stressful intervals in the test phase match those 

identified by the method proposed in [11]. However, as the former study 

focused on detecting only increased stress levels, the data acquired there was 

found to be inadequate to properly validate each functionality of the new 

method, as the test cases contain no “general” phases that could be compared 

to both the relaxed and stressful phases. Thus, for the validation, additional, 

more complex experiments are required, that are expected to yield results 

later this year. 

While being useful, in their paper, Gambi et al. [14] has shown an 

interesting solution that might be capable of offering a better solution than 

wearable devices (in some cases). Their research states, that by using a 

“simple” Kinect device and videopletysmography it is possible to measure 

the heart rate of individuals without the need of wearing any devices. As such 

a method could serve as a solution requiring no effort from the users, 

investigating if it is accurate enough for providing reliable HRV data could 

prove useful results. If feasible, this could serve as an additional feature in a 
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“smart workplace”, where automated assistance focuses on decreasing the 

modern lifestyle related health risks, caused by stress, prolonged 

sedentariness, and lack of physical activity. 
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Abstract: Eye-related bioelectric activity, such as blinks, eye 
movements, generates large amplitude electrooculography (EOG) 
artefacts negatively affecting the accuracy of electroencephalography 
(EEG) measurements. Using independent component analysis (ICA) for 
rejecting these artefacts also rejects some of the EEG information 
contained in the rejected component. This paper presents a novel 
method for the automatic identification and removal of the EOG 
artefacts to generate high quality EEG. The proposed method removes 
only the EOG activity and keeps the underlying EEG data unaltered. 

Introduction 

EEG recording is contaminated by different type of noises. These 

artefacts modify the measured EEG signals and consequently distort the 

detected activity. Artefacts may come from physiological sources, such as 

the ECG, muscle activity or EOG. Other kinds of artefacts are physical 

noises that appear as power line noise or variations in electrode-skin 

conductivity. 

Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is widely used in the field of 

EEG signal processing for artefacts suppression, since it can separate a 

signal mixture into its main sources, such as EOG, ECG, EEG, etc. 

components [1]. The unwanted artefacts (components) can be rejected by 

visual or automatic inspections. Eyes movements and blinks are transient 

activities that occur relatively infrequently in the raw signal but generate 

distinct high-amplitude peaks. These might be located visually by checking 

the corresponding component. The usual approach is to reject a component 

entirely if it contains EOG artefacts. This, however, may lead to loosing 

important EEG data present in the component [2]. In our research, we 

devised methods to selectively remove EOG artefacts from ICA 

components and keeping relevant EEG information at the same time. 
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Related work 

Independent Component Analysis [3], originally developed for solving 

the Blind Source Separation (BSS) problem, is considered a robust method 

for artefact removal able to minimize the mutual information between the 

sources and decompose the EEG signals to their independent components. 

If eye movement is recorded with special electrodes using 

electrooculography, this reference EOG signal  can be used in ICA in 

combination with regression methods to automatically identify and remove 

the EOG artefacts from the contaminated signal and as a result, increase the 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [4], [5]. 

Using the traditional artefact component rejection method, the 

reconstruction of the clean EEG might cause distortion in the signal 

spectrum that can lead to an overestimation of the coherence between 

different cortical sites [6], [7].  Wavelet Transform (WT) with adaptive 

threshold was introduced in the EEG applications to identify and remove 

the EOG [8] without losing the  related EEG information. This approach 

was modified by Nguyen et al., [9] who introduced Wavelet Neural 

Network (WNN) (clean and contaminated EEG data is used to train the 

network) and achieved 9.07 µV Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between 

the cleaned and the noise free data. Their method works without a reference 

EOG signal that is normally required in the linear regression based methods 

[4]. Burger and van den Heever [2] improved on this method, however, 

their solution can only remove eye blinks, it does not work for eye 

movements.  

In [7], wavelet transform was used in combination with ICA, based on the 

fact that wavelet coefficients of the artefact component typically have 

higher amplitudes than that of the cerebral activity components, so by 

setting the coefficients greater than a certain threshold to zero value, EOG 

artefacts can be removed from the signal. 

Methods 

The goal of our proposed artefact removal method is to clean EOG 

components by removing EOG peaks without rejecting the entire 

component. This ensures that we keep the EEG information content. We 

only reject components if the number of peaks is above a given threshold. 

The outline of our method is shown in Fig.1.  
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Fig. 1. The flow chart of the EOG artefact removal method. 

Pre-processing: Each dataset is bandpass filtered (1-47Hz), then re-

referenced to the average reference. ICA is applied to the signal to estimate 

the components. Auto-identification of the EOG component: the EOG 

component is identified based on the correlation between the data of the 

frontal EEG channels and each component. Components with over 70 

percent correlation is marked as EOG and validated by a further test that 

includes finding the maximum unmixing weight of the components 

contributing to the frontal channels. EOG peaks in the identified EOG 

component are located using a predetermined threshold. A 1-second 

window is placed around the peaks and if these EOG windows cover more 

than 60 percent of the component, the entire component is marked for 

rejection. In all other cases, the window used for correction. WT-sym4 [10], 

[11] of 6 levels decomposes each window to different frequency bands and, 

only the bands of the high frequencies are reconstructed. The corrected 

windows are projected to the EOG component, and then the components are 

inverted to generate EEG free of EOG activity.   

Datasets 

Kaldos dataset [12]: The Kaldos EEG dataset was recorded from twenty-

seven subjects (males and females), 19 EEG electrodes were used arranged 
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in the 10-20 international electrode layout, sampling frequency was 200 Hz. 

The noisy EEG was generated using the following expression:  

Contaminated_EEG,� = Pure_EEG,� + a����� + b,����� (2) 

where Pure_EEG,� is the signal obtained with eyes closed (no EOG 

artefacts), and the ���� and ���� terms are the additive vertical and 

horizontal EOG activities. 

Resting state EEG dataset: Eyes-open resting state EEG data was recorded 

from 61 adult volunteers (males and females, age from 17 to 35 years) of 2-

3 minute’s duration. During the experiment, subjects had to sit and relax in 

a silent room. Data were recorded using a Biosemi ActiveTwo EEG system 

(fs = 2048 Hz) using 128 electrode arranged in the ABC radial electrode 

layout. The volunteers gave their written consent to participating in the 

experiments. 

Results 

The proposed method was compared to the wICA algorithm [7] using the 

standard Kaldos dataset. The closed-eye resting state EEG was taken as the 

noise-free reference signal [4], [5], [12]. The root mean square error 

(RMSE) between the artefact-free and the cleaned EEG using the wICA and 

the proposed method are shown in Table 1. Our method produced an 

artefact free EEG signal with smaller RMSE than the wICA method 

(RMSE=6.31 µV vs 8.22 µV). 

Table 1: RMSE (µV) of the wICA and our proposed method on the Kaldos dataset.  

Dataset: s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 Avg. 

wICA 

9.43 7.13 7.76 5.90 5.18 8.92 8.92 9.94 

8.22 s9 s10 s11 s12 s13 s14 s15 

8.70 8.91 8.12 7.95 8.17 9.26 9.24 

Dataset: s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 Avg. 

Proposed 

Method 

5.07 5.55 6.11 8.50 6.63 6.67 6.13 7.13 

6.31 s9 s10 s11 s12 s13 s14 s15 

5.43 7.15 5.28 4.99 5.90 7.59 6.59 

Fig. 2 illustrates the efficiency of selectively removing an EOG effect 

from the contaminated EEG. Note how the contaminated signal (red) with 

the sharp blink artefact is corrected (blue) that matches the reference, 

artefact-free signal with little error. Fig. 3 shows the same result in the 

spatial potential distribution. The high-intensity artefact at the frontal area is 

removed giving rise to previously hidden details in the potential map.  
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Fig. 2 Comparison of the artefact-free, the contaminated and the cleaned EEG signals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Topoplot of the 128-channel EOG contaminated (left) and  

cleaned (right) EEG signals. 

 

Conclusion 

EOG activity in EEG recordings is a random artefact appearing 

unpredictably. Unfortunately, the effect of these artefacts is serious signal 

distortion due to the large amplitude of eye blinks and eye movements, 

hence their removal is a necessary step in EEG analysis. Using normal ICA-

based rejection methods, we lose important EEG-related information. Our 

proposed method applies the wavelet transform to atomically identified 

EOG components and recovers the EEG data from the corrupted EOG 

segments by selectively removing only the EOG peaks from the 
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components. The proposed method improves upon the wICA method and 

produces results with better error rates. 
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Abstract: We analyzed the practices of acute stroke referral based on the 
data store of the National Health Development Institute in the 8-year-
long period between 2010 and 2017. The essence of the method lies in the 
classification of cases and events, forming episodes of 8 distinct types, 
finding the de facto dominant care regions of the providers, and 
characterizing the care practices of the providers with the relative 
frequency of the various episode types. 

The analysis highlighted some interesting spatial and provider related 
anomalies. There are remarkable, even an order of magnitude 
differences in the relative frequency of various event and episode types. 
An even more remarkable result is the formation of spatial patches of 
postal code areas with outlier values, on the relative frequency maps. 

Some of the anomalies identified may be caused by the shortcomings of 
the current national case reporting and coding system. Any qualitative 
conclusions regarding the care system should be stated, however, after a 
more elaborate statistical analysis in the future. 

Introduction 

Public health care is a complex system which is very hard to comprehend 

by an intuitive or heuristic approach. Yet the standard data analysis tools and 

methods, routinely applied in any other industries, are very seldom applied in 

the field of health care planning and analysis in Hungary. The data store of 

the National Health Development Institute holds valuable data of every 

publicly financed case for more than two decades back by now, however, this 

data store has not been exploited for research until lately. In order for such an 

effort to be successful, it is imperative to understand the medical context and 

consider the current coding practices. 

This paper presents the first results of a patient pathway analysis effort 

coordinated by the National Institute of Clinical Neurosciences in the field of 

acute stroke care. The main objective is to explore characteristics of the care 
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system, with a special respect to the spatial anomalies, the conformance to 

the applicable medical protocols [1] and the effect exerted by the specialized 

stroke care centers on the care network [2]. To our best knowledge, such an 

analysis has not yet been performed yet in the field of stroke care. 

Data Sources 

The anonymized case reports were queried from the Health Data Store of 

the National Healthcare Services Center and from the CT Register and 

complemented from various public sources. We defined acute stroke cases as 

cases associated with ICD codes I63 or I66 (acute ischemic stroke) as a main 

diagnosis, commencing between 1 January 2010 and 31 December 2017 and 

which had a CT performed in the -1..+7 day interval of the case onset date. 

This latter requirement was used to exclude the several cases (in fact two-

third of all reported cases) which carried an acute stroke main diagnosis only 

for case financing reasons. The number of eligible cases was 281,948 

belonging to 228,751 distinct patients. The yearly case number was ca. 

32,000. We do not detail here the positive trends in the case numbers in the 

last decade.  

Data cleaning was a complex process. We tracked down the known care 

provider mergers, new and closed up providers in the period to determine the 

set of valid care providers. Cases of patients whose gender, age or postal code 

area was impossible to determine were excluded from the study, as well as 

cases and procedures whose provider was unknown. 

Methods 

The methodology that we used for the patient pathway analysis was 

originally developed for analyzing ischemic heart disease episodes at the 

Medical Informatics Research and Development Center at the University of 

Pannonia [3]. The essence of the method is the formation of basic ‘care 

events’ based on case reports, and then episodes as a sequence of events that 

belong to the same patient and obey certain rules. Episodes are then classified 

according to their structure.  

The event types we used included the skull CT, thrombolysis (TL), 

thrombectomy (TE) and basic care event (i.e. one without any invasive 

procedure or CT), denoted by EL. A CT is normally needed to assess the 

severity or nature of the stroke, and definitely needed before any TL/TE. We 

analyzed the spatial distribution of the various event types. We defined the 

maximal duration of an episode as 2 (5) days (5 for follow-up TL/TE events), 
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preceded by at least 1 event free day. Then we determined the de facto 

dominant regions of care for each stroke center according to the following 

procedure:  

• For each postal code area, each episode gives one vote for the primary 

care provider of the episode. The de facto dominant care provider of the 

area is then selected as the one with the most votes. 

• In case of a tie and if there was not a single episode in a postal code 

area, we select the closest provider, measured in time needed to reach 

the provider from the area by road, as the de facto dominant care 

provider of the area. 

We classified the episodes according to their event sequences as follows. 

• EL: an episode without CT, no further referral to another provider, no 

procedure performed 

• CT:  CT performed, no further referral to another provider, no procedure 

performed 

• CT(TL/TE): CT and TL or TE performed, no further referral to another 

provider 

• EL->CT: no CT at the first provider, the case is referred to another 

provider which performs a CT but no TL/TE 

• EL->CT(TL/TE): no CT at the first provider, the case is referred to 

another provider which performs CT and TL/TE 

• CT->CT: CT at the first provider, then the case is referred to another 

provider which performs a CT but no TL/TE 

• CT->CT(TL/TE): CT at the first provider, then the case is referred to 

another provider which performs CT and TL/TE 

• CT->TL/TE: CT at the first provider, then the case is referred to another 

provider which performs a TL/TE 

Finally, the care practice of the providers was characterized by the spectra 

of the episodes that occurred in their region [4]. 

Results 

We observed considerable differences in the spatial distribution of the 

cases. Considering only POSTAL CODE areas with a population over 1,000 

for the whole 8-year-long period the minimum/maximum/average yearly case 

number per 1000 inhabitants was 0.96, 9.96 and 3.76, respectively, with a 

standard deviation of 1.19, which means that there are more than an order of 
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magnitude differences among areas with respect to the reported case 

numbers. 

The event classification process yielded 282,229 events of type CT, 

272,243 of EL, 11,743 of TL and 708 of TE that we could assign to an 

episode. The number of episodes by episode types was 220,061 for the CT 

type, 21,983 for EL, 15,610 for EL->CT, 10,974 for CT(TL/TE), 1,613 for 

CT->CT and 569 for CT->CT(TL/TE) i.e. in the vast majority of cases the 

care process involves a CT examination but no TL/TE procedure. This may 

be due to the nature of the stroke case or a time delay in the process which 

renders these procedures irrelevant. 

We analyzed the spatial distribution of each episode type and found that it 

is in most cases quite inhomogeneous, with large distinguished, contiguous 

patches. For an example of this phenomenon see the three map sections below 

showing the central part of the country, with the episode numbers per 1,000 

inhabitants for the CT (left), EL (middle) and EL->CT (right) episode types.  
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The maps show a vertical patch along the river Danube, of postal code areas 

with outlier values. This area is characterized by light shades i.e. low numbers 

of on-site CT (the expected protocol) and dark shades i.e. many cases of 

transporting the patient to another provider for CT. These altogether can be a 

sign of care logistics problems in the area. The maps do not show postal code 

areas with less than 1,000 inhabitants to improve statistical reliability. 

The next map shows the de facto dominant practice regions of the 

specialized stroke clinics computed by the episode voting scheme. White 

means no episode, gray means a tie in the postal code area. 

The regions are quite compact which is in line with our expectations 

following from the emergency nature of acute stroke care. 

For each center, we computed the relative frequency of the 8 distinct 

episode types and performed a clustering procedure with these 8 ratios as 

cluster attributes. The result was that although there are considerable 

differences among the centers with respect to the frequency, no meaningful 

clusters could be formed, showing a homogeneous care practice across the 

country. 

For more details on the results of the analysis, see [5]. 
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Discussion 

The most important result of the study was the identification of the spatial 

anomalies of the various episode types. There are remarkable, over an order 

of magnitude differences among postal code areas, but even more remarkable 

is how the outlier areas group together in patches in several cases. Since we 

used no geographical features for classifying the episodes, any clear and large 

outlier patches on these maps—which patches are to be found on virtually all 

the maps—mark a spatial anomaly of the stroke care system.  

Another important conclusion of the study is the characterization of the care 

providers with their episode type frequencies as the ‘care spectrum’ of the 

provider. As a result, we identified some outlier centers that may need further 

investigation, or per case studies to find the causes of their practices. 

 The goal of this analysis was limited to the exploration of stroke care 

related data. Any qualitative statements regarding the care system must be 

formed and proven by statistical methods. This is a field for future research.   
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Abstract: Intelligent interfaces may need to anticipate user
actions and errors in order to provide assistance and avoid
dangerous situations. Therefore, in this work we evaluate sev-
eral classification algorithms in an attempt to predict whether
the user will manage or fail to perform actions in time. We
performed experiments with ten participants using a special
divided attention task, and use features computed from gaze
and mouse-cursor movements as input to the classification
methods. Using a restricted subsample of the experimental
dataset we achieve a ten-fold cross-validated accuracy of up
to 85%.

Introduction

Intelligent interfaces and environments need to interact with humans
while analyzing events and ongoing situations in the same time. This
includes anticipating user actions based on their behavior [1], especially
important in safety-critical systems, such as advanced driver assistance
systems [2] or security surveillance [3]. In these cases failing to perform
an action due to high cognitive load or timing constraints may have
serious consequences.

Modeling human behavior and enhancing intelligent interfaces with
predictive capabilities may result in improving their overall assistive
potential. Indirect input, such as eye gaze, can be a useful source of in-
formation for revealing user intentions and future actions (see, e.g., [4]).
When users control an interface with a cursor or a pointing device, of-
ten their gaze centers on the objects of interest before corresponding
movements begin.
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However, gaze and cursor coordination can also show complex and
nuanced interaction patterns [5]. For example, gaze can leave the target
area moving on to the next task before the click action is completed.
Accordingly, it is not straightforward to recognize in advance whether
the user will complete an action successfully.

In this work we use gaze and mouse-cursor movements to predict
whether the user will manage or fail to perform an action in a special
divided attention task that requires continuous focused concentration
and frequent shifts of attention. In our analysis we restrict ourselves to
the cases when there is only a limited amount of time left to perform
the action and achieve classification accuracy values of up to 85%.

The paper is organized as follows. The Methods section introduces
briefly the divided attention task, summarizes the experiments we per-
formed with 10 participants, and lists the machine learning algorithms
used in our analysis. The Results section presents our qualitative find-
ings. Finally, in the last section we discuss our results, conclude our
work and highlight future directions.

Methods

Task, participants and experiments

To analyze human performance we have designed and implemented
a simplified version of the popular Train of Thought game from the
Lumosity online platform [6]. The task of the user is to simultaneously
concentrate on multiple moving objects over 2-3 minutes and direct
them to their correct destinations through mouse clicks.

We conducted a longitudinal study with 10 participants aged be-
tween 25 and 30 years, who had normal or corrected to normal vision
and reported no attentional disorders.

The subjects were asked to play with the divided attention task
over a several day period, resulting in 60 gameplays each. Data about
experiments was logged for later analysis, including mouse and eye-gaze
movements. For gaze tracking we used the Tobii EyeX Controller [7]
device. The sampling frequency was 60 Hz.

For the full details about our experiments performed, the interested
reader is referred to our previous work [8].
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Classification algorithms, features and prediction task

We frame the prediction task as a binary classification problem. For
classifying successful and failed user actions we evaluated the scikit-
learn [9] implementation of logistic regression (LR), support vector
machines (SVM) with RBF kernel, random forests (RF) and k-nearest
neighbours (k-NN) algorithms. We also experimented with the Dy-
namic Time Warping (DTW) [10] and Global Alignment (GA) [11]
kernels in the case of the k-NN and SVM algorithms.

The features used for classification are three types of screen dis-
tances that characterize the cursor and gaze movements:

(i) gaze-target: distance of the gaze point (screen coordinates of the
urers gaze direction) from the target to be clicked,

(ii) mouse-target: distance of the mouse cursor from the target,

(iii) gaze-mouse: distance between the gaze point and mouse cursor.

We computed the above distances for every timepoint before each
correct and missed click event from the experiments, and use the flat-
tened multivariate time-series for classification. For the purposes of
the current work we take a subset of the full data. We impose a
threshold of 40 frames (approx. 667 ms) as the time remaining un-
til the last moment for performing a successful click action, obtaining
a balanced dataset of 2293 positive (correct action) and 2296 nega-
tive (failed action) samples. Using this dataset we experiment with
different time-series lengths, prediction thresholds for how much in ad-
vance we can predict correct/failed click actions and combinations of
the three features. In each case we report the classification accuracy
values, cross-validated over the 10 subjects from the experiments.

Results

Figure 1 shows the accuracy values for different time-series length
values. The prediction threshold value was fixed to 40 frames, and all
three features were used. The LR, SVM and RF methods show close
values to each other and a roughly constant pattern, with SVM having
slightly higher accuracy when considering short sequences. The k-NN
algorithm shows a decreasing pattern as longer time-series are used.
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Figure 1: Effect of time-series lengths.

The effects of varying the prediction threshold for our dataset are
illustrated by Figure 2. The time series length was fixed to 90 frames
and all three features were used. Clearly the accuracy decreases in
all cases as we try to predict the action of the users more and more in
advance. At 120 frames the accuracy is only slightly above chance level,
i.e. predicting the user action over 2 seconds in advance is equivalent
with random guessing.

For the shorter time-series we also evaluated the k-NN and SVM
algorithms with DTW and GA kernels. The results are shown on Fig-
ure 3. The accuracy is decreasing as length is increased, and k-NN with
GA kernel shows the worst and k-NN with DTW the best performance.
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Figure 2: Effect of prediction threshold values.
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Figure 3: Effect of prediction threshold values.

Table 1 shows the results for the different combinations of the three
features. The prediction threshold is fixed to 40 and the time-series
length to 90 frames. Considering the gaze-mouse distance as the sole
predictor gives accuracy values close to chance level, meaning that their
coordinated movement alone does not differ for correct and failed clicks.
We can also see that adding the mouse-target distance feature to the
other two results in the largest increases in accuracy, when compared
to the other cases. The results for k-NN with DTW kernel were fine-
tuned, i.e. Gram matrices are computed separately for features and
averaged, and the best k hyperparameter is chosen at cross-validation
in each case. This lead to slight improvements compared to the other
algorithms in all feature combinations.

Table 1: Feature combination accuracy values (G-gaze,
M-mouse, T-target). ∗Fine-tuned results are shown.

G–T X X X X
M–T X X X X
G–M X X X X

LR 0.773 0.810 0.544 0.820 0.779 0.810 0.831
SVM 0.786 0.824 0.558 0.829 0.794 0.813 0.831
RF 0.791 0.819 0.554 0.837 0.804 0.822 0.832
k-NN 0.791 0.820 0.562 0.821 0.797 0.802 0.811
k-NN w/ DTW∗ 0.802 0.837 0.574 0.851 0.813 0.831 0.840
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Discussion and conclusion

In this work we analyzed the classification of successful and failed
user click actions under time constraints in a special divided atten-
tion task. We defined features that characterize the gaze and mouse
movements of the subjects. Particularly we considered the distances of
the mouse cursor and gaze from the click target and from each other.
We constructed time-series from these and evaluated several algorithms
and parameters for the sequences, achieving a cross-validated accuracy
of up to 85%.

The dataset used in this study was restricted to cases when there is
only a limited amount of time left to perform the click. This is chal-
lenging since although the gaze and mouse often show predictable and
coordinated movements, complex interaction patterns can also be ob-
served [5]. For instance the gaze might leave the target before the click
action, or the user might click right after the last moment available.
These latter cases are considered as failed user actions in our work.

We have evaluated several classical machine learning algorithms on
our dataset and observed that considering longer time sequences for
prediction does not increase accuracy (see Figure 1). Furthermore,
as expected, the performance drops as we attempt to classify the user
actions more and more in advance (see Figure 2). We also experimented
with time-series similarity kernels (Figure 3). Fine-tuning schemes in
the case of the k-NN algorithm with DTW kernel have shown slight
but not significant performance increases.

Future works should consider using the full dataset for prediction.
One promising direction is the application of long short term memory
fully convolutional networks [12], capable of capturing long term depen-
dencies. Another alternative approach is to use the effects of cognitive
load as additional features (e.g., changes in pupil diameter). Also, one
might opt to use time-series forecasting instead of classification.
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Abstract: This case study explores how electronic work instructions affect 

the training of newcomers in assembly processes. Motivation behind this study 

was to improve operator performance while reducing the learning time and 

suppressing the scrap production which are important in the Industry 4.0 

manufacturing technology. Experiments (two different trials and two test sets 

in various visual forms) were performed with operators, technicians, as well as 

with professionals, quality and production support engineers. More than 100 

participants were involved in these experiments and results were evaluated by 

statistical methods in order to investigate the impact on learning efficiency and 

productivity in assembly processes. The proposed paperless instructions – 

Dynamic Electronic Work Instructions (DEWI) – will support the construction, 

distribution and management of assembly processes dynamically by enabling 

the collection of all required information.  

Keywords: Dynamic EWI, Eye-tracking, Industry 4.0, Learning efficiency 

Introduction 

This paper describes an experiment demonstrating how assembly 
instructions can increase operator performance and presents simple 
guidelines. Since the Third Industrial Revolution (called as Industry 3.0) the 
role of electronics and IT support in production and automation processes 
has emerged, thus introducing the cooperative work of humans and 
machines. 

 Nowadays, in the latest paradigm of Industry 4.0 [1] the number of cyber 
physical systems has significantly increased, and they can be connected in 
various network hierarchies (e.g. IoT devices, virtual networks, Cloud, 
cognitive computing, etc.). Within the framework of Industry 4.0 the 
human-centric perspective has been further emphasized: a new generation of 
tech-augmented human worker in the Operator 4.0 was introduced in [10]. 
Accordingly, providing flexible, dynamically distributed assembly 
instructions for operators during assembly procedures is crucial. The study – 
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consisting of a pre-test, two different experiments with eye-tracking 
systems, and a post-test – was carried out in order to investigate the learning 
efficiency and role of assembly instructions. The visual appearance, 
formation and layout of design guidelines (containing several textual, 
graphical, and multimedia elements) can be used to improve operator 
performance and productivity. The first guidelines [2] were based on the 
notion that supporting the cognitive process the structuring of both the 
assembly procedure (planning and design) and of the instructions 
(presentation) are important. 

Our working procedure will be described in the next section showing 
how the guidelines can be put into practice. Initially, several references 
were examined. The design phase includes mapping and planning of the 
current assembly procedure [2]. The next is the presentation phase including 
steps such as the creation of instruction layout with pictures, textual, and 
multimedia contents, along with some enhancements or refines of them [3-
5]. Finally, the last step is to validate the instructions by tests and user 
questionnaires ensuring that the operator perspective is captured. These 
recommendations were applied for our instructions, and further proposals 
were also investigated. Accordingly, the instructions should have a high 
focus on pictures including relevant information and text should only be 
used when pictures are insufficient [4-5] and pictures should be high 
resolution having high contrast and reduced shadows [8].  

Ganier et al. [11] pointed out that participants learn manual techniques, 
the results show that the videos are much more effective for the first trial 
than photos by considering execution time. This trend reversed in their 
following experiments when participants knew what to do: the time spent 
with the photos was shorter than with the videos.  

Methods 

Two different trials and two test sets in various visual forms (hereafter 
called as ‘experiments’) were performed with large variety of participants: 
operators, technicians, as well as with professionals, quality and production 
support engineers. More than 100 participants were involved in these 
experiments both at the university and our industrial partner. 

2.1. Pre-test 

Before the trials, participants filled a form and answered a set of 
questions investigating general personal information (e.g. identity, name, 
age, qualifications, education, etc.) and different abilities (e.g. eyesight, 
manual skills with equipment, etc.). This pre-test aims to collect information 
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that might have relevant impact on the speed and successfulness of the 
assembly process. Some questions have assessed whether the experimenter 
knew a fundamental electric circuit component or other parts at all.  

2.2. Trials 

After the pre-test, participants also undergo two different trials one after 
another, elaborated to measure how the visual forms of electronic work 
instructions affect the learning process and cognitive ability of each 
participant in a real assembly environment: 
• The first practical working instruction was created to assemble a Timer-

555 IC as an electric circuit on a breadboard panel to flash a LED. 
• The second trial was to connect to a traffic-lamp LED panel with a

configurable Xilinx FPGA circuit board via fly-wire and USB cables.  
For these trials four different types of work instructions were made as 
shown in Figure 1: combined text-picture, pure picture (without explanatory 
textual information), mixed video-picture and pure video (with minimal 
number of pictures).  

Fig. 1.: Working instructions for the Timer-555 IC and FPGA-based trials: combined picture-
video, video only format without explanatory textual information, combined picture-textual, 

and picture-subtitled format (from top-left to bottom right order). 

Figure 2. shows the distribution of various trials (Timer 555 IC, and FPGA) 
according to the number of participants. 
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Fig. 2. Distribution of various trials according to the number of participants 

 
During the experiments two different eye-tracking systems were 

installed, properly calibrated and applied for measuring and recording all 
tracking information. These systems consist of sensors (camera + 
projectors) and algorithms. With eye tracking the devices we know where 
the user's focus is at any given point (gaze) in time and we can analyze later 
their interventions. Figure 3.a. shows the Tobii Pro Glasses 2.0 [9] stand-
alone wearable, head-mounted glasses product, which is built up from a 
head unit and a recording unit. Another test system was a Tobii X120 
(Fig.3.b), a stand-alone, screen-based eye-tracker environment with 
sampling rate of 120 Hz, which was mounted on a table during the assembly 
procedure. The operation of the Timer-555 oscillator circuit, and FPGA 
controlled traffic lamp could be easily checked: a LED unit blinked 
periodically when the assembly process was successfully completed. 

 

  
Fig. 3. (a) Tobii Pro Glasses 2.0; (b) Tobii X120 eye-tracking system, and (c) A Timer-555 IC 

trial recorded with Tobii Pro Glasses 

2.3. Post-test 

Finishing the trials participants also had to fill post-test partly repeating 
some questions of the pre-test, but in a technically more detailed way by 
reflecting what happened to the assembly process (e.g. recognizing 
electrical elements and devices in photos, remembering terminology, etc). 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

555 -picture - text
555 - picture - subtitle

555 - video -picture
555 - video

FPGA - picture -text
FPGA - picture - subtitle

FPGA - video - picture
FPGA - video
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Therefore, we utilized the test results to analyze the internalization of new 
information during the experiments. 

Results 

The analysis of the eye-tracking data pointed out that the experienced 
operators focused only to the relevant information in contrast to newcomers 
(in Fig. 4).The prominence of warnings and notes on all the instructions in 
the EWI template is only relevant during the training period, can be omitted 
in a real environment that further improves the optimal layout. 

Fig. 4. Heat map (focus-points) of (left) newcomer operators; (right) experienced operators 
based on the evaluation of eye-gaze data set 

 
Table 1. shows the cross tabulation of the points of tests, and a related-

samples Wilcoxon signed rank test indicated that there was a significant 
difference in the results of the Pre-test and Post-test (Z=−9.74, p<0.05). 

Table 1: Cross tabulation of the result of the Pre-test and Post-test 

 
 

We investigated the possibility of the prediction of operation’s faults using 
eye gaze, head moving data and other features such as age, education, 
experience, theoretical background. The classifiers with relevant parameters 
and accuracy can be found in Table 2. The IBM SPSS Modeler has also 
been used in the experiments for analytic tasks. 
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Table 2: Accuracy of classification models 
Model Parameters Accuracy 

Logistic regression multinomial 85.6% 
SVM  RBF, C=10, eps=0.1, G=0.1 85.4% 
Random Trees nom=100, maxnodes=10000, childns=5 84.7% 
Bayesian Network Structure type=TAN, plm=maximum likelihood 79.3% 

Conclusion 

This study proves that the learning process of work instructions can be 
accelerated to newcomers by using eye-gaze and head moving statistics. 
Furthermore, we can reduce the number of wastes by eliminating 
information which were not emphasized properly related to the source of 
error. As a result, a suitable software framework application was developed 
for creating, sharing and managing electronic work instructions 
dynamically, while improving quality and productivity performance. 
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Abstract: A novel optimization based route design approach
for autonomous guided vehicle transport systems is presented
in this paper, followed by the analysis and implementation of
an algorithm capable to provide suboptimal solutions for route
planning problems in real time providing conflict-, collision-
and deadlock-free navigation by design.

Introduction

Optimal route planning based on transport demands is an intensively
investigated topic in several engineering fields. Depending on the ap-
plied model and assumptions, the computational complexity of such
task moves on a wide scale. Route planning problems are commonly
modeled as optimization problems, which can indeed give us an optimal
solution, but scale badly as the size of the map or the number of agents
increases. This means that the real time operation of such methods is
often non-realistic due to the need of re-planning.
In [1], a mixed integer optimization based distributed route-planning

method is proposed for multiple mobile robots using Dijkstra’s algo-
rithm with a special cost function considered to manage vehicle inter-
dependence. The idea of routing with high resource utilization appears
in [2, 3], where the deadlock avoidance is addressed, but lacks the abil-
ity to handle routes that became unrealizable meanwhile. In [4], a
similar routing strategy is introduced for airport taxiways, though it
works with different assumptions and optimization goals.
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In this line of research, an efficient dynamic real-time algorithm is
proposed in [5, 6, 7], where time windows and resource reservation are
used to ensure conflict-free navigation by design.
Following the ideas presented in [5, 6, 7], we investigate optimal route

planning for multiple types of automated guided vehicles in a micro-
scopic routing environment, where the size of the vehicles in the system
is comparable to the size of the underlying network. For this reason,
the route planning algorithm should be prepared to avoid collisions
and handle congestion and even deadlock problems. Moreover, the al-
gorithm should be able to address additional arising problems, such as
vehicles unable to follow their previously planned routes.
As for the optimization, we are trying to find a solution for two

common optimization tasks: the on-line shortest dynamic disjoint path
problem (OSDDPP), and the on-line quickest disjoint path problem
(OQDPP).
This research is motivated by its possible applications in automated

guided vehicle (AGV) routing systems, mostly aimed for industrial ap-
plication in a research-oriented experimental factory cell in Győr.

Dynamic routing

Formal problem statement
To present the problem in a formal way, following the author of [6],

we model the routing environment with a graph G = (V,E) with nodes
V = {1, 2, ..., N} and edges E = {(v1, v2, l)|1 ≤ v1, v2 ≤ N}. The
graph is directed, and has no multiple or loop edges. The weight of the
edges (representing length) is denoted by l. Agents can have different
traversal times, based on their maximal speeds.
Transportation tasks are continuously arriving for the agents, and are

assigned to the vehicles by a higher level dispatching system.

Definition 1. A request is a tuple r = (s, t, θ), where s is the source
node (from where the agent starts), t is the target node, and θ is the
earliest time, when execution of the requests can begin.

Definition 2. A dynamic path in a graph G is defined as a sequence

P = ((v0, θ0), (v1, θ1), ..., (vk, θk))

of v1, ...vk nodes and θ1, ..., θk timestamps. Timestamp θi is called a
reservation of node vi, i.e. it constitutes the earliest time when node vi
can be entered. Similarly, interval (θi−1θi) is called a reservation of the
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edge between vi−1 and vi. The duration of a dynamic path is defined
as ∆p = θk − θ0.

The aim of the algorithm is to compute a set of disjoint dynamic
paths (having no overlapping time intervals between reservation times
of the contained edges) in order to serve the dispatched requests, while
minimizing specific cost functions.

Definition 3. The Online Shortest Dynamic Disjoint Path Problem
is defined as follows: Being given a sequence of requests (si, ti, θi), i =

1, . . . , k find a sequence of disjoint paths P1, ..., Pn, for which
∑

∆pi
is minimal.

Definition 4. The Online Quickest Disjoint Path Problem is defined
as follows: Being given a sequence of requests (si, ti, θi), i = 1..k find a
sequence of disjoint paths P1, ..., Pn with minimal maximum completion
time over all paths (so that max

i=1...n
θi is minimal)

These problems do not have a common solution, in practice however,
the same suboptimal algorithm turns out to be suitable for both cases.
It must be noted as well, that finding the optimal solution is not possible
due to the continuously arriving requests.

The routing algorithm
Following the ideas presented in [5, 6, 7], we propose an improved

greedy algorithm, which, instead of minimizing the overall cost function
of the system, it focuses on minimizing the route completion time for
the individual agents as the requests arrive, without disturbing the
routes already computed.
To achieve this behavior, the algorithm introduces time windows for

the graph edges, so agents can reserve all the edges in their path at
the very beginning. In this way, the unnecessary waiting or deadlocks
can be completely avoided, as the planning algorithm considers these
reservations, and looks for the quickest route.
Formally, this goal can be described as follows:

Definition 5. The Quickest Path Problem with Time Windows: It
is given a graph G = (V,E), a set of time windows for the edges, a
request r = (s, t, θ) and an agent in s. Compute a dynamic path with
minimal completion time, which uses the edges of the graph in the free
time windows only.
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For this task, an algorithm is given in [6], which resembles Dijkstra’s
simple route planning algorithm, but instead of a single cost value being
stored for a graph node, it is based on multiple labels (a, b, ...) being
assigned to edges, representing the time intervals, in which the agent
can arrive to the respective edge. The algorithm is initialized with
labels (t,∞) on the edges having s as tail, and they are expanded to
neighbouring labels iteratively (like in Dijkstra’s algorithm), taking in
consideration the free time windows.

Handling agent delays

As the system is aimed to be suitable in a real environment, practical
considerations must be made. Due to the nature of such environments,
there are several factors that can influence the routes planned, and
cause already planned routes to become impossible to complete.
Minor time differences, arising from uncertainties in vehicle control

can be easily solved, by reserving an interval slightly longer than nec-
essary for the traversed edges. When this safety interval is not enough,
and an agent can not free the resource until it would be obliged to,
re-planning must take place.
In case of a severe latency, we decided to stop all vehicles in the

system, and then all agents are required to re-plan their routes sequen-
tially one after another taking into consideration the eventual changes
in the graph (eg. a broken vehicle permanently blocking an edge). As a
consequence, all edges where the agents are actually located (and then
stopped) should be reserved until they can leave that edge. Though the
algorithm can handle the computations in real time, a difficulty is that
the agent, who is planning first cannot foresee when will the edges be
released where the other agents are still waiting for the possibility to
re-plan their routes. On the other hand, the agent, who is planning last
may face the problem that all neighbouring edges are already reserved,
thus it cannot leave its position until a certain time. Generally, it is
not straightforward how to determine the length of the time window
for each initially occupied edge. This interval must be chosen carefully,
since, if we consider a short time window, the agent planning last might
not be able to leave the edge until the end of this time window, and
thus causing another delay.
In our solution, a simple heuristics was applied: for all agents stopped

at time T0, a reservation for the interval (T0, T0 + ∆T ) was made, and
the route planning system assumed, that the agents can leave their
position in that interval. This behavior was further aided by initializ-
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ing the route planning algorithms with starting labels containing this
interval, so all agents try to leave their place as soon as possible.
If an agent is unable to leave its location until the and of this time

window, that delay is handled by another severe latency, causing a
repeated recalculation of all routes in the system (eventually with a
higher ∆T value).

Test cases

The simulation environment
To extensively test the implemented framework system for verifica-

tion, and check the usability of the implemented algorithm in the sce-
narios needed, an exact model of the experimental factory cell from
Győr was realised in the simulation system. This process involved
loading and transforming the data acquired from measurements of the
place, so that a three dimensional representation of walls and objects
would appear. Next, a directed graph based on the loaded floorplan
was created, followed by the generation of nodes and edges in the air,
suitable for quadcopters only. Finally, after generating a planner graph
and defining some parking places / workstations (nodes, from which
and to which transportation requests are arriving), two ground AGVs
and two quadcopters were loaded and launched. The floorplan of the
graph, together with the planned routes, can be observed in Figure 1.
The experiment was carried out using MATLAB 2018b, on a Dell

Vostro 5471, having processor model Intel Core i7-8550U (4 cores, 8
threads, up to 4GHz) and 8 GB RAM. The planner graph resulting
from the scene had 158 vertices and 506 edges.

Loading AGVs and generating requests
The AGVs were loaded to the following positions: two ground AGVs

to nodes 9 and 18, and two quadcopters to nodes 1 and 16. In this order,
the agents had the targets 18, 16, 9, 20. The route planning took place
in order 16, 18, 9, 1, where the numbers refer to the departure nodes
of the corresponding agents. The routes calculated and followed by
the agents can be seen in Figure 1. One can observe that the agent
starting from node nr. 18 has chosen a route {18, 13, 17, 14, 16} instead
of the spatially shorter one {18, 13, 12, 14, 16} in order to avoid the
interference with the already scheduled route starting from node nr. 16.
As for the performance of the algorithm, all route planning operations
took place in a time less than 0.1 seconds.
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Figure 1: Routes planned using the algorithm
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Further test cases
To assess the performance in a more complex scenario, an extended

version of the experimental factory cell (see Fig. 2) was created (includ-
ing as part the original one as well). The underlying graph has above
200 nodes, resulting in a planner graph with over 600 nodes 1000 edges.
There were 10 AGVs (4 ground vehicles and 6 quadcopters) loaded, each
of them starting randomly from one of the 11 workstations / parking
places. Targets for the agents were generated randomly. During the
simulation, as soon as one of the agents reached its target, a new one
was randomly assigned to it.
The algorithm had a decent performance, computation times for a

single route remaining below 1 second in any circumstances, which
could be further reduced by some fine-tuning of the implementation.

Figure 2: Extended experimental factory cell

Movement of the AGVs for all the test cases can be seen in the
demonstration videos available online at https://drive.google.com/open?
id=1-6iPlFZdlAf10fzSWVcLuRQq5ybuvCyd.

Summary

In this work, we briefly presented the operating principle of an al-
gorithm, capable of providing online disjoint autonomous vehicle route
planning for multiple type of AGVs moving in a microscopic routing
environment. The algorithm was implemented and thoroughly tested,
together with our method for handling serious delays of the agents.
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Abstract: Today, without wireless network communication, everyday 
life is almost impossible. The use of mobile devices is age-independent, 
so the issue of usability has become an important aspect. Assistive 
technologies are becoming more and more influential in the latest 
developments in information technology. With the use of mobile phones, 
geographic areas where wired telephony was not feasible were largely 
covered. However, there are still areas where, in the absence of mobile 
coverage, it may be a problem to launch a first aid phone. This article 
presents the results of testing a new network communication protocol 
modification, which utilizes the ad-hoc communication capability of the 
devices to provide a good theoretical solution to the above deficiency. 

Taking advantage of the Cluster-Based Routing Protocol (CBRP) and 
the Backup Cluster Head Protocol (BCHP), the use of the newly 
developed communication method is continuous, replacing the missing 
central nodes in a short time, showing a new appropriate node within the 
cluster that is moving. 

Introduction 

Although the number of mobile devices is increasing year by year, 

communication networks offer many opportunities to quickly and efficiently 

resolve a weather-related emergency, and there are some popular hotspots, 

but geographic areas that are simply unavailable on either wired or mobile 

networks across. We could almost mention a place that is unattainable for 

'technology', not just in Hungary. 

It is worth finding a solution that allows expanding the access to the mobile 

network through the Wi-Fi network connection of devices. 
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Background 

We can define a mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) as a group of similar 

mobile nodes that have no central administration or any existing 

infrastructure, but they have the ability to move dynamically within a specific 

area. In a nutshell, MANETs are dynamic, self-adaptive and unpredictable 

wireless networks [1]. 

Because of this special nature of MANETs, it makes them useful to be used 

in case of emergency or rescue operation networks because in that case some 

network services such as message routing and event notification are needed 

very fast. The network architecture consists of a mixture of leader nodes and 

normal nodes that are mobile. The leader nodes are the hierarchically superior 

policemen, firemen, etc. that supervise the emergency operation, while the 

mobile nodes are normal emergency workers operating in the field of the 

disaster [2]. 

MANETs routing protocols are divided into: Proactive (Table driven), 

Reactive (On demand) and hybrid routing protocols. 

MANET hierarchical routing is suitable for emergency networks because it 

simulates the way that these networks work. Here the network is divided into 

subsets of nodes called clusters, and in each cluster the best node is elected 

to be the cluster head. An example of this type of protocols is Cluster Based 

Routing Protocol (CBRP) [3]. other nodes called gateway nodes are elected 

to enable the cluster head to communicate with cluster heads in other clusters. 

R. Torres, L. Ensico and L. Mengual suggested a new hierarchical model for 

cluster-based routing protocol using a redundant cluster head called BCHP 

[4]. 

 

Figure 1. MANET network management model by Rommel et al. [4] 
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 For each cluster head (CH), a redundant node called the backup cluster head 

(BCH) is elected to take place of CH in case of failure happens to this node.                              

There is continuous periodical synchronization between CH and BCH to keep 

updated information.  

The BCH node here is working with reactive behavior, and to increase the 

network availability we will make this node to work with a proactive behavior 

instead by taking into consideration the main node's resources. 

 

Method 

The method is based on CBRP taking into consideration the advantages of 

BCHP by using a redundant cluster head. 

Choosing the cluster head will be according to the weighted clustering 

algorithm (WCA) [5]. The algorithm considers four parameters for the node 

when electing the cluster head and backup cluster head: degree difference, 

distance summation, mobility and remaining battery power. 

The best two nodes in each cluster are being selected depending on weight 

value for each node. The node with the first minimum weight is the cluster 

head and the node with the second minimum weight is the backup cluster 

head. 

 

 
Figure 2. MANET clustering final state 
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The algorithm ends when all the nodes within the cluster define their states: 

CH, BCH, or member node. 

Figure 2. shows the final clustering state for manet network using network 

simulator NS2 [6], with 3 clusters. 

the new strategy to make BCH working with proactive mode will be as 

following: 

1. Exchanging information about resources level between CH and BCH

within synchronization messages.

2. When resources level in CH is lower than the determined level:

2.1 BCH will send a broadcasting message to the member nodes 

informing about the new state using the last update information 

synchronized with the CH. 

2.2 The member nodes will identify the BCH as a new CH, as they have 

reference information of it. 

2.3 The cluster head will call the algorithm again to choose a new BCH. 

This strategy will enhance the availability and convergence of the network 

more by improving the rate of sent packets, average delay and packet delay 

variation [7]. 

Testing the modified MANET protocol 

For the simulation, the network simulator Ns2 is being used. The parameters 

used to define the simulation scenario are listed in Table 1. 

Parameters Values 

Simulation area 1000m * 500m 

Mobility Model Emergency and rescue 

Number of nodes 25,30,40,50,60,70,80,90,100 

Simulation time 200 seconds 

Network layer protocols CBRP, BCHP, Modified BCHP 

Traffic Type TCP, Constant Bit Rate (CBR) 

MAC layer 802.11 

Radio propagation model TwoRayGround 

Type of antenna Omnidirectional 

Energy Model EnergyModel 

Table 1. Simulation general Parameters 

To determine the energy level of the node, an energy model is used which its 

components are: 
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• InitialEnergy: represents the initial energy level of the node at the 

beginning of simulation. 

• txPower: the energy consumed for transmitting the packets. 

• rxPower: the energy consumed for receiving the packets. 

• idlePower: the energy consumed in the node in idle state. 

• sleepPower: the energy consumed in the node in sleep state. 

the initial energy in Joules while the powers are in Watts where: 

         energy (Joules) = Power (Watts) * time (Seconds) 
 

Simulation Results: 

A. Rate of sent packets: it is the ratio between the number of sent packets and 

the number of received packets. 

As we can see in Figure 3. the modified protocol performs better than BCHP 

and CBRP. The cluster maintenance is reduced and less broadcasting packets 

will be sent within the cluster due to the proactive mode of the backup cluster 

head comparing to BCHP. The modified protocol provides a more stable 

formation of the cluster. 

 
 

Figure 3. Rate of sent packets 
 

B. Average Delay: it is a very important measurement because in rescue and 

emergency we need network services such as exchange information to be 

provided as fast as it is possible such as in extreme emergency scenario. 
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The modified protocol provides better and more stable average delay 

comparing to BCHP and BCHP as we can see in Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4. End to End delay 

Conclusion 

A new modification of a hierarchical routing protocol has been implemented 

with a proactive behavior mode for the BCH. It is shown that this 

modification has improved the availability of the MANET network and two 

network measurements were compared between three hierarchical protocols: 

CBRP, BCHP, and the modified BCHP. The results have shown that the 

modified protocol is more stable and it improves the availability of MANET, 

which is very important to meet the needs of emergency and rescue operation 

scenarios.  
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Abstract: In this paper, the term gamification is established in detail 
while also gamifying the use of popular sensors, namely the Kinect 
sensors and the Leap Motion Controller to increase the Human-
Computer Interaction between the human and the machine. Doing so, 
this paper presents a design-process of a virtual reality application 
using gamified elements.  

Introduction 

The popularity of virtual reality is growing every day as the power of 

information technology increases. Virtual reality (VR) consists of a 

synthesized environment where the user can move or interact with objects – 

just like in reality. The goal of VR is to immerse the user. To achieve this 

goal of immersion, the developers of virtual worlds can use gamification 

and different sensors. 

The term "gamification" can be defined as “using game design in non-

game contexts” and it did not gain popularity until late-2010 [1], however 

the researchers of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) tackled this idea in 

the past by making games more enjoyable by designing interesting, 

enjoyable user interfaces [2,3]. Correctly gamifying applications can modify 

human behavior [4], e.g. it can motivate people which is considered good 

when learning [5], during rehabilitation [6], using assistive technologies [7], 

playing serious games [8], et cetera. Following this thought, gamification 

can be a part of HCI as design is also a part of HCI [9]. 

HCI is a critical factor when designing applications with gamified 

elements. HCI is a multidisciplinary field, and in the center of it stand both 

the human and the machine. To make their interaction between themselves 

easier, a motion tracking sensor is needed. Motion tracking sensors are 

classified into different classes [10], but the cheaper – and widely used – 

sensors came from the marker-free, visual based class. Such sensors are the 
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Kinect sensors and the Leap Motion Controller (LMC). These sensor 

classes can be used with a computer. However, gamification and sensors 

can be found in the world of smartphones as well. For mobile application 

variants, the accelerometer and the gyroscope of the smartphone are used. 

According to Deterding [11], the rise of these cheap sensors played a 

great role in increasing the number of applications designed with 

gamification. Since gamification is also about motivating the users, their 

sense of presence inside the application is also important.  Bogicevic et al. 

[12] determined that when the users are in a virtual environment inside 

virtual reality, their sense of presence is increased.  Schnack et al. [13] 

concluded that using motion tracking sensors inside a virtual environment 

also increases the sense of presence of the users. According to these studies 

and the mentioned sense of presence, if possible, gamification should be 

done with sensors inside virtual reality. As the authors find this fact 

interesting, this papers summarizes the common design elements when 

designing and developing virtual reality applications with gamification 

elements. 

This paper is structured as the following: The next section shows what the 

designers should note when designing applications and the authors present 

five phases how to design and develop applications with gamification 

elements. After that, the next section is about common gamification 

elements. Then, since sensors are important when talking about 

gamification, a section about sensors follows. Lastly, conclusions are made 

by the authors. 

Designing gamified applications 

The first step is choosing the design process as with every application in 

the field of information technology. However, the design process is 

extended with a few criteria from the usual when using gamification. The 

developers have to keep in mind that when designing gamified applications, 

it has to be a user-centered design process [14]. According to Cavalier, the 

following should be noted [15]: 

1. Gamified applications teach the user. The lesson which will be 

taught by the application should be defined first. 

2. A concept should be chosen to accompany the lesson. 

3. The target audience should be chosen. The new generation has 

different digital skills than the generations before [16]. 

4. The rule system should be chosen for the application. 

5. Social interactions should be created. 
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6. Finally, feedback has to be given to the user. This is also a crucial

step as it allows for motivation.

Choosing the target audience is not as easy as it seems. The designers 

have to know the goals of the user as illustrated in Figure 1. There are users 

who like to compete, collaborate, explore or express themselves. It is also 

good to know the genre-preferences of the target groups beforehand [17]. 

This was also a study made by the authors during the ISG4Competence 

project.  

Not only the genre-preferences of the users should be taken into account, 

but the motivations of the users as well. According to Ryan and Deci there 

are two motivation types: Intrinsic and extrinsic [19]. In intrinsic motivation 

people are motivated because they like doing the said thing. In extrinsic 

motivation however, people are motivated because e.g. there are awards in 

sports contests or there is parental pressure on them. Even though these are 

two different motivation types, there are some occasions where extrinsic 

rewards can be of motivation to intrinsic people. Taking these types of 

motivations into account, designing the application can be much easier. 

The authors – due to their previous works [20,21] and these mentioned 

design elements – propose five phases when designing applications with 

gamification elements. When proposing these phases, the authors took the 

advantages of the waterfall, incremental, iterative and evolutional design 

methods:  

1. In the first phase, the investigation of the environment and the

assessment of the user and client needs take place. It consists of

assessing the claims of the customers, surveying the needs of the

Figure 1.: User types according to Kim [18]. 
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users who are in different target groups than the customers and 

analyzing the adaptation skills. 

2. In the second, the analysis of reception skills has been created. 

This allows for the developers to see whether it is worthy to do 

further analyses or other development steps, 

3. The third consists of the gathering of requirements and the 

graphical user interface (GUI) planning. According to the feedback 

of the users, the designers and developers can ascertain about the 

applicability, perspicuity and visibility of the GUI. 

4. The fourth is change-tracking based development. This is the phase 

when the designers or developers consult the target groups. If the 

target groups disapprove of the application, the designers or 

developers have to make changes to the application and start over 

from phase 1. Otherwise, phase 5 begins. 

5. The last phase is made-up from modularization, migration and 

other follow-up methods. In this phase the optimization for the 

newly developed target hardware, the migration of interfaces 

related to the application are done. This phase also serves as an 

opportunity for the following of further lifecycles of the finished 

application and other actions if they are required. 

Also, while taking continuous feedback from the user, the gamified 

application slowly starts to take shape. Besides testing and fixing bugs, 

what remains is making a right difficulty curve. This is where the “Flow 

theory” by Csíkszentmihályi comes into place [22], illustrated in Figure 2. 

According to the Flow theory of Csíkszentmihályi, there exists a “Flow 

 
Figure 2.: Flow theory. Illustration adapted from [23]. 
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channel”. The feelings of user should stay in the flow channel, with 

occasional steps into the “Anxiety” and the “Boredom” stages. The time of 

the steps in these stages should not be too long or otherwise negative effects 

arise, meaning the user gets demotivated. With the help of continuous 

testing, feedback and the flow channel it is possible to design a correct 

difficulty for the user. 

Common elements of gamification 

There are multiple gamification elements to have the user at the edge of 

their seats. The most common ones are listed in this section. 

 Correct difficulty – or multiple difficulty options, 

 Multiple languages, 

 Time-based challenges, 

 High score list, 

 Congratulation sounds, 

 Playing the game with friends, 

 Open world exploration, 

 Story in the application, 

 Fun interaction. 

Sensors in gamified applications 

In the last section the “fun interaction” was purposely left as the last list 

element. Normally, the users control applications on the computer with a 

keyboard and a mouse. On smartphones, the applications are controlled by 

tapping on the screen. When talking about serious games for learning or for 

rehabilitation, these are either bad design choices or boring gameplay 

mechanics. The former is a much more serious problem. 

When designing applications for people with disabilities who need 

rehabilitation, the use of a sensor is necessary. However, when choosing the 

right sensor for the application, it can be considered as another design 

choice. Their tracking capabilities and precision should be considered. A 

few of their key specifications can be seen in Table 1. 

Table 1: Comparison of the Kinect v1, v2 and the LMC. 

 Kinect v1 Kinect v2 Leap Motion Controller 

Dimensions 
27.94cm x 6.35cm 

x 3.81cm 

24.9cm x 6.6cm  

x 6.7cm 

7.874cm x 3.048cm  

x 1.27cm 

Tracking 
2 depth camera, 

IR emitter 

2 depth cameras, 

IR emitter 
2 cameras, 3 IR LEDs 

Body tracking Full body Full body Hand tracking only 

Field of view 
57° horizontal, 

43° vertical 
70° horizontal, 

60° vertical 
150° horizontal, 120° vertical 
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Raw data access Available Available Available in recent versions 

For more of their specifications and other important information, please 

see [24]. When choosing a sensor for the job, two of their most important 

features are accuracy and precision. It should also be noted that the 

precision of the Kinect v1 decreases quadratically when increasing the 

range of the user from the sensor. Increasing the range with the Kinect v2 

does not provide a mathematical behavior, but the precision still decrease, 

however they decrease less than with the Kinect v1. Also, the noise error 

distribution is different for the horizontal and vertical axes and the distance 

is also a key factor when analyzing the noise. The LMC is much accurate 

than both Kinect sensors with its accuracy averaging at ±1.2mm, but it can 

only track the hand motion of the user. 

Regarding these sensors, the state of their literature is rich, but when used 

with gamification the literature shrinks. Gamification was used in e-learning 

[25], in fitness applications for smartphones [26], building engineering 3D 

arts in virtual reality [27] and in health-related contexts [28]. 

Conclusion 

Gamification plays an important part in HCI and in virtual reality 

applications. Depending on the target groups, the look and feel of the 

gamified elements can change, but their aims stay the same: To keep the 

user engaged in the application. To achieve a good engagement, correct 

design choices have to be made by the developers with the continuous 

feedback of the user who stands in the center during development. 

Inappropriate design elements, such as choosing wrong target groups, 

poorly chosen input devices, bad rule systems or even wrong difficulties can 

demotivate the users which could end in them exiting the application. 

During the ISG4Competence project, the authors developed six games at 

the University of Pannonia with the five phases mentioned. The games were 

completed one and a half year before the end of the project (which was 

three years long). This method navigates the development from an entirely 

new viewpoint which is made both from the customers’ and users’ point of 

views. In all phases, it allows the further actions to be based on the users’ 

feedback. It also considers the long-time lifecycle of the developed 

application. During all gamified application developments, the authors 

initiated the process predominantly with the planning and implementation 

of graphic interface to suit the principles of structured analysis and 

development. This yielded the result that the customer and the user knew 

how it functions from the first steps, they also understood the changes and 
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became the generators and controllers of the changes. The source of their 

satisfaction is the continuously received product. 

In conclusion, designing gamified elements in an application is an 

important task, it can change the design process of applications and should 

be done carefully with the needs of the target groups in mind.  
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Abstract: The goal is to create a mobile health game, which belongs to the 

“serious game” category. In serious games, the goal is not only to enter-

tain, but to develop skills, learning, healthy behavior, and social and en-

vironmental success for the players. In our game the purpose is to moti-

vate bone marrow transplant cancer patients to walk. By walking more, 

they earn tokens that allow them to play higher difficulty levels of the 

game. The game is designed to be similar to the popular Candy Crush 

game. The game will be used by patients in the Sidney Kimmel Compre-

hensive Cancer Center at Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, MD. 

Introduction 

The goal of this project is to design and develop a mobile application for 

bone marrow transplant cancer patients, to make their recovery more 

bearable. After treatment they are instructed to try to get up and walk more, 

helping their recovery. 

There are many types of cancer treatments. The types of treatment a patient 

receives depend on the type of cancer he or she has and how advanced it is. 

Some people with cancer will have only one type of treatment. But most 
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people have a combination of treatments, such as surgery with chemotherapy 

and/or radiation therapy. 

Fatigue is one of the most commonly reported symptoms by patients going 

through a hematopoietic stem cell transplant (HSCT) process [1]. We have to 

keep in mind that these patients who receive this kind of treatment should 

continue to be physically active, even if it is hard to maintain. Physical 

activity (PA) is a key to improve their health and quality of life. It is hard, but 

important to prevail upon themselves to do some activities, especially 

walking. The recommended level of aerobic activity is 30 minutes per day 

[2], five days per week. Unfortunately, adherence to recommended levels of 

PA is often low in cancer patients. Mobile device applications could be 

helpful for these patients for several reasons: nowadays almost everyone has 

a smartphone, it is easy to persuade the patients to use their smartphones 

because in their free time they are using them anyway. Mobile health 

applications exist on the market, but they are not suited for cancer patients, 

because they face unique barriers to engage in the recommended levels of PA 

such as fatigue, pain, and nausea. [3] 

HSCT treatment 

HSCT is the transplantation of hematopoietic stem cells, derived from bone 

marrow, peripheral blood, or umbilical cord blood. It is most often performed 

for patients with certain cancers of the blood or bone marrow. 

A person undergoing HSCT to treat cancer is given some form of 

chemotherapy to suppress the bone marrow before the transplant, which is 

specific to the patient’s selected treatment protocol. Total body irradiation is 

also sometimes part of the preparative regimen. There are two types of HSCT 

transplants; allogenic and autologous. Patients undergoing an allogenic 

transplant are receiving stems cells from a donor. Patients undergoing an 

autologous transplant are receiving their own stems cells. In addition to 

chemotherapy, the preparative regimen for autologous transplants includes 

mobilization and pheresis. To achieve mobilization, patients receive growth 

factor injections to produce large number of stem cells into the bloodstream. 

Once the stem cell count reaches the optimal level, patients undergo pheresis, 

which is the collection of stem cells from their peripheral blood. In the days 

following pheresis, patients receive chemotherapy and then the infusion of 

their stem cells. Due to the suppressed immune system, all HSCT patients 

receive prophylactic antibacterial, antiviral, and antifungal medication to 

protect them from infection. [4] At The Sidney Kimmel Comprehensive 

Cancer Center, most HSCT transplants are done outpatient, but some are 
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performed inpatient due to advanced age or pre-existing medical 

complications. 

Method 

It was ideated and designed as a matching puzzle game with the unique 

feature of walking to unlock levels in the game. The game play screen 

includes 10 different tiles, 6 displayed as a cell type, 2 as boosts, and 2 as 

blocks that make game play more challenging. The different cell types 

include red blood cells, white blood cells, neutrophils, platelets, stem cells, 

and nerve cells. Each difficulty level has limited number of “moves” a player 

can make to reach the goal. Each level also has a different goal that the player 

must reach to get to the next level. The game contains bonuses for more 

points and obstacles for added challenge and diversity in game play 

experience.  

 
Figure 1. The main menu of the game 

Figure 1 shows the main menu of the Walking Warrior game. One can 

play by clicking on the play icon button (triangle); “i” shows information 

about how to play the game; “Levels” displays all of the game levels; and 

the foot icon starts the step counter. 
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Figure 2. Step counter 

Figure 2 shows the step counter. It can be started with the play button. 

Currently it says in red that zero steps were taken. If the patient steps it 

starts to count till twenty, then it returns the user to the main menu. 

Development 

Ideally, all the people with any mobile device should be able to use this 

game. This is why we decided to implement the game to be playable through 

any modern internet browser. The game includes animations and movements. 

Nowadays, one of the best and the most popular ways to implement such an 

application is to code in JavaScript. 

JavaScript (often shortened to JS) is a lightweight, interpreted, object-

oriented language with first-class functions, and is best known as the 

scripting language for Web pages. [5] 
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Figure 3. The first level of the game 

Figure 3 shows the first level of the game and informations about the goal, 

the score, etc. The game’s main point is to get people to do some exercise, 

but not the typical way other applications work. The first 3 difficulty levels 

are considered tutorial levels, it shows how to play the game. After the third 

level tokens are introduced. The tokens are an alternative to the typical game 

concept “life”. If the player fails to beat the level with the given moves, they 

lose one token. If they lose all their tokens they can earn more by using the 

step counter feature of the game. The mobile devices use the built-in 

accelerometer with an additional piece of open source HTML code that were 

modified and tuned to count the number steps taken. When the player reached 

the required number of steps, the game gives them one token and they can 

continue to play. We developed an admin page with a MySQL database and 

stored it on a server. Admins and authorized users can check how many 

tokens the user has and how many steps they made. 

Implementation 

Separate JavaScript, HTML5, and PHP files were created for this game. 

The JavaScript files are responsible for the game itself, they manage the 

certain levels, load the main frame and tiles. HTML5 files count the steps and 
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rely on the phones’ built in accelerometers. The PHP files handle the user 

logins and access and store the data. The steps and the login credentials are 

stored in a MySQL database. All the data transfer goes with AJAX, because 

with it we had an advantage that it is not required to refresh the webpage to 

send data through PHP, so the user experience is rather smooth. [6] 

Conclusion 

In summary this game could help many people who are fighting not just 

with cancer, but any disease, where physical activities is a main part of their 

recovery. Nonetheless, the treatment could be very exhausting for the 

patients. They must keep fighting as real warriors. Moreover, the game can 

be used by anyone who enjoy puzzle games or need motivation to walk. 
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Abstract: One of the most popular programming languages today is Java, 

because it is easy to use, and users can be creative in using it. This is the 

reason why we have chosen it for planning a new serious game. In this 

language we have created a funny game for patients, because we think that 

an application can be helpful and entertaining at the same time. We have 

created an application for tablet which helps for the patients who have 

brain damage (for example stroke). This application helps to restore the 

motor functions of the fingers. 

 

Keywords: rehabilitation, stroke, application, Java, Android, finger motion 

Introduction 

 From the early 1970s to the early 1990s, the estimated number of 

noninstitutionalized stroke survivors increased from 1.5 million to 2.4 million. 

Each year about 795 000 people experience a new or recurrent stroke. [1] The 

number of people involved in it is very high, and this number increased fast 

(Figure 1).  

 
Figure 1. Prevalence of stroke by age and sex (National Health and Nutrition Examination 

Survey: 2009–2012). [1]  
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 The speed of a treatment has a large effect on the person’s chance of recovery 

[2]. So, it is very important to act fast. A good way shown by Figure 2 can be 

helpful to everybody to recognize the first signs of the stroke. 

Figure 2. The steps of the FAST test [2] 

The consequence of a stroke is a really serious problem, and it makes one’s 

life harder. This is the reason why this application has been designed; to help 

people who suffered stroke to heal faster and go back to normal life sooner. 

There are promising interventions that could be beneficial to improve the aspects 

of gait including fitness training, high-intensity therapy, and repetitive-task 

training. Repetitive-task training might also improve transfer functions. 

Occupational therapy can improve activities of daily routine. Several large trials 

of rehabilitation practice and of novel therapies (eg, stem-cell therapy, repetitive 

transcranial magnetic stimulation, virtual reality, robotic therapies, and drug 

augmentation) are underway to inform future practice. [3] 

There are other lots of methods that can help patients all over the world. We 

used the Web of Science (WoS) database in our research, WoS was queried. 

Search words included “serious game” AND “stroke”. A list of 28 records were 

identified. These papers were published in 2018. Of course, there are several 

applications in the Science Direct, PubMed other databases. Moreover, some 

games were developed at the University of Pannonia [4-12] in the last decade. 

Methods 

 We have downloaded the most relevant available literatures from the above-

mentioned scientific database. Based on the new results and on our earlier 

experience we have designed a new application for tablets, because we needed 

bigger surface and because of the touching function it was a good opportunity 

to combine the technology with the therapy. The idea of the new game was also 

influenced by a game for children [13]. 

 We used one of the most popular programming languages, Java and we have 

created the application for android platform. It is easy to use, and developers can 

create a colorful, amazing game in it. That is the main reason why we have 

chosen this solution. 

Java programming language is really classical. It was used first in the Web and 
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Sun’s HotJava browser appeared in 1995. Since then there has been a lot of fields 

where we can apply it. Java is used in business to develop enterprise, or 

middleware, applications such as on-line stores, transactions processing, and 

dynamic web page. Java is also a good choice for small platforms such as smart 

cards, phones, and PDAs.  

Java provides a number of advantages: platform independent, object-oriented, 

threading, simulation tools, networking, interface and enhancing legacy code. 

So, there are several features of Java that makes it a powerful and highly secure 

language [14]. 

Game description 

Figure 3 shows the start icon of the game. 

Figure 3. The start icon of the game. 

After clicking the start icon, the opening screen appears (Fig. 4) at first. The 

Re-Creation game is a set of 4 games: “Piano”, “Fly away”, “Drawing” and the 

“Bonus” game (shopping) as it is shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 4. The opening screen of the game.    Figure 5. The main menu of the game. 

1st game: The “Piano” game 

The Piano game is an imitation of 4 keys of a piano keyboard. Moreover, the 

distance of the keys is adjustable: small, medium and large (Fig. 6). Figure 7 

shows the different distances in the Piano game. 
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Figure 6. Distance setting of the piano game. 

 

   
Figure 7. Distance setting in the piano game. 

 

Each screen has four buttons ("keys"). They are always recreated in random 

order. The point is shown in the upper left corner (Fig. 7). 

Scoring: In case of a correct order when a key is pressed, the user gests plus 1 

point and the key turns green. 

In case of an incorrect order, the game produces minus 1 point per press. The 

button changes to red for a few seconds and then turns gray again, then the user 

can try it again. 

The level is finished successfully if the user presses and holds down all 4 keys 

in the correct sequence. In case of success, all four keys will change to green. 

After a few seconds, they are mixed again.  

The life is visible in the upper right corner (red hearts). Then there will be one 

life less if the user releases a key after a successful keystroke. The correctness 

of hand gestures is checked by the following instruction: 
switch (event.getAction())  
{  
case MotionEvent.ACTION_DOWN: 
case MotionEvent.ACTION_UP: 

} 

Then the result is shown at the end of the Piano game and the user can finish 

the game. 
 

2nd game: The“Fly away” game 

The goal of the “Flay away” game is to shoo a bug (a bee or a ladybird or a 

cockchafer) away by touching it (Fig. 8). Bugs are randomly generated on the 
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screen in random position. The aim of this game is to develop reflexes and speed. 

It has several levels. The user gets one point if they shoo bees away (Fig 8). 

They have 15 seconds at the 1st level. They get 2 points if they shoo ladybirds 

away. They have 10 seconds at the 2nd level. They get 3 points if they shoo 

cockchafers away. They have 5 seconds at the 3rd level. The game finishes if 

the user shoos every bug away (Fig. 9). 

 

      
Figure 8. 1st level in the “Fly away”game.              Figure 9. End of the “Fly away” game. 

 

The correctness of hand gestures is checked by the onTouchEvent() event. 

 

3rd game: The “Draw” game 

The goal of the “Draw” game is to follow lines, geometry shapes e.g. numbers 

which are visible on the screen, better to say draw those figures. The correctness 

of hand gestures is checked by the ChoiceTouchListener built-in class with the 

help of the following events:  
switch (event.getAction() & MotionEvent.ACTION_MASK) { 
case MotionEvent.ACTION_DOWN: 
case MotionEvent.ACTION_UP: 
case MotionEvent.ACTION_POINTER_DOWN: 
case MotionEvent.ACTION_POINTER_UP: 
case MotionEvent.ACTION_MOVE: 
} 123



4th game: The “Bonus” game 

The 4th game is the bonus game which is actually a memory game. It has 3 

difficulty levels which are based on shopping lists. 1st level: one type of products 

should be selected by touching the figures of products which have been shown 

on the previous screen. 2nd level: the user must also select one type of products, 

but they should select them based on a written list. 3rd level, the user must select 

multiple types of products based on a longer lists. The technology is touching a 

particular point on the screen. 

Result 

 We have achieved great results while we were testing our application. Only 

the user interface and the main function have been tested. 

Firstly, we have tested all functions of the game, moreover it was tested on 

different smart devices too. After the first test done by students from the 

University of Pannonia some elderly people with different illnesses (e.g. 

Alzheimer) have tested the game. The test of the patients will run in April and 

in May 2019. Those test results will be shown at the conference. Based on the 

first test we can state: 

Playing this game helps everyday tasks become as easy as they were once. 

The different gestures help differently: 

o Tweezer grip: help to pick up small objects. 

o Selective finger touch: help in typing (for example on the 

phone or on the computer) 

o Rotation in the wrist: strengthens the wrist 

o Moving one finger: help the precision 

o Selective finger circles: strengthens the forefinger 

o Selective circles with the thumb: strengthens the thumb 

Hopefully patients will prefer to use our application, because they will 

consider it as an entertaining and a challenging game rather than a painful 

physiotherapy. It will help more patients not just those who suffer from stroke, 

but those as well who somehow have lost their motoric function in their fingers 

for example patients who are diagnosed with Parkinson It can be suitable too for 

elderly people and children who want to improve the fine motor skills. 

Conclusions 

We have designed a serios game for tablets. This application will help to 

restore the motoric function of the fingers for those patients who use it regularly. 

Even though it is successful, the patients will need the traditional methods as 

well to achieve the best results during their rehabilitation. 

Benefits: 

• Easy to use. 

• Exciting. 

• Sustaining the attention. 

• Improve different skills. 124



Disadvantages: 

• It is not enough for the full recovery. 

• It is not fully suitable for strengthening the muscle of the fingers 
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Abstract: In this paper we are creating an artificial intelligence that plays 
snake. We are using our own framework to train neural networks that 
are able to play the game and testing the effectiveness of different sensory 
selections compared to each other. Finally, we test the limits of our 
program. 

Introduction 

Artificial neural networks are frequently successfully applied in 

optimization problems and pattern classification. They have also been used 

as artificial intelligence in several different games, for instance chess and GO 

[1][2]. 

To find the best strategy for training artificial neural networks has been 

causing difficulties for a long time [3]. Throughout the last decades we could 

see many different approaches to solve this, one of them is using genetic 

algorithms [4][5][6]. 

Evolutionary algorithms have already been employed in many ways to 

solve different problems due to their flexibility and speed [7]. Under 

appropriate circumstances they can be really successful in heuristic 

optimization. According to Montana and Davis, genetic algorithms are able 

to outperform backpropagation in some cases [5]. They can find a fitting 

solution pretty fast, and their random mutation guarantees a wide range of 

solutions. 

In this paper we discuss how effective different sensory selections are at 

learning to play snake and scoring in the game. We are also comparing them 

to see which combinations are faster in finding a solution and which ones find 

better solution after 300 generations. 

 

Game and scoring 

Firstly, a little clarification on the rules of our snake game. The game area 

is ten times twenty, surrounded by walls and there is a unit of food that 
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respawns at a random location every time when it is eaten. Initially the snake 

is 3 units long and eating increases the length of the snake by one. If the snake 

gets in contact with a wall or itself, the game ends. 

For scoring, we take the original system of the game and give the snakes 

100 points for each piece of food eaten. In addition, we decrease the score by 

one in each step to prevent them from running in circles – also made some 

compensation when getting closer to the food. 

 

Framework and setup 

The framework itself is written in Python3 using the Numpy library for the 

matrix operations, which guarantees relative fast computing while using a 

high-level language [8]. It is an implementation of a fully functional genetic 

algorithm whose parameters can be varied freely.  

 

 

Figure 1: Four screenshots of the framework running on linux.: the main 

menu (top left), the setup menu (top right), the settings display (bottom left) 

and the simulation (bottom right). 
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As usual on genetic neural networks, the agents of the algorithm are simple 

feedforward neural networks that can be customized. We use two types of 

feedforward neural networks in the experiments, the 4-4-4 neural network 

that has an input layer, one hidden layer and an output layer with 4 neurons 

each, and the 8-8-4 version that has 8-8 neurons on its input- and hidden 

layers and 4 on the output layer. 

The framework can simulate the evolution from generation to generation, 

the “Evolve” option starts the selection, crossover and mutation phases and 

calculates the fitness scores. As fitness function we use the scoring method 

described above and set the parameters of the algorithm as follows: 

• Selection is set to 0.5, which means that the worst 50% of the 

population is removed. 

• Crossover is meant to refill the empty spaces left by the selection. It 

generates a new snake choosing two parents whose genes are 

inherited with an 50% chance, calculated on each gene separately. 

• Mutation is 0.0001 by default, so the genes of the snakes are set to 

a random value with a 0.01% chance, calculated on each gene 

separately. 

 

Strategy and sensory selection 

Therefore, we see a snake that has only three choices to move in each 

position and a piece of food to catch. The first thing to do is to choose what 

senses the snake would get. A sense is a group of input values that the neural 

networks get as input. We tested four kinds of 4-bit senses on simple 4-4-4 

feedforward neural networks: 

1. Basic food: It indicates if the food is at least one step away in each 

direction from the head of the snake. 

2. Interpolated food: Each of the 4 inputs represent a direction (up, 

down, left, right) and their values shows the foods distance in that 

specific direction scaled between 0 and 1. 

3. Basic barrier: It shows whether or not a barrier (a wall or the body 

of the snake) is one step away in each direction. 

4. Interpolated barrier: It is similar to the interpolated food sense, but 

it shows the distance of the barriers in each 4 directions scaled 

between 0 and 1. 

We also tried the two parts of the barrier separately where the snake sees only 

its body on 4 bits and where it sees only the walls on 4 bits, but they scored 

far lower than the 4 four senses mentioned above. 
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Their effectiveness is shown by Figure 2. The graphs depict the average 

score as a function of generation. The average score is calculated from the 

fitness of the agents in each generation, omitting the best ten percent and the 

worst 50 percent. 

 

 

Figure 2: Measured performance of sensory organs. 

  

As can be seen, there are no major differences between basic and scaled 

pairs. We set the parameters of the genetic algorithm to the same value for 

the measurements, except that the population is 1000. Basic sensors tend to 

get to the result sooner, but only with a few iterations, so we decided to test 

them in pairs combining one food sensor and one barrier sensor in every 

version. To do this we used 8-8-4 feedforward networks with one sensor on 

the first 4 input neurons and the other on the last 4. 

Figure 3 shows how effective these combinations are. The population was 

set to 1000 and the other parameters remained by default. 

Shown values are the average of five-five measurements, omitting the 

experiments with the best and worst end results. As we can see, the basic food 

sensor is performing far better in these combinations than the scaled version. 
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The basic barrier appears to be better as well, so we shall keep this input 

combination going forward. 

 

 

Figure 3: Performance of sensor pairs 

 

Testing the limits 

 In this section we show how a bit more complex network can learn the 

game to see the limits of this approach. We stop the algorithm when it does 

not develop anything over the last 500 generations. Results are as follows. 

The maximum average score that we can reach is around 2400 points, 

which means that the snake usually eats more than 25 but less than 30 units 

of food in one game. Because of the random food generation, in lucky cases 

it scores above 40. In different tests it tends to evolve different strategies to 

play, but it is worth mentioning that it uses almost the same when it is 

reaching its limits (not on the level of neurons, but its behavior looks similar). 

During this experiment an 8-8-4 network is applied with one more hidden 

layer containing 8 neurons (so it is a 8-8-8-4 network). 

In most experiments the AI scores around 6-700 points after a few hundred 

generations, so it gets 8 units of food on average. Almost all of the tested 

games ended with the snake trapping itself, because it sees only the four fields 

surrounding its head. 
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 Conclusion 

In the beginning, we tested a few senses for their usability, then in pairs to 

get a more correct picture of their effectiveness. After that we chose the most 

promising combination and pushed them to their limits. 

The AI learned to play the game and is able to catch more than 25 food on 

average. This seems to be a limit due to the senses. By using different (or 

more) senses the AI may be able to catch more, but that would also increase 

the size of the neural networks as well as the time requirement. 

As the results show, the interpolated versions of the senses were 

significantly less effective than the basic binary versions in learning a basic 

strategy. It would also be interesting to see whether or not other senses with 

different scaling methods can reach higher scores than these results and if the 

learning speed can be enhanced by changing the basic senses to different 

scaled senses after a few hundred generations, but this needs further 

experimenting. 
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Abstract: In recent years, the analysis of industrial processes has become 
important in order to increase the efficiency and safety of the processes. 
We have developed a method by which we can construct a fault tree, 
considering human properties. It can be explored by analyzing the 
factors that lead to the critical major event, errors indicated by humans 
and their possible combinations. The goal is to assign an activity to the 
person with the best qualities among the set of the available people. We 
introduce a decision supporting tool and its application for the 
appropriate choice of a human resource in case of process scheduling. 

Introduction 

Despite the proper theoretical design of business processes, the execution 

is often not as it is expected. We can change it by knowing the possible effects 

of the human factor on each step. If these issues are known during the design 

process, the appropriate parts of the plan can be modified easily and at low 

cost. The probability of the occurrence of certain events occur due to the 

human factor involved can be determined by a suitable human error-analysis 

method, see [1, 2]. For getting optimal time, quality and cost, a useful tool is 

the fault tree analysis. The fault tree is a graph that displays the various 

combinations of machine failures, non-independent failures and errors 

indicated by humans which cause the root event [3]. 

The quantification during the analysis can be made by estimating the 

probability of the baseline event directly, based on kinetic theory, using 

Markov chains or Monte Carlo simulation. During the analysis, we start with 

a hypothetical error (a major event), and gradually explore other errors that 

possibly can lead to the occurrence of the event. The Monte Carlo method [4] 

performs many (thousands or even millions) simulations for statistical 

accuracy based on elemental input events modeled with random distribution 

variables. For this reason, Monte Carlo analysis requires a lot of time and 

computing power; at the same time, the derivation of the deterministic 
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formula of the analytical method is very complicated in the case of a complex 

problem, not to mention the determination of specific probabilities [5]. 

There are many software that support fault tree generation and fault tree 

analysis, see [6, 7], but they do not take into account human qualities. We 

developed the method considering some human properties, too. 

The most important part of our study is to calculate the probability of the 

occurrence of a defined root event. The transparent work is supported by the 

display of the tree structure, which was extended with reliability calculations. 

The Monte Carlo simulation is used to determine the probability of 

occurrence. Using the method, the goal is to identify all the errors, their 

combinations and the causes which lead to the main event. Moreover, we 

intend to detect particular critical events and event chains, to calculate 

reliability across the branches of the fault tree, and to make clear and 

transparent documentation about failure mechanisms. 

The main steps of the method are: 

1. Demarcation and definition of the subsystems which determine security 

and reliability. 

2. Definition of the undesirable event or events. 

3. Mapping the logical relationships between the errors, display them on 

the fault tree and performing calculations. 

When constructing the fault tree, the causes of the events are investigated 

backwards on the flow chart of the given system, from the event to the cause 

(deductive analysis). We take an effect at each step and look for one or more 

events (cause) that will be split. We define the logical relationship between 

the events as the so-called logical gates that define the combined effect of 

interconnected events for a higher-level event. This allows us to identify the 

combination of events which are prevented to avoid the root event. In 

addition, it is possible to identify all the combinations of the events that can 

lead to system failure. Based on the results, the weaknesses of the system 

can be determined, and suggestions can be made to increase safety and 

reliability. The probability of occurrence of the root event is determined 

during the analysis. To test this method, we have also developed a software 

to build the fault tree and to get the tree structure in XML format, which is 

the input of the Monte Carlo simulation module. The simulation is 

performed on an XML structure, where the iteration starts from the leaves 

of the tree and evaluates the nodes in the tree upwards. The result of one 

iteration shows whether the root event occurred. After performing several 

iterations, we count the number of cases when the root event occurred in 

relation to the number of the iterations. By this computation, we can most 

accurately estimate the probability of the occurrence of the root event (i.e. 

the error). The goal is to assign the person with the best qualities to the 
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activity. The “goodness” of this person is measured in that way that the entire 

process is executed as quickly as possible. 

The Monte Carlo simulation module 

In the current version of the Monte Carlo simulation module it gets the fault 

tree as input in XML format. The algorithm requires an appropriate fault tree 

representation. An example for the fault tree described by XML is show in 

Figure 1. A node represents a logical connection above any error event 

(except for the root event), and one error event above any node corresponds 

to the logical connection. There may be more than two error event nodes 

connected to a logical node. 

For the tree evaluation a convenient representation can be provided if the 

error events are presented in the nodes. Their parameters are the probability 

of their occurrence and the logical connection of their children’s events. 

 
Figure 1.: Representation of fault tree in Monte Carlo simulation  

 

In the beginning, only the leaves have a value of the probability of the 

occurrence. During an iteration of the simulation, random numbers are 

generated from the interval [0,1] for each leaf. Based on the random number 

and the probability of occurrence of the error shown in the leaf, it is possible 

to determine whether the error occurs. These logical values are propagated 

upwards, considering the type of the logical connection of the events, and the 

events that are involved in the logical connection. This evaluation is done 

from level to level to see whether the root event has occurred or not. If these 

steps are iterated N times and the root event occurs n times, then the 

frequency of the root event is n/N, and this frequency is a good estimation of 

the probability. The p variable contains the probability of the occurrence of 

the root event and the value gets closer to the reality in case of a high N value. 

Aspects used to characterize the performance of a human resource 

Aspects had to be selected that allow efficient resource selection and can be 

extracted from the event log entries to some extent, if available. Five 

characteristics have been identified, including: 1. expertness, 2. exactitude, 3. 

viridity, 4. docility, 5. consistency, 6. stability. 
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The performance characteristics are derived from the event logs. A simple 

(general) log contains the resource, the performed activity, the activity status 

(start, end) and the timestamp for the activity. Of course, many other data 

may be presented in the entry. 

Example of two entries with minimal content are: 

 2018.10.12 8:32:15  -  soldering  -  start  -  operator1 

 2018.10.12 8:34:22  -  soldering  -  end  -  operator1 

It is possible to calculate the length of the time that a given activity has taken 

from the timestamps of start and end status by a simple subtraction. If an 

activity had to be performed several times on the same or on other resources, 

a more precise characterization can be given of the working parameters of the 

given resource(s) by analyzing the log entries. 

Requirement to perform activities based on resource properties 

In order to allocate a resource that can perform an activity the most efficient 

way, it has to be known which qualities are the most relevant to perform the 

activity. For each activity, a fault tree can be built that shows which 

elementary errors can contribute to cause a failure in the activity. 

From the values applied on the tree upwards, in terms of the activity it can be 

diagnosed which human attribute determines the most the avoidance of the 

malfunctioning of the activity. 

Figure 2 shows a simplified fault tree for the activity "filling in a tax form". 

The tax form is filled incorrectly if it is filled badly or incompletely.  The 

relevance of the five human qualities for the elementary error cases have to 

be estimated (on a scale from 1 to 5). These values are propagated upwards 

in the tree to get the root error. 

 
Figure 2.: The process of deriving the relevance values of qualities of human resource for the 

root event  
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During the evaluation, we process the fault tree from the leaves to the root. 

Each quality-relevance value of the human resource at the higher levels is 

derived from the values of contributor errors of lower levels as follows: in 

case of logical AND connection the values of the contributing errors are 

summed up, in case of logical OR connection the values of the contributing 

errors are averaged. As a result, the values of the relevance of the different 

aspects of the human resource properties are determined in the root of the 

fault tree. In Figure 2 it can be seen that – based on the details of the fault tree 

– accuracy is the most important to avoid errors, the second is viridity, and 

the third is expertise. Consistency is less relevant, and the docility is the least 

important property. 

Once the operator has built the fault tree for all tasks of the process, 

provided the relevance of the human properties for the error events of the 

leaves and the software derived them for each activity, they can be connected 

to each other to build up the fault tree of the whole process. During this 

operation, the root events of the fault trees of each activity are logically 

connected to each other, and the type of the logical connections are 

determined by the relationship of activities. In the current phase, we deal with 

two types of relationships. If – based on the BPMN model – between two 

adjacent activities of the process, there is a  

(1) sequential connection then the root events of their fault trees are 

connected with OR gate, 

(2) OR connection, then the root events of their fault trees are 

connected with AND gate. 

Fig. 3 shows an example for building up the fault tree of the whole process 

linking the fault trees of the individual activities. 

 
Figure 3.: The fault tree of the whole process 
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The fault tree of the whole process is needed only in phase of Monte Carlo 

analysis. We show the ordering of the resources according to their relevance 

in Fig. 4. 

 
Figure 4.: Ordering the resources 

After prioritizing the resources, one of them is chosen to execute the 

activity. The resources are selected based on their priorities. After the 

resources are selected for the activities, the schedule can be created and the 

total makespan can be computed. 

Evaluation of the method 

The companies that we are in cooperation with gave positive feedback 

about the applicability of this method. Further investigations and new logs 

for the human activities to the analysis are already started. After that the test 

of the method will be done in real situations. 
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Abstract: The field of logistics involves several optimisation and 
simulation problems, and these especially pertain to pipeline 
transportation within the oil industry. Various products and semi-
products must be transported in pipes while meeting numerous 
requirements. The most important of these is the availability of the 
product at the source prior to transporting. Similarly, the storage 
capacity at the end of the transportation line has to be sufficient as well. 
However, due to the complexity of the process, it is very hard to tell 
whether the scheduling is feasible. A simulation method is developed 
here which can answer the previous question by calculating the 
elementary states of a product pipeline system for a given time period 
based on the intended schedule and the initial states. 

Introduction 

Simulation of processes plays an important role in the industry. Knowing 

the components of a system and how the components behave makes it 

possible for the experts to predict the response of the system to a specific 

action. Usually, a system is too extensive to fully understand its inner 

workings. For example, it can contain a large number of components, or the 

system might as well be very complex. As for the former, there is too much 

data to keep in mind. When it comes to the latter case, the inputs can affect 

multiple components which then affect other components, and so on. It can 

cause a ripple effect. It is possible that our initial input causes unintended 

side-effects or in some cases, even the opposite of what was intended. If a 

system is both complex and consists of a large number of building blocks, 

then human prediction can be quite inaccurate.  

A simulator calculates the behaviour of the system step by step, i.e., it 

determines how a given input affects the components of the system, and what 

the future state will be. Furthermore, with the use of the simulator, we can 

analyse the system, identify bottlenecks, and plan future operation. However, 

the model, on which simulation operates, is only a representation of the 
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physical system. Consequently, the accuracy of the results strongly rests on 

the accuracy of the representation of the physical system. 

Performing process simulations is of key-importance in the oil industry. 

There is a wide range of products to be produced. Transport and storage of 

both the raw materials and the products is the duty of Supply Chain 

Management (SCM) departments.  

Problem definition 

A simulator application and models are to be designed, capable of: (i) 

keeping track of the products and raw materials under the supervision of the 

SCM department, (ii) assisting the design of the product pipeline schedule, 

(iii) ensuring the feasibility of the monthly rolling plan, (iv) and simulating 

and visualising the transports in the product pipelines. 

The proposed system can be also regarded as a decision support tool. 

Decision-making in the oil industry is an extremely complex process. 

Decisions are made at different stages of the supply chain distribution and at 

different levels of management. The decisions also differ in business scope, 

time horizon, time resolution, data certainty, and process detail. As a 

consequence, there is a great number of factors that affect decisions. Still, 

many oil and chemical companies operate with outdated decision-making 

processes [1] [2]. Decisions and communication across the supply chain are 

ineffective and delayed because of unorganized paper-based spreadsheets, 

functional barriers between departments and the lack of transparency. This 

all leads to slow and inaccurate day-to-day decisions that cost companies a 

fortune in terms of financial performance. The legacy way of decision-

making (based on spreadsheets, meetings, and phone calls) all restrict speed 

and effectiveness. Thus, an efficient tool is required to assist the decisions in 

product pipeline scheduling. 

Literature review 

Simulation, scheduling, modelling, and production planning are core 

research areas in the oil industry. This section presents an outline of articles 

related to decision support, process simulation, and product pipeline 

scheduling. 

In 1983, Vasek proposed and implemented an early flow sheeting 

simulation package. In the research, it was recognized that simulation has an 

essential role in design, and it was proven that significant results can be 

achieved using the desktop computers of the time [3]. 
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Crama studied production planning approaches in the process industry. The 

differences and similarities among different methods were contrasted. 

Furthermore, the distinctive features of the process industry and their relation 

to production planning issues were also analysed. The difficulties caused by 

the implementation of classical flow control techniques have been explained 

and various approaches to overcome them have been found. A survey of 

specific flow control models and algorithmic techniques specifically for 

process industries have been implemented [4]. 

A general framework for modelling petroleum supply chains has been 

introduced by Neiro and Pinto. Different tanks, pipelines, and refinery models 

have been investigated. The complex topology of connected models results 

in a MINLP problem. This methodology has been generalized from discrete 

to continuous timeframe [5]. 

Tak et al. have introduced a cost-optimal inspection and replacement 

planning model that takes into consideration the pipeline’s corrosion rate. The 

planning model was an MINLP problem, including integer variables for the 

pipe wall thickness, an inspection number and continuous variables for the 

inspection times [6]. 

Our proposed method focuses on pipe network simulation, while [5] and 

[6] focus on optimization using a mathematical model. There are simulation 

software products (e.g. Aspen Petroleum Scheduler [7], Anylogic Oil and Gas 

Simulation Software [8]) as well, but they are commercial products, their 

operations are not public, so the comparison with our method is difficult. 

Operation of Simulator 

First, information about the products, tanks, sites, and pipeline structure 

has to be fed into the simulator. It is then followed by the modelling step to 

map a real-life system onto the conceptual model. The product pipeline 

network is complex since there are parallel product pipelines, the pipe 

diameter is not standard, and there are branching points at various locations 

as well as a reversal of the flow direction may be executed. 

Tank and pipe capacity information need to be accessible for the operator. 

Each tank is dedicated to a single product, but this can be changed in certain 

conditions. Each tank has two parts: mobile and immobile part. The immobile 

component cannot be downloaded in regular operation, which must be kept 

in mind throughout the process. 

Sales data is acquired by the operator as well. Product demands are 

identified in advance including data types, e.g. the type and amount of 
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product, and delivery times. Products are transported in different ways, e.g. 

by barge, railway tank carriages, trucks, or product pipelines. 

An operator plans operations by defining the allocation of products among 

means of transportation and the product pipeline schedule. Various materials 

are pumped through a pipe one by one. The effect of mixing adjoining 

materials is neglected from the scheduling perspective.  

The input of the simulator contains the proposed product pipeline schedule 

whereas the output is the validated schedule. If the schedule is not feasible, 

the operator makes adjustments in the planed schedule and restarts the 

simulation. Furthermore, operation logs, reports are created, which can assist 

future planning and predictions. 

Pipe simulation model 

In this model, we analyse the realisation and runtime of tasks planned by 

the user (e.g., pipeline transportation, uploading and downloading pipes). 

This is implemented by taking discrete elemental steps along the time interval 

in question while simulating the pertinent tasks. At the time of each elemental 

step, the parameters of the system components are defined (e.g., the material 

content of the pipes and storage, and the connection status of the intertwining 

network pipes) as well as the position of particular tasks (e.g., as for pipeline 

transportation, the material already in the system and the material to be 

pumped at a certain time). In Figure 1, the pumping task triggers a „Pipe 

upload” event, that generates further events, i.e., two „Pipe downloads”. 

Should the pipe end in an intersection, the material creates a new „Pipe 

upload” event. The simulation ends when the task list has been emptied and 

all the events are processed. 

B A

Site A Site B

C

 ΔT(h)

Site A Site B

C

 ΔT(h)

A

B

B

Pipe upload

Pipe download

 
Figure 1. Operation of the Pipe model. 
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Conveyor belt model 

Using the pipe model, the scheduler is unable to plan the transport of a 

material independently from the transport of another material. In reality, this 

means that the scheduler can only send a given material provided another is 

pumped into the pipe that pushes further the material (s)he wishes to 

transport. It is presumed that the transportation (pumping) mechanism can be 

automatized if it is inevitable to pump some kind of material into the pipe, 

e.g., to estimate the end-time of the transportation (and to actually start it). A 

conveyor belt model is proposed where a filling (dummy) material is 

continuously pumped (transported) in the system. This help to schedule the 

transportation of materials separately from each other. 

 

Site A

 ΔT(h)

Site B

3 2 1

Site A

 ΔT(h)

Site B

Dummy pumping

3 D 2 D 1

 
Figure 2. Operation of the Conveyor belt model. 

 

Figure 2 shows the conveyor belt model, which is considered as a pre-

simulation procedure which – with fewer conditions – helps us determine in 

a virtual environment whether the transportation of the requested oil industry 

material(s) is feasible or not. This simulation method can only be applied to 

frequently used sections in the pipeline system. At the end, the pipe utilisation 

must be checked and the dummy materials have to be changed to real 

materials one at a time. At 100% pipe utilisation, the conveyor belt model 

will not contain any dummy material and the original pipe simulation model 

has to be used validate the plan. The previously presented conveyor belt 
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model is currently under development. Further test results are expected in the 

future. 

Summary and future work 

A simulator and decision support tool has been introduced here to validate 

the planned product pipeline schedule and make the planning procedure as 

efficient as possible. The simulator with the scheduling models is capable of 

determining the future state of the system, e.g., tank contents and the product 

pipeline. The results are stored in history logs which can display the changes 

of the pipe content as well as the tanks, and help making decisions. We wish 

to further improve the simulator itself and the scheduling models so that the 

simulation will be able to depict real-life conditions with higher accuracy. 
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Abstract: The diagnostic use of Colored Petri Net based mod-
els for different possibilities are introduced and compared in
this paper based on the authors’ work.

Introduction

Several technological systems exist which can be described as dis-
crete time discrete event system. This type of systems can be modeled
and investigated with the Colored Petri Net (CPN) modelling method.
These models describe the faultless operating course of the system, in
general, but the consideration of the possible faults in the model is also
important for diagnostic purposes.

The fault diagnosis problem includes the specific sub-tasks of fault
detection, isolation and identification. Occurrence of faults can be de-
termined by fault detection, the type or location of faults can be found
by fault isolation methods while fault identification is used for char-
acterizing the occurred faults. The most frequently used methods are
based on the idea of unobservable transitions and using labeled Petri
net models. Besides the observabililty of transitions, the set of places
may have observable and unobservable subsets too. In [1] sufficient
conditions of diagnosability are given and an on-line fault detection al-
gorithm is developed based on ILP and checking the fault diagnosability
conditions. In [2] the markings reachable by unobservable transitions
are taken into account at the construction of the o ccurrence graph. In
[3] firing times of transitions are taken into account and the diagnosis
is based on generating residuals.

Complex systems can be represented in a compact form by using
CPNs. CPN can be used as a colored diagnoser [4] which has usually
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smaller size than the colored one, or backward reachability can be used
to find the source of failures [5].

In case of large systems the computational effort of diagnoser al-
gorithms can be extremely large therefore making effective algorithms
is a very important task. Distributed diagnosis is a popular method
to solve the problem however it raises the question how the global di-
agnosis result can be obtained from the local results. Usually some
kind of communication protocol between the local diagnoser modules
is required to get the total diagnosis result in [6].

In these paper two different methods are shown to solve the inte-
gration of the faults into the CPN model and to perform the diagnosis.

Colored Petri Nets for diagnostic purposes

According to the formal definition (see details in [7]) a CP-net model
consists of places, transition, guard and arc functions, colors and to-
kens. For diagnostic purposes the following modelling principles are
used.

– The input and output variables, the operational mode and the
deviation are assigned to places.

– Color of tokens describes the variables’ value, the type of the fault
and to the emergent deviation from the nominal trace.

– The transitions execute the timing of the system. The operation
can be divided into user defined time period, and the values of
variables can change at the end of a period.

– The guard functions assigned to the transitions contain the fault
generation function ([8]).

– Arcs connect coherent places and transitions.

– The arc functions describe the change of colors.

The behavioral analysis can be done with the occurrence graph ([7]).
The occurrence graph contains all of the reachable markings (system
states) from the initial one in a form of a graph. The nodes of the
graph refer to the color distribution in a given system state and based
this information the diagnosis can be performed.
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Method 1: Diagnosis based on the CPN model containing
the faults

Our first proposal shows how can be built a fault event with proba-
bility into a CPN model. Having this type of model, the consequences
of a faulty operation can be investigated during the simulation and with
the analysis of the resulted occurrence graph.

An important tool of the analysis of CPN based models is the oc-
currence graph. The nodes of the graph refer to the possible system
states and the arcs to events leading to them. Knowing the probability
of fault events, the probability of each state can be calculated.

Case study 1

As a case study let us assume a manufacturing system containing
two manufacturing lines and a robot. The detailed description of the
work of the system and its CPN model can be found in [9], here the gist
of the work is summarized. The work pieces appeared in an input place
have to be processed either on manufacturing line M1 or M2 or both
on them according to operational instructions. The task of the robot
is to put them to the appropriate input place of the lines according to
operational instructions and if the process is ready then put the work
pieces to an output place. For the modelling and the analysis of the
manufacturing system the software package CPNTools [10] is used. The
CP-net model of the normal (faultless) operation of the manufacturing
system in the form of a screenshot from CPNTools can be seen in Fig.
1.

The color of tokens contains the identifier of the piece and the code of
manufacturing process(es) to be carried out. Assume that only a single
fault in the system can occur during manufacturing: the identification
label of the piece can get damaged therefore it cannot be identified and
it gets into a separate container. The modified part of the Petri net
model where the occurrence of fault is taken into account can be seen in
Fig. 2. As it can be seen the Petri net model has to be changed slightly,
a new place is added and the arc inscriptions are changed. The check
functions built into the arc inscriptions return with fault in predefined
user defined probability.

The thorough analysis of the behavioral properties of a CP-net can
be performed using its occurrence graph. Although CPNTools is able to
generate automatically the occurrence graph, the probability function
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Figure 1: The CPN model of the faultless system

defined in arc expressions has to be removed, otherwise it generates
the occurrence graph only for the normal mode or for the faulty mode.
For the illustration of generation and analysis of the occurrence graph
let us assume two work pieces, one of them has to go through manu-
facturing line 2, while the other has to go first through manufacturing
line 1 then through line 2. Let us assume that faults can occur during
manufacturing process. The resulted occurrence graph can be seen in
Fig.3.

It can be stated that the occurrence graph has several branches
and terminal nodes due the effect of the possible faults. The reason of
branches is either technological (at the nodes 3, 9, 28, 51 and 54) or
due to the fault. Only one of the terminal nodes refers to the normal
termination of the process (highlighted by green), the others belong to
the fault cases (highlighted by red).

For the more realistic investigation of the manufacturing system
the simulation and diagnosis can be done with the timed version of the
CP-net model, the time is assigned to the transitions. For the determi-
nation of the faulty states software package OGAnalyzer is developed.
The detailed description of the time dependent analysis and probability
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Figure 2: The CPN model of the faulty system

determination can be found in [9].

Method 2: CPN model of diagnostic method based on the
comparing of event lists

A quite different approach to the application of CPN models for
diagnostic purposes when the model itself aims at the realization of
the fault diagnosis and the detection and identification of faults occur-
ring in the process either in on-line or in off-line way. The qualitative
models of the large and complex technological system can be applied for
fault diagnosis of HAZID analysis efficiently. The Hazard Identification
(HAZID) study is a technique for early identification of hazards and
threats and can be applied at the conceptual or detailed design stage.
Our approach was to develop a CPN model which can compare the so-
called nominal trace with the characteristic trace stemming from the
actual work of the system [11]. The nominal trace refers to faultless
operation and as result of the comparison the differences are identi-
fied and collected in a list continuously. Based on this list the faulty
operational mode of the system can be detected either during of the
operation or after the completion of all events and on the other hand
the type of the fault or the set of the fault possibilities can be identi-
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Figure 3: The occurrence graph in case of fault

fied. The described method can be used in case of large technological
systems exploiting the modelling with CPNs in hierarchical way. The
model and the occurrence graph of complex systems can be very large
so their fault diagnosis can be done by structural decomposition where
one can conclude the faults of the whole system from the diagnostical
investigation of the subparts [11].

Case study 2

Let us assume the following simple technological system. The qual-
itative model of the technological system and the general form of CPN
model are described in detail in [11]. A tank having one input and one
output pipe is filled up with liquid until a certain level when the output
valve is opened and the unit works in continuous mode. The filling pro-
cess is a time driven event it takes two time periods. The tank has an
input and output valve and a level sensor. The data measured by the
level sensor is used only for monitoring the work of the unit. For the
diagnosis of the effect of multiple faults it is assumed that the following
faults or their combination can occur in the system:

– The bias fault of the level sensor: the measured value is less or
greater than the actual value with one qualitative unit as the
effect of bad operational mode.

– The leak of the tank: the level of the liquid remains zero in the
tank.

– The combination of either of bias errors and the leak.
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Table 1: Trace for different operational modes

normal leak negbias leak-negbias

(0, cl, cl, 0) (0, cl, cl, 0) (0, cl, cl, e0) (0, cl, cl, e0)

(1, op, cl, 0) (1, op, cl, 0) (1, op, cl, e0) (1, op, cl, e0)

(2, op, cl, L) (2, op, cl, 0) (2, op, cl, 0) (2, op, cl, e0)

(3, op, op, N) (3, op, op, 0) (3, op, op, L) (3, op, op, e0)

It is assumed the fault or faults had evolved before the process starts
and remain constant during the operation.

Let the states of valves be the input variables and the measured level
value be the output variable. Valves are binary actuators, and their
qualitative range space is {op, cl}, while the qualitative range space
of the measured level is {e0, 0, L,N,H, e1}, where 0, L,N,H refer to
zero, low, normal and high value measured by the sensor, respectively,
while e0 and e1 may refer to outlier value caused by a bias failure. The
structure of an event is as follows:
eventτ = (τ , state of input valve, state of output valve, measured

value of level sensor);
where τ is the time stamp. The trace for the normal operational course
contains the following events:

T = event0, event1, event2, event3;
where event0 meets the initialization, event1 refers to the start of filling
up process, event2 is intermediate state and event3 means that the
filling up is ready and then the tank works in continuous mode. The
value of variables can be found in the first column of Tab.1. This
nominal event list should be modified if a fault or faults occur. The
Tab.1 contains the traces for faults tank leakage, negative bias error of
level sensor and for the case when these two faults occur at the same
time in the system as illustration.

The software package CPNTools was used for modelling the different
courses of the system, for the generation of the occurrence graph and
for implementing the proposed fault diagnosis method. The CP-net
model of the simple tank can be seen in Fig. 4. Here the places in and
out refer to the state of valves while the place level to the value of the
level sensor. The color sets belonging to these places correspond to the
defined qualitative range spaces.

Our diagnosis method ([11]) is based on the generation of deviation
between the characteristic and nominal traces and on the searching the
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Figure 4: The occurrence graph in case of fault

node on the occurrence graph which token distribution refers to this de-
viation. Let us assume that all the fault modes of technological system
are known. The first step is to generate the deviation list describing
the distinction between the nominal and the characteristic traces. The
next step is the simulation of CP-net model from the given initial state
and the generation of the occurrence graph with all considered faulty
mode. The last step of the diagnosis is to find the node having the
token distribution which refers to the deviation list on the place dev.
Based on the token color on the place fault in this node the type of fault
can be determined. If more than one node has the token distribution
referring to the deviation list, then the set of possible faults can only
be concluded. If no token distribution refers to the deviation list then
an unknown faulty mode occurs in the system.
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Conclusions

The CPN models of technological systems describing the faultless
operation can be subparts referring to possible faults. However these
extra modelling parts can increase the size of model significantly. The
various fault possibilities and fault operational modes cause a complex
and hardly transparent model. Therefore this kind of approach is worth
to use in case of small number faults and of relatively simple systems.

The advantage of the CPN model based diagnostical procedures
using the qualitative model of the technological system is that several
fault possibilities can be monitored at the same time. These faults can
exist before the start of the technological procedure or can occur during
the operation. In case of large and complex systems the CPN model
can be built up hierarchically. The diagnosis can be performed with the
help of structural decomposition, that is the analysis of the subparts can
be done on their relatively small occurrence graph. Another advantage
of this method that the investigation can be done in on-line or off-line
way.
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Abstract: As we navigate our lives, we normally allow ourselves to be 
guided by our impressions, our awareness, and our feelings, and the 
confidence we have in our intuitive beliefs and preferences is usually 
justified. In such cases, we must consider proprioception. Proprioception 
could also be called “self-perception of thought”, or “self-awareness of 
thought”, or even that “thought is aware of itself in action”.  But the 
problem intensifies when we consider non-human proposals, proposals 
of artificial intelligence (AI), or even worse, if AI were to make decisions 
alone, without human interaction, without us. The use of artificial 
intelligence in today's reality is all around us. AI is also increasingly 
becoming a reality in education. Teachers have lots of opportunities to 
use smart and/or intelligent learning environments connected with AI 
solutions. The problem at hand, innovative learning environment 
theories, are discussed here with a view to better understanding. And if 
we would like to talk about learning environment issues in relation to AI, 
we must start talking about failing to imbue ethics and morality into AI 
systems. The presented research is mainly related to ethical issues in AI, 
especially to the use of AI in education. 

Introduction 

The use of contemporary learning strategies, such as research- and 
problem-based learning, in relation to brain-based techniques, artificial 
intelligence and information-communication technologies, has provided 
scholars from diverse disciplines with an unusual opportunity to observe 
possible flaws in their own thinking [1,2]. There is a huge number of 
opportunities to introduce novelties in the learning process simply by being 
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creative or by using different information communication technologies. 
Students can be engaged, for example, by means of games and simulations 
that require them to apply information in unfamiliar contexts. Settings and 
activities such as e-learning environments, intelligent tutoring systems [1], 
role play, energizing online discussions and quick serious games, have the 
effect of adding sensory stimuli, reducing restlessness, and reinforcing 
information, and last but not least, they have plenty of opportunities for using 
smart and/or intelligent learning environments connected with AI solutions. 
The problem at hand, innovative learning environment theories, are discussed 
with a view to better understanding what could happen in such AI-based 
learning environments. The main research question could be: what potential 
ethical and moral issues could occur upon introducing AI and intelligent 
learning environments into education?  

Natural vs. artificial intelligence 

The human brain is an endlessly powerful, energy-efficient, self-learning 
and self-repairable computer. If we understood and could imitate the ways in 
which the human brain works, we could spark a revolution in information 
technologies, medicine, and society. In order to create an artificial brain, we 
should unite all our existing knowledge and everything that we are still able 
to learn about the internal life of our brain molecules, cells and circuits. 
Artificial brain is a commonly used term, which refers to research in the field 
of developing both software and hardware with similar cognitive abilities as 
the animal or especially the human brain. Research in the field of artificial 
brains has three important goals in science: 

 
1. to understand from the work of neuroscientists how the human brain 

works, which is known as cognitive neuroscience; 
2. to prove through thought experiments in the philosophy of artificial 

intelligence, that it is possible, at least in theory, to create a machine 
that has all the cognitive (and ethical?) capabilities of a human 
being; 

3. to create through a series of long-term projects in the field of AI a 
machine with universal or general intelligence, that is, to create 
universal (general) artificial intelligence. This idea was popularized 
by Kurzweil [4], who named it strong AI, which means that the 
machine would have to equally intelligent as humans.  
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As part of the first objective, researchers are using biological cells to create 
neurospheres (small clusters of neurons) in order to develop new treatments 
for diseases including Alzheimer's and Parkinson's disease. Research in the 
frame of the second objective is related to known arguments such as John 
Searle's Chinese room argument [5]1, Hubert Dreyfus' critique of AI [6]2 or 
Roger Penrose's argument in The Emperor's New Mind [7]3 These critics 
argued that there are aspects of human consciousness or expertise that cannot 
be simulated by machines. One reply to their arguments is that this is absurd: 
the biological processes inside the brain can be simulated to any degree of 
accuracy, without any deviation from the natural processes. This reply is quite 
old, as it was made as early as 1950, by Alan Turing [3] in his classic paper 
Computing Machinery and Intelligence. 

 
The third objective is referred to as universal artificial intelligence [9], 

strong AI [4] or artificial general intelligence [10]. Research in this area 
focuses on the implementation of artificial brains in conventional (digital) 
computing machines, and, on the basis of this, on the analysis of whole brain 
emulation. Kurzweil claims that this could be done by 2025. Henry Markram, 
director of the Blue Brain project,4 made a similar claim. The question of 
whether digital computers are indeed suitable for simulating continuous brain 
processes is being asked increasingly often.  

 
In the following chapter, we will pay our attention mainly on the third 

objective, and attempt to provide possible answers to research questions such 
as: what potential ethical issues could occur, and what kind of consequences 
could be caused by introducing universal AI and intelligent learning 
environments into education?    

                                                           
1 For more details, see Bechtel and Abrahamsen (2002), pp. 303–304. 
2 Dreyfus' criticism of AI concerns what he considers to be the four primary assumptions of AI 
research, the biological and psychological, and the epistemological and ontological assumptions. 
Dreyfus argues in his criticism that we cannot now (and never will) be able to understand our 
own behavior in the same way as we understand objects in, for example, physics or chemistry 
(Dreyfus, 1979) 
3 In The Emperor's New Mind, Roger Penrose argues that known laws of physics are inadequate 
to explain the phenomenon of consciousness. He proposes a "new physics" and specifies the 
requirements for a bridge between classical and quantum mechanics (what he calls correct 
quantum gravity) (Penrose, 1989). 
4 In 2005, basic objectives were identified for the project of creating an artificial human brain, 
called Blue Brains, domiciled at the École polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) in 
Switzerland. 
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The social level, or the ethical issue of AI 

In focusing our attention to the second, and especially the third objective 
of research from the field of developing artificial brains, we must ask 
ourselves two fundamental questions at the very beginning, namely: Can 
MACHINES (artificial brains) be taught morality and ethics? And, in relation 
to this question and the idea of introducing AI systems into education: Can 
machines drastically affect the education system as well? The philosophical 
starting point for answering these questions could be as follows:  

Before giving machines a sense of morality, humans have to first 
define morality in a way computer can process, or "understand". This 
"understanding" means that algorithms of morals and ethics have to be 
defined in such a way, that they can become formalized, i.e., translated 
into the language of science, and coded into a language understood by 
machines, preferably in machine language5.  

Whether this is a difficult, but not impossible task, is going to have 
to be the crucial question to be analysed and provided with appropriate 
solutions.  

 
While the problems of introducing AI into production and service activities 
(that is, using intelligent machines in a context where we can detect "errors" 
relatively quickly) do not have a dramatic impact on the "cognitive part" of 
society, the introduction of AI into education processes, which are surely 
fundamental to human civilization, are extremely risky and require a careful 
consideration in terms of what should be done and to what extent (COM 237 
[11], Com 759 [12], Dignum [13]). Consequences of errors can be 
catastrophic and, above all, long-lasting, as the results of introducing these 
innovations will only be seen many years into the future. Here are some initial 
warnings. For years, alarmist views have warned against the unanticipated 
effects of general (universal) artificial intelligence (AI) on society. Ray 
Kurzweil predicts that by 2029 intelligent machines will be able to outsmart 
human beings [4]. Stephen Hawking argues that once humans develop full AI, 
it will take off on its own and redesign itself at an ever-increasing rate, which 
may constitute a threat to the human race. Similarly, Elon Musk warns that 
AI may represent a fundamental risk to the existence of human civilization.  

                                                           
5 Machine code or machine language is a computer program, in which instructions are written 
in a computer language that is directly understandable by a computer central processing unit 
(CPU). Every CPU architecture has its own language. In the present context, we will refer to 
machine language as the language "understood" by machines.  
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Ethics, morality and AI 

The field of advanced technologies which emphasize the importance 
of ethical principles in the design of autonomous systems could be divided 
into: 

- Robotics 
- Artificial Intelligence 
- Computational Intelligence 
- Machine Learning 
- Deep Learning 
- Cognitive Computing 
- Affective Computing 
- Algorithmically based programs. 

 
In short, when we talk about AI, we must consider it especially from the 
perspective of two fundamental philosophies of the explanatory gap, adopted 
according to Chalmers [14], and related to the development and use of AI: 

- the easy problem, the implementation and use of AI in "intelligent 
machines - robots", where the consequences of malfunction or failure 
can be quickly detected, and  

- the hard problem, introducing AI into general society6, which 
includes especially cognitive and affective computing. 

 
Let us focus initially only on the easy problem. Already in 1942, Isaac 
Asimov [8] was the first to reflect on the ethical and moral issues in relation 
to robots, and defined the three basic laws of robotics: 

 A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a 
human being to come to harm. 

 A robot must obey orders given it by human beings except where such 
orders would conflict with the First Law. 

 A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection 
does not conflict with the First or Second Law. 

 
Later on, in 1986, Asimov added the Zeroth Law:   

 A robot may not harm humanity, or through inaction allow humanity 
to come to harm. 1. A robot may not harm a human, or through 
inaction allow a human to come to harm, unless this interferes with 
the Zeroth Law. 

                                                           
6 General society in this context refers to humans society, society as a social system, for exaple 
education.  
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The Fourth and Fifth Law of Robotics were added subsequently, and different 
authors have modified and interpreted these laws in different ways. When we 
refer to the "easy" problem of implementing AI in the following section of the 
book, we will terminologically rely on the expression robot. 
In 2011, the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) 
and the Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC) of Great Britain 
jointly published a set of five ethical principles for designers, builders and 
users of robots in the real world [15, 16, 17]. 
 

1. Robots should not be designed solely or primarily to kill or harm 
humans. 

2. Humans, not robots, are responsible agents. Robots are tools 
designed to achieve human goals. 

3. Robots should be designed in ways that assure their safety and 
security. 

4. Robots are artefacts; they should not be designed to exploit 
vulnerable users by evoking an emotional response or 
dependency. It should always be possible to tell a robot from a 
human. 

5. It should always be possible to find out who is legally responsible 
for a robot. 

 
In 2016, Tony Prescott revised these principles to differentiate ethical from 
legal principles [18]. This was followed by a number of authors who 
formulated various new laws, one of them defending the existence of a "new 
breed": Mark W. Tilden defined the following three guiding principles, three 
laws of robotics: 

1. A robot must protect its existence at all costs. 
2. A robot must obtain and maintain access to its own power source. 
3. A robot must continually search for better power sources. 

 

The essential thing about these laws is that they are written in a way as they 
would be written by AI autonomously, expressing above all the concern for 
the existence of a new "breed" of intelligent machines. Tilden is one of the 
leading experts on robotics, who can, like others, breathe life into these 
intelligent machines – robots, so that they will abide by some completely 
different kind of ethical norms than those known and established among 
people today. 
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On the basis of the above, the question of ethical norms of AI creators arises, 
since from the moment AI enters its learning stage (a life of its own), humans 
have only the minimal possibilities of leading the process of learning by this 
new, AI entity. Because all such systems will be interconnected (for example, 
in the Internet of Things (IoT)), this means that they will not only learn from 
humans, but also from each other. A logical question therefore arises: who 
will they believe more, humans or their equals, especially while bearing in 
mind that this equal entity holds the opinion that they must primarily protect 
themselves and their existence? 
Many authors are concerned with ethical issues associated with AI, but in the 
end, these are all just individual opinions. We are still at the very beginning 
on this matter; we haven't even really made the first step. For this reason, in 
2018, the EU and the European Commission established the European AI 
Alliance to consider these issues (COM 237 [11], COM 759 [12]). The 
consultation on the draft Ethics Guidelines on Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
concluded on 1 February 2019 [19]. 
 

AI and education 
 

What about ethics in education in relation to AI? When we speak about 
intelligent learning environments that will be guided by AI, we are enabling 
AI not only to teach itself and create some new, humanoid entity parallel to 
humans, but to impact the development of the entire human society, define its 
values, and prescribe its ethical norms.   

Conclusion 

We believe that the following recommendations (COM 237 [11], COM 
759 [12]):  

 
- explicitly defining ethical behaviour, 
- crowd-sourcing human morality, and  
- making AI systems more transparent, 

 
should be seen as a starting point for developing ethically aligned AI systems. 
Failing to imbue ethics into AI systems, we may be placing ourselves in the 
dangerous situation of allowing algorithms to decide what’s best for us. For 
example, in an unavoidable accident situation, self-driving cars will need to 
make some decision for better or worse. But if the car’s designers fail to 
specify a set of ethical values that could act as decision guides, the AI system 
may come up with a solution that causes more harm. This means that we 
cannot simply refuse to quantify our values. By walking away from this critical 
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ethical discussion, we are making an implicit moral choice. And as machine 
intelligence becomes increasingly pervasive in society, the price of inaction 
could be enormous  –  it could negatively affect the lives of billions of people. 

Machines cannot be assumed to be inherently capable of behaving 
morally. Humans must teach them what morality is, how it can be measured 
and optimised. For AI engineers, this may seem like a daunting task. After all, 
defining moral values is a challenge mankind has struggled with throughout 
its history. If we cannot agree on what makes a moral human, how can we 
design moral robots? Nevertheless, the state of AI research and its 
applications in society require us to finally define morality and to quantify it 
in explicit terms. This is a difficult but not impossible task. Engineers cannot 
build a “Good Samaritan AI”, as long as they lack a formula for the Good 
Samaritan human. However, as mentioned already, when introducing and 
implementing AI (especially into the general society-education), it is 
necessary to distinguish between two important fields that are relevant to this 
process, namely: 

- the legal field, and 
- the ethical or moral field. 

In doing so, we must abide by the legal and ethical norms both: 
- in the field of using AI, which is a relatively simple problem in this 

context, as deviations from norms and regulations will be directly 
detected in the wider society, and especially 

- in the field of creating AI, and creating such algorithms that will 
contain all the necessary internal elements for the prevention of 
activities that could potentially harm the individual or humanity as a 
whole, such as the most elemental version of the four laws of robotics 
as defined by Isaac Asimov [8]. 

In the spirit of today's world and the advancements made in this field, these 
Asimov laws (and similar ones), could be rewritten simply by replacing the 
word "robot" with the acronym "AI", to imply a more generalized meaning. In 
the future, moral and ethical laws in this form will still have to be defined and 
written accordingly in a language understood by AI. 
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Abstract:  

Since the last decade, digital technological developments (artificial 

intelligence (AI), Internet of things (IoT), machine learning, augmented 

reality, cloud computing, 5G networks, or autonomous vehicles etc.) 

have been progressively transforming the character of entrepreneurial 

activities and continuously facilitating innovative opportunities for 

entrepreneurship. What is the impact of digitization on 

entrepreneurship? What role can entrepreneurship play in the digital 

age? These are the two major research questions we would like to 

address. Whereas the European Union has a relatively long history in 

measuring the digitalization development of the member countries it has 

not been connected to entrepreneurship. At the same time, policymakers 

need sufficient metrics to measure digital entrepreneurship to exploit 

new productivity potential for ensuring economic growth and societal 

welfare. In this paper is presenting the European Index of Digital 

Entrepreneurship Systems (EIDES) that is a novel tool aiming to 

measure the digital entrepreneurship system in the European Union 

countries. EIDES combines the physical and the digital conditions for 

stand-up, start-up and scale-up ventures.  

With special emphasis on the analysis of Hungary, we offer a detailed 

picture of the performance of the Hungarian digital entrepreneurial 

ecosystem. Hungary is ranking 24th belonging to the fourth, called 

Laggards, cluster of the EU countries. Hungary’s weakest pillar is the 

Culture and Informal Institutions while Human Capital and Knowledge 

Creation and Dissemination are relatively strong.  
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The European Index of Digital Entrepreneurship Systems 

Over the recent decade, entrepreneurship has undergone a global 
transformation. The entrepreneurial opportunities were radically redefined 
and the practices to pursue them have changed accordingly. These 
transformations are reflected in the global adoption of new organizational 
innovations to support entrepreneurial activity, and – above all – in the 
emergence of a regional agglomeration of economic activity: the 
entrepreneurial ecosystem [1], [2]. The digitally-enabled entrepreneurial 
transformation creates important challenges for policy [3], [4]. Policy-makers 
need metrics to monitor this transformation and ensure that the productivity 
potential of digital advances can benefit economic and societal welfare [5] 
[6]. This need sets up a measurement challenge because the digitally-enabled 
entrepreneurial ecosystem is a pervasive systemic phenomenon impossible to 
capture by count-based measures of individual-level entrepreneurial action. 

 

Figure 1. Structure of the European Index of Digital Entrepreneurship Systems 

 
The European Index of Digital Entrepreneurship Systems (EIDES) [7], 

responds to the need for a tool to better understand and appraise the extent of 
the digital entrepreneurial ecosystem. Specifically, the EIDES is an attempt 
to measure both physical and digital conditions for stand-up, start-up and 
scale-up ventures in EU 28 countries.  

The structure of the EIDES (Figure 1) encompasses four pillars for the 
General Framework Conditions (i.e. Culture and Informal Institutions, 
Formal Institutions, Regulation, and Taxation, Market Conditions and 
Physical Infrastructure) and their associated digital counterparts. 
Specifically, each framework condition can be digitalized with a suitable 
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measure of a corresponding digital context made by variables that reflect the 
digitalization aspect of each specific framework condition. Consequently, 
two versions of each framework condition appear in the index: a non-
digitalized part and a digitalized one.  

 
In addition to the General Framework Conditions, the EIDES also measures 

'systemic' framework conditions which are the resource-related conditions 
with a direct effect on the entrepreneurial dynamic in a given country or 
region. In practical terms, businesses require a range of different resources 
(i.e. Human Capital, Knowledge Creation and Dissemination, Finance, and 
Networking and Support) in order to scale up successfully. These resources 
are not substitutable against one another. Therefore, the Systemic Framework 
Conditions have to come together to help ‘co-produce’ the system outcomes. 

 

In the EIDES' theoretical structure the General Framework Conditions 
apply broadly to entrepreneurship, while the Systemic Framework 
Conditions act differently across three stages of the entrepreneurial 
development: stand-up, start-up, and scale-up. The Stand-up stage relates to 
the self-selection of individuals into entrepreneurship. The Start-up stage is 
the subsequent creation of new start-ups. The Scale-up stage concerns the 
scaling up of the start-ups that discovered a business model with high-growth 
potential. Accordingly, the EIDES includes three sub-indices for each 
Systemic Framework Conditions plus their digital versions calculated with 
measures of the corresponding digital contexts.  

 

Finally, the value of the overall EIDES is the average of both General and 
Systemic Framework Conditions. This approach possibly provides a helpful 
portrayal of national systems of entrepreneurship. In each national system of 
entrepreneurship, general framework conditions regulate how the systemic 
conditions can realize their full potential and co-produce the national 
entrepreneurial dynamic. The approach underlying the EIDES also 
distinguishes between digital and non-digital conditions to proxy the effect 
of digitalization on systems’ abilities to facilitate high-quality entrepreneurial 
dynamic. Furthermore, declining the systemic conditions across three 
entrepreneurial stages allows for even more fine-grained policy insights.  
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Table 1. EIDES scores for the European Union 28 countries 

Hungary’s position in EIDES 

According to the EIDES ranking for 2018 Denmark, Sweden, Luxembourg, 
and Finland lead due to their high scores of the digitalized General and 
Systemic Framework Conditions for entrepreneurship (Table 1). In 

Country 
Stand-up System Start-up System Scale-up System EIDES 

Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank 

Denmark 84.0 1 77.1 1 80.9 1 80.7 1 

Sweden 73.4 4 76.4 2 76.9 2 75.6 2 

Luxembourg 75.9 2 72.1 3 74.0 3 74.0 3 

Finland 73.8 3 71.3 4 72.0 4 72.4 4 

Leaders 76.8 74.2 76.0 75.7 

Germany 64.6 6 61.7 6 65.1 6 63.8 5 

United Kingdom 65.0 5 60.6 7 65.6 5 63.7 6 

Netherlands 64.3 7 57.6 8 64.7 7 62.2 7 

Ireland 61.5 8 62.7 5 59.7 8 61.3 8 

Belgium 57.5 9 57.0 9 58.5 9 57.6 9 

Austria 52.8 11 54.2 11 55.9 10 54.3 10 

Malta 54.6 10 56.2 10 52.0 11 54.3 11 

Estonia 52.7 12 51.5 12 48.7 13 51.0 12 

France 49.7 13 47.7 13 51.4 12 49.6 13 

Followers 52.5 52.4 52.0 52.3 

Spain 45.2 14 44.6 14 42.9 15 44.2 14 

Czech Republic 41.9 15 41.9 15 43.2 14 42.3 15 

Lithuania 39.8 16 41.6 17 40.3 16 40.6 16 

Slovenia 35.5 19 41.6 16 38.2 17 38.4 17 

Portugal 38.9 17 38.7 18 36.8 18 38.1 18 

Cyprus 36.7 18 38.3 19 34.0 20 36.3 19 

Catchers-up 37.7 40.1 37.3 38.4 

Poland 31.8 22 33.6 20 33.4 21 32.9 20 

Latvia 32.7 20 32.8 21 33.2 22 32.9 21 

Italy 32.0 21 31.8 24 34.0 19 32.6 22 

Croatia 29.5 23 32.3 22 29.9 25 30.6 23 

Hungary 27.4 25 32.0 23 30.9 23 30.1 24 

Slovakia 28.3 24 30.8 25 30.6 24 29.9 25 

Greece 22.9 26 26.4 26 23.5 26 24.3 26 

Bulgaria 22.8 27 25.6 27 23.2 27 23.9 27 

Romania 21.6 28 22.4 28 20.8 28 21.6 28 

Laggards 23.9 26.3 24.5 24.9 

EU28 average 47.0 47.2 47.2 47.1 
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particular, Denmark is first in all Digital Entrepreneurship Stand-up, Start-
up, and Scale-up sub-indices. Sweden is the second for Start-up and Scale-up 
sub-indices, and the fourth for the Stand-up one. Finland is the second for 
Stand-up conditions and the fourth for the rest. Behind, at a notable distance 
according to the EIDES, there are the followers group of nine countries: 
Germany, United Kingdom, Netherlands, Ireland, Belgium, Austria, Malta, 
Estonia, and France. Germany and the United Kingdom appear quite close to 
one another. A third cluster is the catchers-up consisting of Spain, Czech 
Republic, Lithuania, Slovenia, Portugal, and Cyprus. Finally, the laggards 
cohort consists of the remaining nine countries: Poland, Latvia, Italy, Croatia, 
Hungary, Slovakia, Greece, Bulgaria, and Romania. It is striking that Italy, 
in spite of being one of the G7 countries, ranks in this group together with 
former centrally planned economies and Greece. 

Out of the 28 EU countries, Hungary is ranked in the last cluster called 
Laggards1 on the 24th place with EIDES score 30.1, ahead of Slovakia Greece, 
Bulgaria and Romania and behind Poland, Latvia and Italy. There are only 
little differences in the scores of the three sub-indices: Hungary’s best sub-
index is the Digital Entrepreneurship Start-up (32.0) followed by Digital 
Entrepreneurship Scale-up (30.1) and the third is Digital Entrepreneurship 
Stand-up (27.4). A more detailed picture of the pillar scores and their 
components is presented in Table 2. 

  

                                                           
1 Country group indicates the country’s performance relative to others, grouped in four 

categories: (1) Laggards (EIDES index score below 0.35); (2) Catchers-up (0.35 < EIDES score 

≤ 0.45); (3) Followers (0.45 < EIDES score ≤ 0.70); (4) Leaders (EIDES score over 0.70). 
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Table 2. EIDES component scores for Hungary 

Legend:  
Pillar: In the first column we list the eight pillar names and the three sub-index names 

as well as the EIDES index score. 

Pillar score column shows the country’s pillar scores on a 0-100 point scale. 
Non-digital score column shows the country’s non-digitalized pillar scores (scale 

from 0 to 100). 

Digital column shows the digital component scores on a scale from 0 to 100.  
EIDES index score shows the overall index score, as well as the scores for non-

digital and digital components on a scale from 0 to 100. 

 

There are more variations in the eight pillar scores of Hungary as 

compared to the three sub-indices. Hungary’s best pillars are Knowledge 

Creation and Dissemination (34.8) and Human Capital (34.5) both belong to 

the Systemic Framework Conditions. Culture and Informal Institutions is by 

far the weakest component of the eight EIDES pillars. This pillar includes the 

acceptance and social desirability of entrepreneurship in the society as well 

as the risk acceptance of the population. Market Conditions (27.4) are also at 

a low level. By surprise, the non-digital elements (62.7) of the EIDES are 

better than the digital one (57.3). The sales on the net – part of the Market 
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Human capital 34.5 59.6 59.9 

Knowledge creation and dissemination 34.8 61.4 62.7 
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Networking and support 31.1 53.5 60.8 
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Conditions – is the weakest variable of the digital and non-digital 

components. The digital element of the Formal Institutions, Regulation, and 

Taxation is also below the desirable level calling for better government policy 

and regulation. 

Two of the four GFC pillars, Culture and Informal Institutions and Market 

Conditions, are weak in Hungary. Systemic Framework Conditions (SFC) 

relate more directly to the different stages of entrepreneurial sub-dynamics 

within a country’s system of entrepreneurship. Hungary’s relatively strong 

systematic pillars are Knowledge Creation and Dissemination and Human 

Capital.  

The pillar Culture and Informal Institutions reflects the degree to which 

a country’s social and cultural norms and resulting societal practices support 

high-quality entrepreneurial endeavors. Policymakers should promote the 

strengthening of positive cultural and social norms and practices, because 

these can enhance the quality of the entrepreneurial dynamic by increasing 

the attractiveness of the entrepreneurial career choice for individuals or by 

encouraging entrepreneurial orientation and risk-taking for growth. Market 

conditions constitute one of the most important regulators of a country’s 

entrepreneurial dynamic. This pillar includes indicators reflecting different 

features of market conditions, such as the effect of agglomeration 

externalities, the market power of existing businesses and business groups, 

domestic and foreign market size, and also, perceptions of entrepreneurial 

opportunities. 

Furthermore, EIDES needs to be decomposed to be able to get a more 

accurate picture of the Hungarian digital entrepreneurial profile. For example, 

analyzing separately the role of the non-digital and digital components of the 

index it allows for even more fine-grained policy insights. 

The digital component moderates the overall performance of the 

relatively weak Market condition pillar. The digital counterpart of the pillar 

characterizes the exploitation of online market channels (e.g., e-commerce, 

e-sales, e-advertisement) by households and firms. By adopting digital 

technology households and businesses can enhance efficiency, reduce costs 

and better engage customers, collaborators, and business partners. 

Furthermore, the Internet also offers wider access to markets. Consequently, 

Hungarian households and businesses should utilize digital technologies to a 

greater extent. 

On the contrary, the non-digital component modifies negatively the 

overall performance of the Culture and Informal Institution pillar. Prevailing 

social norms and attitudes may shape entrepreneurial behaviors, (such as the 

perceptions of citizens regarding ethical behavior by business firms in their 

interactions with public officials, politicians, and other business firms). 
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Negative norms and practices impede positive outcomes.  Corruption has a 

negative effect on economic activity because it undermines the rule of law 

and erodes the predictability of economic relationships. When the level of 

corruption is low and the quality of governance is high, citizens are more 

likely to accept entrepreneurial risk. High level of corruption in Hungary has 

definitely a negative effect on entrepreneurship.  

Also the different digital components contribute to the weak performance of 

the Financing and the Formal Institution, Regulation, and Taxation pillars. 

Availability of finance is widely recognized as a key regulator of the 

entrepreneurial dynamic, specifically for the stand-up stage. Both the amount 

of funding matters, as does the accessibility by entrepreneurial ventures to 

such funding. In the case of the Financing pillar as digital proxies we use 

indicators as Digital payment transactions and Number of cashless payment 

transactions. On the one hand, these indicators capture the effect of digital 

technologies and infrastructures on the functional operation of financial 

institutions. On the other hand, these proxies offer insight into the new 

generation of digitalized financial products and services. 

Digitalization intertwines with formal institutions to shape entrepreneurship. 

Formal Institutions, Regulation, and Taxation pillar encompasses several 

indicators describing digital security and privacy, and also includes proxies 

that measure how formal institutions and the regulatory environment shape 

digitalization processes and competition. The Hungarian government should 

primarily focus on the improvement of these elements. 

 

Summary 

The European Index of Digital Entrepreneurship Systems (EIDES) responds 

to the need for creating an adequate tool to better understand and appraise the 

extent of the digital entrepreneurship. As a composite measure EIDES helps 

policymakers to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the national digital 

entrepreneurial ecosystem. 

The concept of the EIDES draws on the entrepreneurial ecosystem 

literature which primarily emphasizing the multidimensional and contextual 

nature of entrepreneurship. The strength of the entrepreneurial ecosystem 

approach is its ability to weave many different layers of the entrepreneur’s 

context together, highlighting the close relationships, interdependencies, and 

reinforcing mechanisms across the different constituent elements of the 

entrepreneurial ecosystem, often centered around a focal community of 

ecosystem constituents [9] [10]. A weakness of the approach is that most 

conceptualizations are descriptive, rather than theory-grounded, and tend to 

emphasize different layers, structural elements, and processes of 
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entrepreneurial ecosystems. It aims to build on the most relevant data, 

however availability and comparability of the variables is always 

problematic. 

Another potential criticism of the EIDES methodology – as with any other 

index – might be the apparently arbitrary selection of indicators and the 

neglect of other important ones. All indices are inevitably constrained by the 

availability of relevant data. In constructing the EIDES, we tested alternative 

proxies for each pillar and selected variables on the basis of their coverage of 

the relevant aspect, as well as their pertinence to the phenomenon we seek to 

portray. 

The EIDES 2018 ranking prevails huge differences amongst the EU 

countries with respect to digital entrepreneurship. Nordic countries and 

Luxembourg lead the rank while Hungary is placed in the last cluster (called 

Laggards) together with many other transitional countries, Italy and Greece.  

A more detailed analysis prevails that Hungary has weaknesses in the 

General Framework Conditions (GFC) while our situation is better in the 

systemic part. General Framework Conditions regulate the degree to which 

the grassroots-level entrepreneurial dynamic is translated into national 

economic development, and also the quality of that dynamic in itself. These 

framework conditions tend to be fairly path-dependent, and we would not 

expect them to change suddenly.  
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Abstract: Increasing share of intermittent and distributed generation 
demands energy sector to find novel solutions for the challenges of the 
transformed system operation. Significant generation on the distribution 
grid may cause voltage, power flow and network congestion problems, 
more balancing reserves are required while consumers became active 
allowing load to follow generation. Applying aggregator function is a 
promising initiative to collect new sources of flexibility, combine and 
offer them as services for system operators or other market participants. 
However, aggregating small-scale flexibility is not a trivial operation, 
advanced tools are required to combine large number of inhomogeneous 
resources and provide competitive services. In this paper the aggregator 
role is introduced, potential markets are identified and aggregation 
approaches are suggested for categories of flexibility providers. 

Introduction 

Conventional power systems are characterized by large generation sources 

that inject power into the transmission grid, which is transported to 

distribution networks and then delivered to the end-users. Power flows one 

way from the high voltage transmission grid to the end-user at low voltage 

networks. According to the "generation follows load" paradigm, electrical 

generation is adjusted to match electrical consumption (load) as it varies 

throughout the time of day and seasons. Centralized, dispatchable and 

predictable generation provides flexibility at the transmission level to the 

electric system to balance generation and demand. 

The increasing amount of distributed and renewable generation (from 

around 21% share of net power generation in 2010 to 44% in 2030 [1]) 

transforms the generation more variable and intermittent. These production 

units are connected to low and medium voltage networks that were designed 

to be supplied from high voltage networks and transfer power to consumers. 

Having significant capacity of generation connected to the distribution grid, 

power flow directions may change, voltage and congestion issues arise. On 

the other hand, demand side becomes more active enabling a new control 
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approach, "load follows generation" paradigm to emerge and providing 

additional sources of flexibility on the distribution network. 

Flexibility is the modification of generation injection and/or consumption 

patterns in reaction to an external signal (price signal or activation) in order 

to provide a service within the energy system [2]. It is an active management 

of an asset that can be used to maintain system balance or mitigate congestion 

risks. The proper management of available flexibility, both in generation and 

demand side, can help to compensate the lack of certainty of renewable 

sources. 

Transmission System Operators1 (TSO) manages system frequency 

fluctuations and imbalance. Unpredictability and volatility of intermittent 

generation requires increasing volume of balancing capabilities and 

procuring balancing services not only from the transmission grids but also 

from distribution grids. Distribution System Operators2 (DSO) need active 

tools to manage congestion in their distribution grids and consider 

procurement of flexibility services to redispatch their network. In future 

energy systems, TSO and DSO will have access and compete for the same 

flexibility resources. Proper coordination schemes have to be developed, but 

it is also an opportunity for new players on the distribution grids to offer 

flexibility capabilities. Balancing markets, TSO-DSO roles and relationships 

may have significant differences in the world, even in Europe. European 

Commission launched an energy union strategy in 2015 in order to create a 

fully integrated internal energy market in Europe. Implementing the strategy, 

the Clean Energy for all Europeans package (adopted in 2019) contains 

several legal acts that decrease market differences and dismantle obstacles of 

active DSO contribution. 

Aggregator 

Aggregator, a new market agent will play a central role collecting resources 

on the distribution grid and make them involved in such markets, that are not 

available for them individually. This requires reliable coordination that has 

                                                           
1 Transmission System Operator is responsible for providing and operating 

high and extra-high voltage transmission networks for long-distance 

transmission of electricity as well as for supply of lower-level regional 

distribution systems and directly connected customers. 
2 Distribution System Operator is responsible for providing and operating 

low, medium and high voltage distribution networks for regional 

distribution of electricity as well as for supply of and directly connected 

customers. 
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technical implications as well and common legal background in order to 

determine the aggregator role. The EU Commission proposal for the recast of 

the E-Directive [2] defines aggregator a market participant that combines 

multiple customer loads or generated electricity for sale, for purchase or 

auction in any organized energy market. This definition incorporates 

aggregation of all types of decentralized energy resources. USEF 

Foundation’s Aggregator workstream analyzed the different topics related to 

the aggregator role with particular focus on demand-response aggregation 

and the relationship between aggregator and the BRP (Balance Responsible 

Party) / supplier. Seven different aggregation implementation models were 

identified, advantages and limitations were evaluated [3]. Flexibility 

resources were investigated in detail and an information model were set up 

by SmartNet D1.2 [4] that contain a mathematical description of the dynamic 

behavior of the resource, its constraints for flexibility provision, a 

formulation of the different components of costs needed to provide flexibility. 

BestRES project [5] explored different ways an aggregator can create value, 

categorizing provided services into internal (own balancing) and external 

reasons (wholesale, retail, reserve capacity markets).  

Resources that are used by the aggregator are typically small in terms of 

the flexibility quantity, the aggregator’s role is to gather the flexibility 

provided by distributed resources and forward it to the market. The 

aggregator combines individual capabilities and builds complex price-

quantity bids. It is assumed that the aggregator controls a heterogenous 

flexibility portfolio containing dispatchable and intermittent renewable 

generation, energy storage and demand side flexibility providers (domestic 

and industrial) that change energy use from their current/normal consumption 

patterns in response to market signals. 

 

The present paper intends to suggest a categorization of bidding 

approaches for the aggregator. Both flexibility categories and aggregation 

approaches are highly dependent on the services the aggregator provides, 

description of the markets needs to be defined [6]. 

Aggregator provides optimal dispatch of the portfolio and trading 

recommendations to maximize profit on the day-ahead and intraday energy 

markets for its own balancing group3. It can use the portfolio of its own 

                                                           
3 Balancing Group: a group of market participants (consumers, producers, 

traders) who optimize costs by netting deviations (imbalances) and reduce 

overall deviations between the projected and reported electricity usage. 
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balancing group to minimize imbalance cost providing service for the balance 

responsible party4 (BRP) of the balancing group near delivery time.  

Transmission System Operators procures balancing reserves to have 

resources for load-frequency control. Aggregator can bid on both balancing 

capacity and balancing energy market offering frequency restoration reserves 

(FRR). 

Distribution System Operators will be empowered to actively purchase 

local flexibility capabilities to mitigate voltage and grid congestion problems 

due to the increasing penetration of intermittent and distributed energy 

resources in the distribution system. Aggregator can bid on future local 

flexibility markets offering services for congestion management in the 

distribution network. 

Aggregation approaches 

Aggregation is a complex modelling and optimization task, it generates 

aggregated bids for the markets the aggregator is active on. Physical and 

dynamic models of the resources have to be developed that need to be simple 

enough for the optimization to generate bids. Among technical 

characteristics, a cost model belongs to all the resources. Both physical and 

cost model must consider the parameters of the market where the aggregator 

is bidding and the product that is available on the market. During operation, 

input data is collected right before the optimization runs. Operating condition, 

technical and price parameters of the portfolio assets, generation and 

consumption forecast, price forecasts are collected. 

Aggregation of flexibility capabilities is performed automatically, 

aggregation technics have to be developed. In this paper three approaches are 

suggested and resource classification is proposed. As resource and cost 

models, aggregation approaches may vary depending on the flexibility 

resource. The aggregation of individual bids in all the suggested approaches 

is performed by summation of the selected individual bid curves. 

1) Bottom-up. In the bottom-up approach it is assumed that the 

aggregator knows the status and parameters of the physical devices. 

Flexible power and cost are calculated for the individual devices and 

the aggregated bids are produced by the aggregator’s own 

optimization problem. Each resource that is aggregated by the bottom-

up approach must have a physical and cost model formulated. It is the 

                                                           
4 Balance Responsible Party: a chosen representative of a balancing group 

who is responsible for the imbalance of the group. 
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preferred approach when the number of assets and the information 

allows it. Conventional generators and storages should be aggregated 

by a bottom-up approach as well as curtailable loads since the device 

characteristics are available and the number of such devices enables 

computationally tractable optimization.  

2) Profile-based. When formulating individual resource models is not 

possible, permitted load profiles and cost can be used. Each device has 

one or more profile and associated cost defined, aggregator selects one 

of them when performs optimization. It is not as flexible or detailed as 

the bottom-up approach, but less data is necessary when generating 

optimal bids. It is suitable for resources with fix profiles that cannot 

be modified or stopped once started, like industrial processes and loads 

without physical device characteristics. 

3) Hybrid. When a resource category contains large number of similar 

devices, a hybrid approach should be used. A virtual device that has a 

dynamic physical model, represents all resources of a group. It avoids 

high number of input parameters for the aggregation optimization. In 

order to reduce modeling errors, homogenous devices that have similar 

model parameters, have to form a group. It is the preferred approach 

for residential demand-response providers, e.g. heat pumps. 

 

Classification of resources should be based on modelling similarity, 

resources that can be modelled and aggregated similarly can belong to the 

same group. Straightforward groups, generation, load and storage must be 

further detailed. 

The generation group can be composed of intermittent generation (wind, 

solar) and conventional controllable generation (e.g. coal or gas fired power 

plants) due to different modelling requirements of a predictable/controllable 

and an intermittent unit with limited controllability. CHP (Combined Heat 

and Power) may be a separated group due to heat constraints that requires a 

different modelling technique. 

Electric vehicles may be disjoint from the storage group, because the 

battery is not always connected to the grid and it is also used for travelling. 

In the load group only flexible load is considered, it is assumed that the 

aggregator has no role to monitor or supply inflexible consumers. Flexible 

loads typically split into shiftable and curtailable load. A shiftable load can 

delay or advance its consumption, but due to the consumption characteristics, 

the profile is fixed. Industrial processes where different machines working 

together in a scheduled sequence have a determined power consumption 
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profile. Curtailable load can decrease and increase its consumption without 

any significant payback effect (e.g. lightning). 

Conclusion 

In this paper the transformation trends of energy sector have been presented 

and aggregator was introduced as a potential role to provide additional 

flexibility on the distribution grid. Markets were presented where the 

aggregator will be able to operate on and aggregation approaches were 

suggested that enables the aggregator to efficiently generate competitive 

aggregated bids combining flexibility capabilities of its small-scale 

generation and consumption portfolio.   
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Abstract: Since its inception, the Internet of Things gathered a lot of 
attention and in the present, it is considered one of the largest fields of 
research in information technology. As the available devices on the 
internet reach a drastically large number, problems arise regarding 
networking, security and even data management. In this paper a brief 
review on the current challenges are presented, while mentioning 
possible solutions. 

Introduction 

The Internet of Things (IoT) allows devices that either are or not internet 

enabled by default with the use of technology to be connected to each other 

using the internet. With this connection multiple methods of interaction arise 

between the devices, where several technologies can be used for 

communication, such as radio frequency identification (RFID), near-field 

communication (NFC), optical tags, quick response (QR) codes, Bluetooth 

low energy (BLE) [1]. 

As IoT is vast, it has several fields of use and research. The following fields 

were established in a study in 2015 [2]: Smart wearable, Smart home, Smart 

city, Smart environment, Smart enterprise. These smart fields, especially 

smart homes can be integrated with Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) which 

helps elderly people or people with disabilities in their homes, such as [3]. 

Since the study, the term Smart enterprise became the term Industrial IoT 

(IIoT) due to the emergence of the new Industry 4.0 [4] which consists of 

cyber physical systems instead of computers and automation, meaning that 

sensors gather data without human interaction. 

IoT is growing at an alarming rate, according to Hsu and Lin the estimated 

number of IoT devices will reach 26 billion by 2020 [5] and other sources 
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predicting even more [7]. Due to this large number of devices on the internet 

the new generation of IP addresses will be used, namely the IPv6 instead of 

the IPv4 [1], but this growing fact can also lead to other, networking issues 

which will be elaborated upon in the next section. Since the number of IoT 

devices are increasing, the data generated from them are also increasing. Both 

the term and research field called “Big Data” is a result of this [8]. Also, Botta 

et al. [6] concluded that the number of publications of IoT and Cloud-based 

systems are converging to each other as can be seen in Figure 1. Due to data 

being on the cloud, the questions of security and privacy arise.  

As can be seen, the problems exist due to IoT being heterogenous and 

because of the large number of devices, it rapidly generates large volumes of 

data. In the following section these problems will be discussed, referencing 

multiple reviews in the process, while also providing some possible solutions. 

Discussion 

This section deals with the mentioned problems and it is structured as 

follows: The first subsection is about the layers of IoT, the second is about 

Big Data, its measurement, management and analysis. The last is about 

privacy, security and other, networking issues. 

Layers of IoT 

IoT has three different layers: The cloud, the fog and the edge, the latter 

containing the extreme edge sublayer (also known as Mist), which refers to 

the sensors themselves. For graphical representation, see Figure 2.  

Cloud computing allows information to be processed after uploading it. 

However, according to Shi et al. [9] data is produced at the edge of a network, 

which led to the introduction of edge computing where cloud connection is 

optional. As data is close to its source where the computation happens as well, 

the latency drastically decreases while mentioning that cloud computing is an 

inefficient way to manage data as – according to them – cloud computing 

 
Figure 1. The number of publications containing IoT and Cloud-based 

systems [6]. 
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cannot process large volumes of data due to bandwidth constraints. Also, as 

the data is not being uploaded into the cloud, edge computing is more secure. 

Its security mostly depends on the security of the user’s network as long as 

the data does not leave the network. Fog computing [11] is almost identical 

to edge computing, however fog computing is virtualized and more 

information is processed in the cloud than on the edge of the network. 

Big Data measurement, management and analysis 

Measuring Big Data is not an easy task, as data has drastically large 

volumes: According to a recent review by the International Data Corporation 

(IDC) the total data volume (which is the sum of digital and non-digital data) 

in 2018 is 44 zettabytes (44*1021 bytes) and IDC predicts that it will increase 

to 175 zettabytes by 2025 [12]. Hajirahimova and Aliyeva presents Big Data 

methodologies in [13], measuring paper, film, optical, magnetic and digital 

data. As Big Data can mostly be estimated, all methods yield different results. 

Data management faces challenges consisting of quickly generating data, 

which made of large data of different types. In [14] a data storage framework 

is presented for IoT based on cloud computing. The framework differentiates 

structured and unstructured data while combining available databases and 

according to the authors, it provides a solution for the challenges.  

When analyzing data, the metadata is just as important as the data itself. 

Analyzation has multiple steps [15]: Data acquisition is the first, where 

filtering or compression should be done, but carefully, not to discard any 

useful information. The second step is to extract data and format it to a useful, 

structured form that is understandable by the computer, which will be later 

working on the data. This leads to the challenges of data analysis [16], such 

 
Figure 2. Layers of IoT [10]. 
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as errors in the algorithm or in the data, differences in the sensors or differing 

database types, huge computational power requirement and even human 

error, where the data format is so abstract that the user cannot understand it. 

Fahad et al. [17] compared clustering algorithms such as DENCLUE, 

OptiGrid, FMC, EM and BIRCH regarding their strengths and weaknesses in 

Big Data analysis and came to the following conclusions: There is no perfect 

algorithm – yet – for Big Data analysis and the users should choose an 

algorithm in accordance to the database and the data itself. Also, there is a 

stability problem in clustering algorithms and if possible, ensemble clustering 

should be chosen instead. 

Privacy, security and networking 

The main two issues of privacy and security are gaining unauthorized 

access to data and the artificial intelligence (AI) the IoT devices have. Heer 

et al. [18] concluded that the security architecture should take the lifecycle of 

a device (Figure 3.) and its abilities into account, while using a good security 

protocol design. Also, choosing the right layer is important as all have 

different security requirements. The aim is to secure the link layer, the 

network layer and the application layer. However, securing all three requires 

great computational power, therefore when designing security protocols, 

cross layer concepts should be used. 

Additionally, according to Sicari et al. [19], security has three 

requirements: Authentication, confidentiality and access control. In their 

study, they assess different existing methods, such as encryptions, signature 

schemes, data mining techniques, frameworks for privacy and security in the 

 
Figure 3. The lifecycle of a device, starting from manufacturing [18]. 
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literature, though the methods are not perfect, each has its pros and cons, 

hence they do not answer every security liability as they provide different 

solutions. This is also true according to Dabbagh and Rayes [20] in a recent 

study as they identified the heterogeneity of IoT, scalability, Big Data, 

availability, response limitations, remote locations, mobility and delay-

sensitive services as the security challenges and confidentiality, integrity, 

authentication, availability, authorization, freshness, non-repudiation, 

forward and backward secrecy as security requirements.  

In early 2019 a new method called Misty Clouds is proposed [21], 

providing another possible solution and fulfilling most mentioned 

requirements. This solution provides network level anonymity, uses cloud-

based environments and is based on the Mist protocol, previously made by 

the same authors. It uses an end-to-end encryption, protects IP addresses, the 

locations of the users, their used devices and activities. With this method, 

messages between the users do not contain route information meaning that 

the users can not be identified. It uses the RSA-2048 algorithm to generate 

keys and TLS Ephemeral Diffie-Hellman for router-to-router connections.  

Conclusion 

As more and more devices will be connected to the internet, IoT will 

certainly continue to grow, leading to larger volumes of data and networking 

issues. However, due to the heterogeneity of the devices, protocols, data 

types, et cetera, making a solution for every available problem is very 

difficult. 

This trend also leads to introducing edge computing which can reduce 

latency of the system and can even decrease the volume of transmitted data. 

Reducing the transmitted data can ease the difficulty of Big Data 

measurement, management and analysis, which is a good thing, since no 

perfect method exist. There is a similar conclusion regarding the privacy and 

security of IoT systems: Multiple methods exits, but none of them are perfect. 

Only time will tell, but in the present, users have to choose the right method 

for the work they want to do. 
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Abstract: A variety of text mining applications has been described and 
discussed in detail in the biomedical literature, ranging from simple co-
occurrence-based methods to more sophisticated rule-based systems or 
machine-learning-based systems. These methods are widely applicable 
to extract information from medical documents mainly written in 
English, however the nature of Hungarian language requires specific 
tools to extract information from medical documents written in 
Hungarian. The goal of our research was to create such a simple NER 
(named entity recognition) method that is able to find and identify terms 
and recorded measurement results in unstructured Hungarian medical 
records, namely in echocardiogram documents. In this paper, we discuss 
the How Tos and challenges of the extraction process of 
echocardiography reports written in Hungarian language and presents 
the logic and results of the developed text mining-based algorithm. 

Introduction 

Extracting information from medical records is a challenging task based on 

that there is no unified process on how to record patient data, the structure 

and form of the recorded information varies from medical institute to medical 

institute and the habits of the medical assistant and doctors also affect the 

recording process. Also the lack of a unified recording interface induces 

typographical errors. For the aforementioned reasons, the Electronic Medical 

Record (EMR), which stores information about patients, including 

diagnostics and performed treatments, is usually incomplete or redundant. It 

is especially true in case of echocardiography reports. The focus of present 

paper is on the process of information extraction from echocardiography 

reports written in Hungarian language. 
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Echocardiogram is a sonogram of the heart. It is one of the most widely 

applied diagnostics test in cardiology: routinely used in diagnosis, 

management and follow-up of patients with any suspected or known heart 

disease. Echocardiography reports usually contain two parts in terms as 

diagnostic content: a semi-structured part where results are usually stored in 

term-value pairs (e.g.: EN: Septum: 14 mm, HU: Szeptum: 14 mm) and a free 

text part written in natural language (e.g.: EN: Left ventricular hypertrophy 

HU: Koncentrikus bal kamra hypertrophia). As there is no consensus about 

how to store the results of echocardiography examinations and it is varying 

across different medical institutes, processing of echocardiography reports is 

a nontrivial task. 

Generally, the main task of information extraction from medical texts is to 

identify particular types of names, terminologies or symbols (term extraction, 

named-entity recognition, NER) and the relation between them (relation 

extraction, RE) [1]. Successful term identification is essential and has been 

recognized as a bottleneck in text mining [2]. The process of term 

identification is usually achieved in three steps: the first step is term 

recognition where possible term candidates are identified; the second step is 

term classification where the candidates are classified based on pre-defined 

rules; and the last step is term mapping where the candidates are checked 

whether they are valid terms or not [2]. 

Various international studies have been published in the literature which 

are engaged in echocardiography report processing [3-10]. Typically, only 

the extraction of one specific parameter is the aim (e.g. EN: ejection fraction, 

HU: ejekciós frakció), but it also possible to extract a set of predefined 

parameters, including wall thicknesses, chamber dimensions or flow 

velocities. The common factor in all published studies is that they process 

reports written in foreign language, and to our best knowledge there are no 

published results that process echocardiography reports written in Hungarian. 

Present paper is focusing on the How Tos and challenges of the extraction 

process of the first, semi-structured part of echocardiography reports written 

in Hungarian language. As processing of free text requires quite different 

methods, including Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques, we do 

not deal with them in this paper. The extracted information can be further 

processed and fed into modern data mining algorithms to reveal cause and 

effect relationships between different parameters. 

The structure of this document is as follows. In Challenges, we give a brief 

overview of challenges faced when processing Hungarian echocardiography 

reports. In Results, the used dataset, the applied methods and the evaluation 
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process are described and the result of the analysis is presented. Finally, in 

Conclusion, general experiences are described. 

Challenges 

The first, semi-structured part of echocardiography reports contains 

medical information in term–value pairs separated by colon. The term part 

refers to the identifiable named entities and the value part refers to the 

measured and recorded value for that named entity. The measured value may 

also contain a unit of measurement. However, based on the extraction 

approach, various challenges emerge during term extraction, aside from 

typographical errors. These challenges are described in detail in the following 

subsections. 

Articles 

A common characteristic of the English and the Hungarian language is the 

use of “a” article before adjectives and nouns (in Hungarian “a”/”az” pair is 

used and in English “a”/”an” pair is used). In most case the use of the “a” 

article does not pose a problem, however, in case of echocardiogram reports, 

A (A wave) is the peak velocity flow in late diastole caused by atrial 

contraction. Furthermore, in Hungarian language “e” expletive is also 

present, but in echocardiography reports E (E wave) stands for the peak 

velocity blood flow from gravity in early diastole. 

Missing whitespaces 

As a form of typographical error, missing whitespaces can also occur 

between terms, values and units (e.g. EN: Left ventricular end-diastolic 

diameter43.: mm, HU: Bal kamra diast.átm43.: mm). If the text processing 

method is word-based, missing whitespaces have a huge impact on the 

success of processing. This problem can be handled by inserting separator 

space characters into the text during text cleaning, if text cleaning is applied. 

Recognition of composite terms 

Not only typographical errors make it harder to extract information from 

echocardiography reports. Based on the assumption, that named-entities 

follow the term-value pair structure, it is possible to extract the greater part 

of named entities. However, special cases are also present in 

echocardiography reports mostly because of the habits of the recording 

individual. Such a composite term can be described in prefix–term1–term2–

value1–value2–common_unit form (e.g. EN: left ventricular end-diast/end-

syst diameter: 54/35 mm, HU: bal kamra diast/syst átmérő: 54/35 mm) where 

the recording individual aggregates two somewhat related terms. In this case 
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the identified term should be interpreted as prefix–term1–value1–unit and 

prefix–term2–value2–unit. Another example is the prefix–term1–value1–

unit–term2–value2–unit form of the expression (e.g. EN: ejection fraction 

Teichholz: 56%, Simpson 52%, HU: ejekciós frakció Teichholz: 56%, 

Simpson: 52%) or the term1–term2–value1–value2–unit sequence (e.g. E/A: 

0.4/0.8 m/s). Furthermore, expletives are also commonly used (e.g. EN: left 

atrium: 42 mm (apical 4Ch: 43x75mm), HU: Bal pitvar: 42 mm (csúcsi 

nézetből: 43x57 mm)) which makes composite term recognition even harder. 

A possible approach to process composite terms is to define some basic rules 

and process echocardiography documents based on these rules. 

Typographical errors 

The lack of a unified recording interface infers many typographical errors 

which need to be taken into account during term extraction. Most frequent 

typographical errors, if they are within an acceptable margin, can be resolved 

by using a dictionary during the term mapping process. The identified and 

classified term candidates must be checked whether they are valid terms or 

not using the aforementioned dictionary of terms. This dictionary is usually 

created with the help of a medical expert and contains more terms from the 

field of interest, in our case the field of cardiology, probably present in some 

form in echocardiography reports and defines synonyms for the terms. 

The extracted terms can be compared against the values of the dictionary. 

A widespread measure of distance for two strings is the Jaro-Winkler distance 

[11]. If the measured distance is lower than a specified distance threshold, the 

term is considered valid and identified. This threshold parameter can be the 

lowest, non-zero intra-distance of the terms stored in the dictionary. The Jaro-

Winkler distance (𝑑𝑤) can be calculated the following way:

𝑑𝑤(s1, s2) = 1 − 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑤(s1, s2) (1) 

𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑤(s1, s2) = 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑗(s1, s2) + 𝑙𝑝(1 − 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑗(s1, s2)) (2) 

where 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑗 is the Jaro similarity for 𝑠1 and 𝑠2 strings, 𝑙 is the length of a

common prefix up to 4 characters and 𝑝 is a constant scaling factor with a 

standard value of 0.1. The Jaro similarity (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑗) is calculated the following

way: 

𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑗(s1, s2) = {
0 if 𝑚 = 0

1

3
(

𝑚

|𝑠1|
+

𝑚

|𝑠2|
+

𝑚−𝑡

𝑚
) otherwise (2) 
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where |𝑠𝑖| is the length of 𝑠𝑖, 𝑚 is the number of matching characters and 𝑡
is half the number of transpositions. The concept of matching and 

transpositions is detailed in [11]. 

Results 

In our study, a text mining-based NER algorithm (TM-NER) was used to 

process a corpus containing 20089 anonymized Hungarian echocardiography 

reports. TM-NER processes the report in 3 phases: the first phase is a 

thorough text cleaning process where whitespaces are unified and all colons, 

parenthesis and unneeded characters are removed; the second phase is term 

identification based on predefined rules; and the third phase is term mapping 

using a dictionary. TM-NER was developed in such a way that it manages to 

solve all problems discussed in Challenges. 

In our study, each document had a unique identifier and a basic description 

about the diagnosis. The first, semi-structured part of the documents 

contained various terms mainly in the form of term-value pairs separated by 

a colon. The echocardiography reports under study also included 

typographical errors or deficiencies. The created dictionary of terms for term 

mapping contained almost 40 terms from the field of cardiography and over 

a 100 synonyms have been defined for the terms. 

Results were evaluated by counting the number of documents in which 

TM-NER has found a specific term. The number of matched documents was 

noted 𝑁𝑇𝑀. To evaluate the relative success (𝑓𝑇𝑀) of TM-NER we also

calculated the frequency of matched documents relative to the size of the 

corpus (20089). The results can be seen in Table 1. 

Table 1 The most commonly extracted terms by TM-NER. It is important to note that the 
presented rate (𝑓𝑇𝑀) is a function of the size of the corpus and not a function of the number of 
reports actually containing a specific term. 

term occurrence (𝑵𝑻𝑴) rate (𝒇𝑻𝑴)

Bal kamra syst. átm. 19549 97.31% 

Septum végdiast. 19491 97.02% 

Aorta gyök 19476 96.95% 

Hátsófal végdiast. 19386 96.50% 

Bal kamra diast. átm. 19147 95.31% 

Bal pitvar (M-mode) 19144 95.30% 

E 18723 93.20% 

EF 18135 90.27% 

A 17483 87.03% 
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Examples for extracted and identified terms can be seen in Table 2. It 

shows various term candidates found in the echocardiography reports and 

their number of occurrence. 

Table 2 Examples for candidate terms for bal pitvar csúcsi nézetből and their number of 
occurrence. 

candidate # of occurrence 

bal pitvar csúcsi nézetből 4930 

bal pitvar csúcsi négyüregből 525 

bal pitvar csúcsi négy üregi nézetből 172 

bal pitvar csúcs felől 128 

bal pitvar csúcsi nézet 68 

bal pitvar csúcsi négy üregből 19 

bal pitvar csúcs nézetből 14 

bal pitvar cssvar nal pit 10 

As previously mentioned, the last step of term extraction is term mapping. 

Table 3 shows some examples of term candidates, their measured value and 

the mapped term. 

Table 3 Term candidates with their extracted value and the mapped term. The table shows a 
variety of extracted values. 

term candidate value 

Ao vmax. aorta kiáramlás 132cm/sec 

Bal kamra diast. átm. dd 57mm 

Bal kamra syst. átm. ds 40mm 

2D bal pitvar 
bal pitvar csúcsi 

nézetből 
43x57mm 

E e 1,6m/sec 

A a 0,65m/sec 

2D jobb pitvar jobb pitvar 31x45mm 

Conclusion 

Based on the previously presented results, it is safe to say that term 

extraction is demanding, but with the proper extraction method it is possible 

to extract medical terms on an acceptable level. The developed text mining-

based TM-NER processes echocardiography reports in 3 phases: the first 

phase is a thorough text cleaning process, the second phase is term 

identification based on predefined rules and the third phase is term mapping 
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using a dictionary. For a text mining-based method such as the TM-NER, the 

quality of the pre-cleaning process greatly affects the outcome. 

Our results show, that by identifying the occurring challenges during 

processing of Hungarian echocardiography reports and by utilizing proper 

text mining techniques it is possible to tackle the aforementioned problems. 

Based on the promising results, fine-tuning of the developed text mining-

based NER is part of our future research to make it more suitable to process 

Hungarian echocardiography reports. 
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Abstract: ADIOS is a pattern acquisition algorithm that learns from a 
large-scale natural data set, in an unsupervised fashion. The process of 
acquisition of patterns is driven both by structural similarities and by 
statistical information inherent in the data. The original ADIOS method 
was designed for language acquisition. We improved the algorithm to use 
any pattern, thus it is more suitable to use in other domains like biology, 
and at the same time based on an earlier pattern detection method we 
made the algorithm more effective. 

Introduction 

The statistical-structural algorithm for unsupervised language acquisition, 

ADIOS (for Automatic DIstillation Of Structure) [1], can identify effectively 

grammars of realistic and unannotated corpus data, in languages as diverse as 

English and Mandarin using a network science-based learning algorithm. 

ADIOS is an information flow-driven pattern acquisition algorithm that 

learns from a large-scale natural data set in an unsupervised fashion. In this 

work we wanted to exploit these features of the algorithm in different 

domains. A common characteristic in a linguistic corpus (a set of sentences) 

and a biological network is that both are directed pseudographs. 

The original ADIOS algorithm looks for only one pattern (motif) type, but 

both in biological and linguistic networks other types of motifs exist [2, 3]. 

Our goal was to preserve ADIOS’s ability to search for independent motifs 

in a behavior-driven way and to make it search for various types of arbitrary 

motifs. 
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Methods 

The original ADIOS algorithm is designed for unsupervised 

language/grammar detection, using an input corpus to generate an estimated 

grammar of the language used by the corpus. By ‘grammar’ we mean a set of 

structural rules governing the composition of phrases and clauses. 

In the initialization step the algorithm loads the corpus into a directed graph 

such that a node in the graph will be allocated for every unique word in the 

corpus. An ordered sequence of graph edges (a path) depicts a sentence in the 

corpus i.e. if the words in a sentence follow one after another, we place edges 

among their nodes 

 After initialization, the body of the algorithm consists of 3 main steps [2, 

5-7]. In the description below, we marked with italic type face the points that 

have been modified for multipurpose use. 

1. After the loading, we execute a Pattern Acquisition algorithm (PA). The 

PA algorithm identifies Representational Data Structures (RDS) via an 

unsupervised learning algorithm as follows. 

A. Pattern detection. In the original ADIOS algorithm patterns are 

similarly structured sentences of primitives that are repeated in the corpus 

(see Figure 1.). 

Our algorithm is capable of applying freely defined patterns. 

These patterns can be described algorithmically (a few steps crawling 

algorithm, starting from an entry point) or can be described with their nodes 

and edges (a subgraph of the input graph specified in xml).  

B. Formation of ‘equivalence classes’ (EC) for each pattern. An 

EC is a set of alternative entities. For example, in a linguistic application, 

they can be nouns, adjectives, verbs with a similar role (highlighted in red in 

Figure 1.). 

In the modified algorithm this step is optional, with freely defined 

patterns it is not necessary to have nodes with the same function.  

C. The algorithm estimates the probabilities of different paths, 

yielding a path ranking based on the signal transmission probability. The 

pattern with the highest score will be the Significant Pattern (SP). 
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D. The equivalence class of SP is reduced to a single new node 

i.e. we remove the nodes that form the EC and we introduce a new node 

(called EC0 in Figure 1). 

In the modified algorithm this step is also optional. 

2. When one PA step is finished, the input data set is recomposed in a new 

generalized form. For the details of this step, see [1]. 

3. The PA algorithm is applied again to the recomposed corpus. 

Figure 1: A pattern example detected by ADIOS. The EC0 Equivalence 
Class together with the nodes before (“is”, “that”, “a”) and after it (“?”, 

End) represent the pattern. 

The algorithm halts if it processed a network without finding a new pattern.  

This methodology finds independent patterns using a behavior-driven 

ranking of patterns, which is important in understanding both linguistic and 

biological networks. 

Applying generalized patterns 

The original algorithm detects structures similar to that shown in Figure 2, 

which is appropriate for linguistic data sets, but we wanted to develop a more 

general solution.  
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Figure 2: A typical structure provided by original method 

In neurobiology, a neural network is directed, but the typical patterns 

(motifs) are different from those of linguistic networks. An example is a 

Triangle Pattern (see Figure 3).  

Figure 3: Example Triangle Patterns. Such patterns are typically used in 
biological networks to describe regulatory processes 
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Note that a triangle pattern in this information-flow driven approach has 

well-defined input and output nodes (see Figure 4). The modified algorithm 

still uses the ADIOS learning method to learn the network, but it can detect 

any type of pattern that is assumed to play a role in regulating or building the 

network.  

Figure 4: Example patterns for sensory-motoric pathways in a biological 
neuron network. The stimulus enters the pattern from the sensory neuron 

from the Input node and exits to the motoric neuron at the Output node. The 
Input node could be a sensory neuron and the Output node could be a 

motoric neuron. 

The modified algorithm successfully finds such patterns, and also those 

possible directed pathways that enter the pattern at the input node and leave 

the pattern at the output node. 

Improving the performance of the algorithm 

Based on the position of the identified patterns with a path traversal 

algorithm (used backward from the input node and forward from the output 

neuron) we drastically reduced the computation needed to calculate the 

probabilities of different paths that affect the pattern. 

For high density networks (the density of a network being defined as a ratio 

of the number of edges to the number of possible edges in a network) we also 

added the feature to use the algorithm just in some selected pathway groups, 

for example sensory-motoric pathways in a neural network. 
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Application of the modified algorithm for a biological network 

We applied the modified algorithm in the neural network map (connectome) 

of the nematode Caenorhabditis Elegans [8]. Such a neural network can be 

described via an edge list of inter-neural interactions. The biological 

background of this application can be summarized as follows: 

• Information flows between two nodes, has a source and a target.

• The fundamental direction of information flow in the connectome

network is from sensory to motor neurons

• Information flow in the connectome can be modelled as a

probability chain network

The connectome from the WormWiring Project [9] contains: 

• 302 neurons (nodes of the network) of types sensory, inter and

motor

• 5039 connections (edges of the network)

We represented the chemical synapse with one unidirectional edge, gap 

junctions with two unidirectional edges. 

As an output the implemented new algorithm provides a functional, 

behavior-driven pattern distribution of the C. Elegans connectome network. 

Results 

Performance 

We used the Brown corpus [11] of ca. 1 million words to compare the 

original algorithm downloaded from the official ADIOS project webpage [12] 

to the proposed algorithm. Architecture used for these tests: 

• Intel Core i7-6700HQ CPU @ 2.6Ghz

• Physical Memory: 16.0 GB

The results in Table 1 show a considerable speed-up. 
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Table 1: Run times of the original and the modified algorithm on the Brown 
corpus 

Algorithm Running time (min) 

Original ADIOS 870.7 

Modified (path traversal based) ADIOS 256.3 

 

Figure 4: Triangle pattern distributions in the C. Elegans Connectome 

 

Results in C. Elegans connectome network 

With the proposed changes to the original ADIOS algorithm we were able 

to analyze the connectome of the Caenorhabditis elegans nematode, to 

determine the triangle-pattern distributions of different sensory-motoric 

pathways. Previously, triangle patterns were only analyzed on the entire 

connectome network on a morphological basis, without considering directed 

information flow from sensory to motoric neurons [12]. 
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With the proposed algorithm we could compute a more meaningful pattern 

distribution (see Figure 4) that can be a basis of further research in neuro 

science. The triplet counts (in blue) are compared to the counts in a random 

network with the same number of nodes and edges. 

Summary 

ADIOS as a path based directed motif search algorithm successful 

comparable to a classic motif search in a well-known biological network. 

With directed motif search we refine a more functional differentiation of 

patterns. Our method gives the possibility to use a data-driven approach to 

find which patterns have a significant role in the real signal propagation, these 

patterns can play an important role in regulation. 
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